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FOREWORD

This Final Technical Report covers all work performed under Contract
AF33(615)-5353 from July 1966 to March 1969. The manuscript was
released by the authors in March 1969 for publication.

This contract with Aerojet-General Corporation, Fullerton, California was
initiated under Manufacturing Methods Project 9-800, Plasma Arc Welding
Development. The work was administered tinder the technical direction of
Mr. Frederick R. Miller, Fabrication Branc'i (MATF), Manufacturing Tech-
nology Division, Air Force Materials Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base, Ohio.

Mr. 3. L. Baird was Program Manager for Aerojet-General Corporation and
Mr. W. D. Caw was the Project Engineer, assisted by Mr. C. L. Starr.

This project has been accomplished as a part of the Air Force Manufactur-
ing Methods Program, the primary objective of which is to develop, on a
timely basis, manufacturing processes, techniques and equipment for use
in economical production of USAF materials and components.

Your comments are solicited on the potential utilization of the information
contained herein as applied to your present and/or future production pro-
grams. Suggestions concerning additional manufacturing methods development
required on this or other subjects will be appreciated.

This technical report has been reviewed and is approved.

J R. MARSH, Chief
Fabrication Branch
Manufacturing Technology Division

All equipment items compared in this report or on this contract are

commerical hardware that were not necessarily developed or manu-
factured to meet Government specifications, to withstand the tests to
which they were subjected, or to operate as they were applied during
this study, Any failure, either objective relative or implied, to meet
the objectives of this study is no reflection on any of the equipment

items discussd herein or on any manufacturer.
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A1STRACT .

The objective of work reported in this volume was to evaluate the Linde
PT-8 and Thermal Dynamics U-5T plasma arc welding torches for fabri-

cating rocket motor cases and weight-critical unfired pressure vessels...
Welding studt4sj wre~a~ccmpl edl utilizing .-0 _ i~-t-hlc-k-6* -4V-titaniu.i

and Inconet 718, and 0. 063-in. -thick Ran# 41.

The PT-8 and U-ST torches were found to require different pilot arc circuits
and orifice gas flow ranges. To achieve contract objectives it was necessary
to install pilot are cu~tout circuitry and a multifunction plasma gas control to

provide satisfactory controls and range for both torches.

Single pass flat position square butt welds were made in 0. 25-in. -thick

6AI-4V titanium with both torches at welding speeds of 6, 12, and 18 ipm.
No single-pass welds were completely free of top bead underfill; a second
(or cover) pass was needed to eliminate this. Circumferential keyhole weld-
ing procedures were developed at 12 ipm weld speed with the PT-8 torch
for both flat and horizontal position square butt welds. Orifice gas down-
slope rate appeared to exert greatest influence on quality in the keyhole
withdrawal area. The U-ST torch exhibited inconsistancy in penetrating
force of the plasma arc arnd was not used extensively for circumferential

- - - ..... weldprocedure development; -- 8obiaed- misnatch- __ 8
and 0. 070-in., respectively, were keyhole welded in the flat position with-
out melting holes in the weld. Plasma arc welds were essentially free of

- - porositywithim rane-f-Id-joinFc~eanline sa levels evaluated.

Transweld tensile and precrack Charpy properties of plasma arc welds in
titanium were satisfactory for the most critical applications. Weld metal
oxygen content .of plasma arc welds was 250 to 40% less than in parent
metal. Miscrostructures were normal in all respects for fusion welds.
Hardness in weld fusion and heat-affected zones ranged hetwe- R, 3--and

.37 in allwelds, after stress-relieving at about 10000F for 4 hr. Low-cycle

M fatigue life of these welds may be less than 100 of parent metal at equivalent
! stress levels.

Keyhole welds in Inconel 718 were produced at 6 -ipm weld speed and exhi-

bited transweld strength of 99% of parent metal. A simulated circumfer en-
tial weld exhibited root bead cracks at the keyhole withdrawal point.

Applications of these plasma torches for sheet metal welding may have
limited value because requirements for torch orifice-end access prevent
narrow chill bar spacing, which causes excessive weld distortion.

-i
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The standard shield gas area coverage of both torches was unsatisfactory
for materials covered in this volume. .trailing-shield-prrided_&suitable__ "

shielding and was easily adaptable to both torches. When assembled with
tcare, both torches were free of water leakage, and factory-reconuended

procedures yielded apparently satisfactory electrode setback and centering
- adjustments.

217< -T e plasma arc welding process producedwelds exceptiohally free of defects.
Weld physical properties were at least equivalent with those reported for
GTAW, GMAW, and electron beam processes in 0. Z5-in.-thick 6A1-4VKi titanium and Inconel 718, Overall plasma arc weld time Is less than one
third that required by GTAW or GMAW for equivalent applications on these
materials. Plasma arc and electron beam. overall weld times were nominally
-identical, but the quality-and properties-of plasma arc welds were superior
in 0. 25-in.-thick 6AI-4V titanium.

Although plasma arc welding requires more equipment components than
1 GTAW or OMAW, it is little more difficult to train operators for this

process than for other automatic welding processes.

Conventional GTAW weld tooling can be employed for plasma arc welding
if relief is provided on the root bead side to dissipate the plasma flame
that protrudes through -the keyhole.

The distribution of this report is limited because it contains technology
identifiable with items on the strategic embargo lists excluded from export

amended (50 U.S.C. Appn. 2020-203 1), as implemented by AFR 400-10,
AFR 310-2, and AFSC, 80-20..
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PR~EFAC E i.--
During the last 20 years the gas-tungsten arc welding process (GTAW) hasachieved a widely respected position in the aerospace industry because It canconsistently produce high-quality fusion welds in a wide variety of materials,and because the qut~pentAecisell Undestood-Although the-G.TAW-
process affords comparatively low welding speeds, it is used almost exclu-sively for welding rocket motor cases and most weight-critical unfired pres-
sure vessels. As vessel size and wall thickness increase, the GTAW processbecomes more time consuming and expensive. Therefore, more economical
processes for producing premium quality welds are constantly being sought.
Although the gas-metal arc and submerged arc welding processes (OMAWand SAW) offer much greater welding speed potential than the GTAW process,
evaluation of these processes on certain high-strength steels has disclosedthat weld quality and properties are frequently inferior. The plasma arc and
portable chamber electron beam welding processes exhibit somewhat thesame potential for reducing overall welding time, but plasma arc weld qualitydoes not depend on the integrity of a partial vacuum and plasma accessory
equipment is generally less cumbersome. For this and other reasons,
welding applications of the plasma arc have received increasing attention
during the last 5 years.

-The -plamarc -we14 ing-process -evolved during--the--developrrlent6.of thehigh- .
energy transferred-arc plasma torch for metal cutting operations when itwas observed that insufficient plasma stream energy sometimes yielded aweld z *re-r- ar-a ;-- asfdund-t te-l phiipal differences between
cutting and welding plasma arcs were the magnitudes of the interrelatedplasma stream energy factors: mass flow rate of plasma (orifice) gas and
arc power density. The plasma arc employed for plate thickness welding
requires the plasma (orifice) gas flow to be accurately controlled; flowrates for welding are generally less than 10% of those used for plasma cutting.
Arc power density can be adjusted over the entire range between the cuttingplasma arc and the unconstricted gas-tungsten arc to obtain virtually any
desired welding arc characteristic.

In suitable material thicknesses, certain combinations of plasma gas flow,arc current, and weld travel speed will produce a relatively small weld pud-dle with a hole penetrating completely through the weld plate at the leadingedge of the weld puddle (called the keyhole), an unusual and exclusive charac-
teristic of plasma arc among the gas-shielded welding processes. In a
stable keyhole mode weld, molten metal is displaced to the top bead surface
by the plasma stream (in penetrating the plate) to form the characteristic

Xiii_- 
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keyhole. As the plasma arc torch in mechanically moved along the weld joint,
___into-LAmetaltby-the azz -srem along -the

molten side surfaces of the keyhole to the rear' where the weld puddle forma
and solidifti. Thus, the keyhole mechanism forms a relatively narrow and
very deep "melt-tha-u" fusion weld of unusually high quality.

xiv
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Section I

INTRODUCTION

Plasma arc torches designed specifically for .welding have been marketed by
-two- fi-xnn-. frbout-5-years LndeDivistn-u tU ian4CarbdCorpdraton
produces the PT-8 torch, and Thermal Dynamics Corporation produces the
U-ST torch. These toruies reflect several iteratively developed configur-
ation and design features that vary according to the manufacturer's objectives,

Fand a plasma gas control console is made for each torch to provide for their
individual service and process requirements. (These plasma arc welding

torches and the process in general are discussed in References i through 9.)
Previous work in evaluating these torches for practical applications has

been largely qualitative, relatively little numerical data concerning the plate
thickness welding characteristics of the process and equipment has been
developed it the following categories:

a. Repeatability characteristics of available equipment
for producing premium quality keyhole mode butt
'welds in high-strength steel, titanium, and nickel
base alloys in the flat and horizontal weld positions.

b. PrCeduiral mehd ad repetblt o making
keyhole mode circumferential welds in the above

_ materials in thicknesses up to-062-in-. an par- -

ticular, the consistency o weld quality in the weld
zone where overlap of the keyhole initiation point and
keyhole withdrawal occurs.

c. Correlation between plasma arc welding variables
and weld properties in certain alloys that may exhibit
sensitivity between mechanical properties and weld

energy input.

d. /Comparisons of the different plasma arc welding

torches available for production applications.

The objective of this contract was to contribute data describing the capabilities

of the plasma arc welding process for making circumferential welds in rocket
motor cases and other weight-critical pressure vessels, and to quantitatively
compare the process with other more widely applied welding processes now
used for welding high-strength alloys. The materials used for welding the
studies for Categories a, b, and c were an 18% Ni maraging steel of 200-kei

- . . . ..---



minimum yield stress (in thicknesses of 0. 25 and 0. 62 in.), I8O-ksi minimum

....... -- Ifd-1-e- -s-9NIAC-.- lC-st? (ini -thlcknesses -of- .25 and 0.62 i l) -oiu-

tion treated and aged 6AI-4V titanium alloy (0. 25 in. thick) and, to a lesser
extent, Inconel Alloy 718 (0. 25 in. thick) and Rene 41 (0.063 in. thick).
Category d was evaluated by applying the results of investigations of Cate-
gories a, b, and c to produce girth welds in.six 24-In.-diameter spherical

.... lprnatire-vt :-els.. Three of:these spherew a0 ;2S-n.tk76A-4V...
titanium alloy, and three were 0. 50-ln.-thlck 18% NI 200 grade steel. The
welded vessels were inspected using normal nondestructive techniques, heat
treated, then hydrostatically tested to failure. Hydrostatic pressure and
related strain gage data were recorded for all tests, and acoustical wave
emission measurements corresponding to incremental flaw growth were~~attempted- for two burst tests ....

This volume extensively discusses methods and results relative to pressure
vessel fabrication and burst testing, and Section III includes an updated dis-
cussion of the comparable features of the Linde PT-8 and Thermal Dynamics

IU-ST plasma arc welding torches. It is probably the most relevant discus-
sion of torch performance in this report because it includes the results of
some very recent work with the U-ST that is meaningful in terms of per-
formance advertised for this torch.

~. .. . . . . . . . . . _.... _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.__ _ _ _ _ _._
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S-ECTION 11

TECHNICAL DISCUSSION

The work accomplished during evaluation of the PT-8 and U-ST plasma arc
welding torches for welding titanium and nickel alloys is described in this
section. The major objective was to determine the capabilities of these
torches for producing butt welds of very high quality. The scope of this

work comprised extensive evaluation of specific plasma arc welding condi-
tions and equipment requirements; nondestructive testing of welds, and

metallurgical evaluation of weld cross sections; further testing of welds
in certain materials was accomplished to determine characteristic tensile
properties, precrack Charpy impact properties, and low cycle fatigue prop-
erties. Weld condition. data were obtained for several different materials
during this time. (See Appendix 1.)

Two kinds of weldment configuration are important in this work. The
simplest configuration is the straight seam butt weld, where the weld can
be initiated and terminated on disposable runoff tabs; this elininates the

.-a-rc-sta-tand-stop-areas--from--the-weldmetnt ro-rp .- T iot&-ctitkal .....
circumferential type of joint (girth weld) must include the weld arc start
and stop areas within the weld deposit, and somewhat different procedures
are usuya -lyire re-4dto-o iiin satisfactory weld quality in these areas.
Plasma arc welding has been represented as a significant advance in fusion
welding process technology for both of these weldment configurations,
particularly for material thicknesses of 0. 090 in. and heavier. The
work reported emrphasized developing welding conditions for making butt
welds in a simulated circumferential weldment configuration, because it
was necessary to determine the practicability of girth welding-apherical~pressure vessels. Where applicable, potential for making simulated cir-

cumferential welds in the horizontal welding position was evaluated.

2.2 EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION

'K. 2. 1 Plasma Arc Welding Torches

The plasma arc welding torches utilized for all welding on this program
are shown in Figures 1, 2, and 3; Figure 1 provides a useful size compari-
son. The PT-3 torch was used only very briefly at the start of this pro-
gram, before the PT-8 became available.
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Figure2 Linde PT-S Plasma Arc
W~elding Torch.
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Figure 3. General Features of U-.ST Torch.
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I At the -start-.of -the-pragtramne-of- the -author-.-vi-sied- theeling-labora- -

tory facilities of both Linde and Thermal Dynamics for briefings on the
latest setup and application procedures recommended for the PT-B and
ti-ST torches. Two days were spent with each fir=; both contributed in-

__ - formation and engineering data on torch design, operating principles,
and Process pictns nepesnnLplefdiao- lig-
conditions for several materials andthickneasses.

The PT-8 and U-ST torches, as they appear in Figures 2 and 3, represent
the August 1967 state of the art (of the United States) in transferred-arc
plasma welding torches made for plate thickness welding. The electrical
circuit difference between a transfiried'inda- nontransferred arc torch

larger quantities of..heat to the orifice (which is really -the anode) than a
transferred arc and it has not been developed practically to yield a plasma
configuration satisfactory for keyhole mode welding in plate thickness
material.

The PT-B and U-ST plasma-torch designs utilize tungsten bodies for the
negative electrode, elemenat,(cathode), and water-cooled copper bodies for
the orifice element that forms the plasm trn m et ocestlz
the inner orifice -wall as a high-voltage/high-!freqaency current conductor
41;xing-the -ar-c-- T itn-nets--~he -plasma- arc-is -tateasawicret
discharge between the electrode and the orifice wall, whi~zh then changes
to the transferred-arc mode. as the ionized gas created by the pilot arc is

Adc ae pace bten.
the electrode and work piece. One difference between the -two torches is the
mac.ithde. oTf th o-rpilot arc ) oprtstls hag sep te U5T oteatepsm
agnithde. of- th o-rnpilot arc)sa leshag usedp te iiToeate sm

at about Z2.xp. flue to the inherent potential for arc -power losses.- -the
U-ST employs a switching setup to deenergize the pilot arc circuit and
thereby electrically neutraliZL the orifice after the plasma arc is estab-----

---- orifise. beltu ii peraion of the PT-8 does not require that the
oriicebeeletrcaly nutalitwas simpler for this program to connect

the pilot arc circuit as shown in Figure 5. An industrial induction-motor
lilvln_ starter relay is employed to open the pilot arc circuit at a preset time

after plasma arc ignition. With this arrangement, the time interval of
pilot arc circuit continuity for starting the plasma arc from either torcha
car, be optimized. A simple knife switch is employed to connect the plasma
arc starting high-frequency generator circuit with the orifice of the torch
being used for welding.
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Alignment of the electrode within the plasma-forming orifice is important.

file across the plasma arc. Proper alignment consists of two steps:
(1) setting the electrode the correct distance inside the orifice (electrode
setback), and (2) centering of the electrode within the orifice.

-ThePT..-S--and t3-St-itilitse somnewhat-diffeit corponant-iorzna-to develop -
-] and shape the- plasma are. One result of this is a difference in the recorA-

mended ranges of plasma (orifice)-gas flow. F'igure ,6 -illustrates
- -the significant configuration differences,. and- the idealized inert gas flow

patterns characteristic -of ea-ch. The riniium. and maximum factory---
recommended ofrifice gas flow levels are shown in Table f for each torch,
along with other -procedural data.

Table I. Orifice Gas Flow Levels.

Weld Weld

C .. Material Crrent Speed
PT-S (Linde Process Manual)

Mpta 'lw 7.5 70/30 brass 140 21
M~iirnmflsw0-080 in. thick~

Maxi Mmumflow 2__ :uorLnd 60_ _

_______ ___ -in. thick (0.44

U-ST (Thermal Dynamics U-5T Torch Manual)

Minimum flow 2 304. stainless 150 15
- steel, 0.125 in.

Maxmumflow 4 304-stainless-9 _

thick

No attempt was made to verify these conditions because they did not
directly apply for the materials and thicknesses specified in this program.
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2. 2. 2 Plasma G~as Control System

Early in the program it became apparent that a plasma gas control systemcapable of producing satisfactory welds with either torch was an urgent
necessity, but program funding did not provide for its procurement. Al-
though a built-in plasma gas control was included in the pr1 Qgran coitral"
power supply-usedfor this work (Linde Mi*Sile Maker, SN 17), -the sysitem
was severely limited in gas mixing capability, and accurate flow control of
orifice gas at the very low rates reco:mended by the manufacturer for the
U-ST was not possible. In addition, existing copper tube joints could not be
sealed to completely eliminate gas leakage; plasma gas contamination withair, apparently by a boundary layer reverse flow mechanism (Reference 10),
wa-foundto be present.- -Four attempts -were made to temporarily modify
this built-in system, but none of the modifications performed satisfactorily.

A completely new plasma gas control system was designed and fabricated
with components common to the old system. The manufacturer's torch op-erating parameters and service requirements were used to establish weld
sequence timing provisions end inert gas flow range limits. This sys-
-tem was laid up on a larje plywood board, as shown in Figure 7. The
plumbing and electrical schematics of the gas flow control functions are
i.cluded as Appendixes and ill

The system was electrically integrated with the programming module of
the weld power supply. The important operating characteristics of this

2. 2.2. 1 Gas Flow Functions

-- A major objective of using this system was to obtain a range of gas flow
metering that included the extreme limits of flow recommended for either-torch-. Accuracyw a Io import o- ensure tEat gas flow rates were
accurate, the flowmeters to be employed for plasma (orifice) gas metering
were subjected to flow calibration by a certified engineering laboratory.
Certification sheets were obtained with flow curves for each flowmeter,
included as Appendix IV, which indicate tha- the absolute accuracy of the
calibrated flownieters at any point on the flo-w curve was within 0. 02% of the
total flow range. The flow settings data repted in this program are con-
servatively estimated as being accurate to - 0. % of full flow range.

The flowneters were mounted at eye level in the aluminum frame (shown
in Figure 8) mounted on the board (Figure 7). 'The eye level position was
selected to minimize errors in float setting dte to parallax. To set flow
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rate, the tooof -the-Pherical-fLoat wasaligned-with- the- desir-ed -graduation
on the tube, The gas flow ranges obtainable with this'arrangement were

afollows:

Argon orifice gas

Bypaas gas flow -- 0. 46 to 7. 39 cfh FM-i

Keyhole gas flow - -0. 46 to 45. 32 cfh (FM-i1, -2, and -3).
Argon shield gas flow -- 0 to 160 cfh (FM-6).

-Helium orifice gas

Bypass gas flow -- 0. 28 to 4. 90 cfh (FM-4).

keyhole gas flow 0- . 28 to 22. 96 cfh (FM-4 and -5).

Helium shield gas flow,- 0 to 230 cfh (PM-7).

Hydrogen orifice gas----------------------------1

B-psgas-flow - -- 0. 16- to -2,- 71- cfh--(FM-4). -

Keyhole gas flow -- 0. 16 to 17. 13 cfh (FM-4 and -5). _ ____

Micrometer thimble needle valves were used to allow stepless adjustment Iof. orifice gas upslope and downslope intervals. These units provided the
following ranges of inter4ral control, within the indicated repeatability
tolerance:

a. Upslope of orifice gas from bypass tokyhl flIevel,----
-Z-Ot --97.0 sec; repeatability accurate to ±0. 5 sec
(by stopwatch).

b. Downslope of orifice gas from keyhole to bypass flow level,
S. 0 to 150 sec; repeatability accurate to + 0. 5 sec (by
stopwatch).

Figure 9 illustrates a characteristic gas flow downslope curve for this
system. The linearity in gas flow decay with time is retained over a wide
range of downalope intervals.

18
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-. 2. 2. 2. 2 Orifice Gas Flow Slope T irmilg..-

The start of orifice gas upslope could be delayed by a timer for periods up

A to 30 sec after the arc had been started- The downslope of orifice gas
* started immediately when the autimated weld stop cycle was initiated; the

downslope of weld current,_travel speed, an ief
-j elaed ytiersfor -periods up to30 sec after ther'aut~mad.wild -stop __

cycle had'been initiated. These functions sloped together because their
generators were connected to the same rate control. Wire -feed and weld
travel could be stopped automatically by timers before the fxrc was extin-
guished to allow gradual reduction of. puddle size by cur rent downslope
to control weld crater cracking(for simulated circumferential welds).

J These -functions were repeatable -within ±0O. 5- sec.

. 2..3 Gas Mix~ing Functions

... ... Gas mixing could be accomplished by making appropriate changes in the
solenoid seqiience switches; these switches (14) are miounted on a panel in the

upper left ceniter of the board of Figure 7. Gas flow control wa9.arrqA .4
so that the orifice and shield ga circuits were pred at abnormallyhg

* ilo'wrats pr argon prior to arc ignitoadteacwsawy

strtd n ue gga;.-ixing.-couldhle.-d ela-d-by. a. timer- forAate-rva-ls-
of up to 30sec after the arc was started. Mixing gradually. proceeded to
desired proportions according to a slope-up rate preset by needle'valves In

helium or hydrogen gas in both the orifice and shield gas circuits, because
sudden mixing .(by a solenoid valve) was accompanied by a gas flow surge
which sometimes extinguished the plasma arc. Using this system, either
hydrogen or helium could be mixed with argon. The-gas mitre pro-o~
tions obtainable depended to some extent on the total orifice gas flow-de-

i sired; however, it was possible to obtain accurate mixtures of up to 90%_
11helium - - 107% -argon at-total orifice gas -flow rate-s -aslow as 4. 6 cfh. in

using mixtures of hydrogen with argon, the 1%j to I1%6 hydrogen range for
orifice gas composition had been suggested for nickel base alloys (Ref-

erence 6); with this system, hydrogen could be mixed with argon at a mini-I
mum hydrogen content of 4%, at a total orifice gas flow rate as low as
0, 48 cf h.

2. 2.3 Weld Program Control Power Supply

The welding power supply employed for this program is illustrated in
Figure 10 (Linde Missile Maker, SN17). It is basically a constant-current
power source and is capab le of producing a maximum current of 275 amp

I _ _ _-_ _ _ _. -. . . . 20 - --
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at about 37 arc volts. Higher currents were available with lower loadvoltages at a maximum power output of about 10 kw. Maximum current was
limited on, this power supply because the Power transformer was alteredprior to this contract to provide better regulation at very low weld cur-rents for OTAW weldin, The m Aoe~tc~ votg 'Vai-bh o

arc tazdg ws 62vdcregadles of start curreit -setting. Figure 11iustrates the correlation between the weld currext conitrol Potentiometersetting and Output current for this machine, the Oa-P for this plot were
obtained using the U-ST torch. The current control automatically maintains
weld current at a preset level within + 3a lp

K ~This machine-A capable of- automatic'ajr rioduping wel programs with
satsfctryaccuracy. The weld, program for any-welding task is neces-_-

sarily divided. into four basic intervals by the programiunng modul' arrange-
Mxeat: preflow interval, hot start interval, weld-itraad rtrfl

Inteval.The ew Pasmagas on-rol system is electrically integrated
with the program control module so that all essential pa~ r edn

funci~n ar coodintedandrepeatable. (Appendix V illuqtratea..the pro-
grammed sequence ofe evt in, a staA-dard keyhole mode plasma.-arc weld,:
produced wit ih-s mralchineO.)....

2. Z. 4 Trailing Shield Considerations

A- idU---- Wpr-ou-e-a-k, il -___

mened ner ga sheloing, of the w~eld puddle area, but oxidation of theweld area was gexierally aevere whea using only the shielding gas coverageprovided by the standard torch components. 'Early in the program, a suit-
able trailing Shield fortitanium welds was developed (Figure 12); it wasdragged along the surface of the work -by the torch, which contaczted the
shield only at points on the transparent electrical iniuLator.- _Tb_ -trans-parent inuaor was employed because it was necessary to observe the weld
in progress, and because it was vital for arc starting to electrically isolatethe torch from the shield. It developed that the minimum space between
the torch and the shield should be 3/8 in., to prevent undesirable arcing to
the shield during plasma arc starting. The Pyrex glass insulator material
performed satisfactorily when handled with care. This shield purged to aninert gas purity satisfactory for keeping titanium welds bright silver, inI min at 200 cfh argon flow, It was satisfactory for welding 1/4.in.-thick
titanium at speeds up to 14 ipm; some discoloration developed on welds
in this material at a travel speed of 18 ipm. This shield was about
11-1/2 in. long.
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S.. .-. Figures 13 and 14 illustrate- unsuces-siul- trailing- shield-conrgurations;.

The Figure 13 configuration shielded effectively but the insulator fused
where plasma backstreaming from the keyhole impinged; this caused early
f lure of the insulator. The Figure 14 configuration did not provide con-
si;stent shielding.

2.2.5 Weld Fixture Considerations

The weld fixture employed for all straight seam welds on this contract is
shown in cross section in Figure 15. This fixture purged to satisfactory
inert gas purity in I min at 100 cfh argon flow. The steel bars that formedthesid---f-tlie -ackup groove could be aduse-t prv ad~ffe tgov
widths to vary tool heat absorption effects. The copper backing plate

effectively prevented the floor of the groove from being eroded by the plas-
ma flame protruding through the keyhole. Properly adjusted plasma flame
implnge4 directly on the copper plate; however, no measurements were
made to determine whether an effective parallel current path existed with
this arrangement. Figures 16 and 17 illustrate this fixture setup for flat
and horizontal position welds.

--7:--2-.-3 -WELDING INVESTIGA-TIONS -AD-RESULTS ...

23 - iu-m6t-A--4V )fate, Nominally 0. 5 in. Thick

2. 3. 1. 1 Initial Keyhole Mode Weld Procedure Development

Initial welding comprised examining welding conditions for flat position
single pass -keyhole -mode -welds with botha torches._ primrnirly to-determine

the compatibility problems between the new torches (PT-8 and U-5T) and
the Aerojet welding equipment and tooling. It was found that 65 psi was
not enough coolant inlet pressure for the U-5T torch, but a 125-psi Ther-
mal Dynamics pump satisfactorily solved this problem. Unsatisfactory
low-range orifice gas flow control indicated a need for an improved plasma
gas system; however, a temporary setup incorporating a flowmeter recom-
mended by Thermal Dynamics was used to make a number of welds. De-
velopment of an efficient trailing shield compatible with both torches was
initiated. This and later work on Inconel 718 showed 'conclusively that, to
be positively effective in excluding air from the top bead surface of the
weld, the shield must enclose the torch end in the manner of the shroud-
type shield illustrated in Figure 12.
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BOTTOM VIEW

Figure 13. Unsatisfactory Trailing
Shield Conffiguration.
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p BOTTOM VIEW

Figure 14. Unsatisfactory Trailing
Shield Configuration.
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Figure 17. Tool Setup for Horizontal Position Welding.
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After solutioris fbrtorch cornpatibil-y and shielding problems had been
initiated, emphasis was placed on evaluating welding procedures for single
pass keyhole mode welds without the addition of cold filler wire, utilizing
the existing equipment, Comparable weld conditions for the two torches
were not found in the manufacturer's literature. Therefore, limited ex-

S prtry din pformedto epoint -on tions..
Weld travel speed was maintained at 6 ipm initially and orifice (plasma) gas
flow and arc current were adjusted as necessary to establish reasonably
stable keyhole welding conditions. Welding was performed on titanium
plate cleaned in 3% HF/40% 1IN0 3 solution, then wiped with alcohol just
before welding; welds were keyholed into plate without a machined butt
joint, The more important -results of this first work are illustrated in
Figures 18 through22.

The effects of variations in torch-to-work distance (standoff) uOing both
torches at a common travel speed of 6 ipm are shown in Figure 18.. Stand-
off variations in the range from 1/8 to 1/4 in. did not seriously alter the
quality or configuration of weld top or root bead surfaces, although no single
pass keyhole mode. welds were made in OZ5-in.-thickplate that were complete-
ly free of top bead underfill. The principal effect of standoff increases (in
this range) was to diminish-the keyholing for-ce o the plasna arc. Heat-
affected zone width was reduced as standoff was reduced frOm l/4tQ .1/8.
in. , wit......i...fi.an. change~I n-fusion zone size.

Purei~~s~iae wit Yoni-zo xu~~.a~eo4i4-a-i---------
Figure 19. Use of helium-argon mixtures for orifice gas produced a more
diffuse, less, penetrating plasma arc and somewhat wider fusion and heat-
affected zones than pure argon at 6 iprn travel speed.

Effects of limitedvariations in travel speed are shown in Figure 20.
Increases in travel speed required corresponding arc current increases,

-"- r-e-s-ulting-in r-eded f-usion andheat-affected zone-widtha.----------

In efforts to develop an effective trailing shield, some 0. 125-in.-thick
material was welded to minimize the consumption of more expensive
0. 25-in.-thick plate. The welds illustrated in Figure 21 were produced
using the PT-8 torch; this illustrates that severity of top bead underfill
moderately increases with material thickness in keyhole mode
welds.

The production of satisfactory keyhole mode welds in square butt joints
requires that the keyhole be centered in the butt joint to melt both plate
edges, with some tolerance for error in tracking alignment of the keyhole
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PY-8 TORCH, 136-M ORIFICE

TIAI-33, 3/16 IN. STANDOFF --

!rF TIAI-33,1/41N. STANDOFF
L ML V.5T TORCH, 1/S-IN.ORIFICE

TIAI-13, 1/8 IN. STANDOFF

TIAI -13, 3/16 IN. STANDOFF -- -

TIA141, 1/4 IN. STANDOFF------
U-ST TORCH, 1/16 IN. ORIFICE

T2A1-1, 1/8 IN. STANDOFF

T2I-1,1/16 IN. STANDOFF----

T2A-1, 114 IN. STANDOFF --

HWO AF ETCH

Figure 18. Effects of Torch Standoff Distance on Plasma Arc Welds in
0. 260-in.-Thick Mill-Annealed Titanium 6A1-4V Plate, Single Pass

Flat Position~ Welds, No Filler Wire Addition, as Welded.
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PT-8 TORCH

TIAI14, 136-M ORIFICE,
75 HELAUM -25
ARGON ORIFICE GAS,
132 AMP, 1/4 IN4. STA#400F,
71PM

4*4X HNO,/flF ETCH

TIAI-7, 136-M ORIFICE,
PURE-ARGON-ORIFICE
GAS, 140 AMP, 1/8 IN. STANDOFF,
7 1PM.

Figure 19. Single Pass Flat Position Plasma Arc Welds ira 0. 250-in.-Thick
Mill-Annealed Titanium 6A1-4V Plate, No Filler Wire Added, as-

Welded, Showing Effects of 2 Different Orifice Gases on Weld
Fusion Zones and Heat-Affected Zones.
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U-ST TORcH, 1/8 IN. ORIFIC2 __

TIA1 -12, 4 1PM

TIAI-12,51PM

TlI-12, 6 IPM

PT-8 TORCH, 136-M OftIPICE
TI-7, 7 IPM ------

TIAI-3, 8IPM - ------

TIAV3 101IPM

Figure 20. Effects of Weld Travel Speed on Plasma Arc Welds in
0. Z5O-in.-Thick Mill-Annealed Titanium 6A1-4V Plate,

Single Pass Flat Position Welds, No Filler Wire Addition,

Ell as-Welded.
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'NOT RE DO!MCIBLE

U-ST TORCH

T2A1-1, 1/16 IN. ORIFICE

TA-2, V3 IN~. ORIFICE

ItI

T1AI-13, M3 IN ORIFICE

PT-B TORG~i

T2AI-3. 136-M ORIFICE

A 8X i*IO3 /HF ETCH

'"'igure 22. Single Pass Flat Position Plasma Arc Welds in 0. 250-in. -
Thick Mill-Annealed Titanium 6A1-4V Plate Made with Different

Torch Orifices, No Filler Wire Added, as-Welded.
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on the joint line. The PT-8, using the 136-M orifice insert, Pr6duced a
weld with a minimum fusion zone (root bead) width of about 1/8 in. in this
material, which was satisfactory if the jrint tracking alignment of the torch
was maintained. Although narrower weld fusion and heat-affected zones
were obtained using the U-ST with 1/16- and 3/32-in. orifice tips, the mini-

-_r um-fusionmone -wdthyielded by-these-orrifceis-wasw narrowetwh
reduced the tracking alignment tolerance. Figure 22 illustrates welds made
at 6 ipm for comparing minimum fusion zone (root bead) widths. The
U-5T torch could produce a root bead over 0. 10-in. wide when the 1/8-in.
orifice tip was used, but the resulting weld top bcad and heat-affected
zones were slightly wider than comparable areas in welds made with the
PT-8 at the same weld speed.

The keyhole initiation, overlap, and withdrawal areas were initially con-
sidered as separate elements of the weld. Efforts were concentrated on
evaluating various methods for starting the keyhole to determine where
emphasis should later be placed. A critical review of keyhole initiation
techniques for circumferential plasma arc welds was not found. Therefore,
to clarify an area of uncertainty, first efforts were concentrated on simul- a I +
taneously startig the arc and the keyhole from a dead stop. It was not

-possible tQ pronduceta -keyhole from a standing start without exceeding the
ST 20%maxinumweldwidthvariation specified inAppendix VI. Itwas alsodemon- .

-- strated-tar o-vra ed,-h eto~a&iiitnisi~l
penetrating the thickened weld path area that frequently results from weld
metal displacement at the point to keyhole initiation. Use of a drilled h __

to tar t~keyhol-dI not eectivi reduce weld start width or weld metal
buildup (see Figures 23, 24, and 25). Therefore, work on the standing
start keyhole initiation technique was stopped, and traveling keyhole ini-
tiatlon procedures were evaluated for ability to be welded over by a key-
hole pass without causing quality problems. A satisfactory procedure was "
developed and most starts obtained from this procedure were sound. How-

_-ever, occasionallyplasmagasentrpment causednternal voids--of various-
lengths. It was found that these voids could be welded over with a keyhole
and consistently eliminated. Therefore, the occurrence of voids in the weld
start area was not considered to be a serious problem.

Z. 3. 1. 2 Development of Procedures for Circumferential Welds

The methods used to evaluate keyhole mode welding conditions for circum-

ferential butt joints in 6AI-4V titanium were oriented toward development
of quality-optimized welding procedures. Therefore, it was necessary
to first define the process variables that might significantly affect the

40
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r NOT REPRODUCIBLE

LACK OFUINAT DRLE
START HOLE

U-T.TRC4, TIAI-25-S, 6i
1116 IN. ORIFICE*..-

COLD LAP___ __ _

____-- --- PT4 TORt8TiAk- 0 S
136-M ORIFICE-

Z2

"LIT"GAS ENTRAPMENT

U-ST TORCH, T141M-0S, 13,
3/32 I'N. ORIFICE--

2t

P7T-8 TORCH, TIAI -20-S, 13,
136-M ORIFICE

H EXCESSIVE MELT THROGH

U-ST TORCH, TIAI-29-S. #2,

3/32 IN. ORIFICE

136-M ORIFICE --

2X HNO3A-IF ETCH

a-i-V-I3

Figure 25. Longitudinal Cross. Sections of Plasma Arc Weld Start Areas
illustrating the Types of Defects That Can Occur in Keyhole Initiation
Areas When a Standing Start Technique is Employed. (Single Pass

Flat Position Weld in 0. 250-in. -Thick Mill-Annealed Titanium
6A1-4V Plate, No Filler Wire Added, as-Welded.)
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qualtY of this- ]kid.. -1 -weld.. I tial- ok-uggetot-e4 th-at-the -folwn
variables could affect quality in both the steady-state weld and keyhole
withdrawal areas:

Torch configur ati on

PT-B Orifice, diariete
Singlft or multiport orifice
Electrode setback
Electrode point configuration

tJ-5T 'Orifice diameter R.
Electrode setback
Electrode size

Torch standoff distance
K ~2 -

--- Weld c urrent
Z --

Weld travel spP.Pd!-

Orifice gas

Orifice egas flow

L - - _ __ 
_ _ _ _ __ 

_ _ _ _

Shield gas flow

Material thickness (and liquid. phase characteristics)

Orifice gas flow downelope rate

Weld current downslope rate

Minimum weld current level (during dowvnslope)

Weld travel speed downslope rate

Time phasing of current and travel downslope relative to
orifice gas flow downslope

Weld tooling configuration
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A review of potentially suitable statistical methods for -walusting the relative
.. - .. fluences of this Array of variables nn weld quality suggested the use of a

factorial experiment design. However, it was found that a full factorial
• experiment for evaluating the main effects and interactions of the listed vari-

ables would require more than'16, 000 tests, The same kind of experimental
design for 7 variables required 123,treatment combinations at 10 replications _

.. . eachi-efort otal-of-1,2S0§sL ecauseoT uncertainty as to the limits to be
applied on the evaluation range for each variable, statisticians could -not
guarantee that such a 7-vartble experimental design would provide sufficient
data to define a keyhole'overlap and tail-off procedure capable of producing
acceptable weld quality in theme areas consistently. Statistical experimental
designs of this nature were not originally a part of this work; practical limits
existed on the relative arount of weld testing that could be devoted to this
work, iand these kinds of statistical experimental designs were therefore not
employed in optimizing -keyhole overlap and tall-off procedures.

At this point it was clearly necessary to substantially reduce the number of
-variables .to be studied in developing keyhole overlap and tail-off procedures.
Each torch was restricted for further work to a single combination of elec-
trode, .-orifice, and electrode setback. Standoff distance and weld tooling

• .. ,,configuration were fixed. Lixmited weld testing was then undertaken to define•a
a range of steady-state welding speeds with reasonable potential for producing

'satisfactory quality in keyhole overlap and keyhole withd.awal areas. -- Flat .
.sitiom isquare utt welds were produced in 0. 26-in,-thick mill annealed
6Al-4V! titanium plate; arc current, orifice gas flow, and shield gas flow

___ -were ad4justed to 4togtbkl-t~deso-6~l- ----
and 18 ipm. In these tests, the criterion for a strong keyhole was that the
residual plasma flame protruding through the keyhole impinge on the copper
floor plate of the fixture (I in. away) without loss in, flame diameter. This
work and all subsequent welding on this contract was accomplished using the
multifunction gas control illustrated in Figure 7 and the trailing shield shown
in Figure 12.

Welds made at 6, 12, and 18 ipm under stable keyhole conditions were free
of defects except that all specimens exhibited degrees of top bead underfill
at both fusion zone edges. It is probable that welding speeds above 18 ipm
are practical for this material and thicknesses on straight seam joints, but
at 18 ipm, 290 amp were necessary to achieve a stable keyhole using the
PT-8 torch. This is above the 250-amp limit suggested for this torch and
orifice in Reference 6. although no orifice damage was detected after therelatively short weld specimens (24 in. )used in this test saries were

completed.
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After satisfactory steady-state keyhole conditions were establi&'.ed with each
torch at the three weld speeds, overlap and keyhole withArawal procedures
were evaluated. A simulated circumferential weld joint configuration was
used; this comprised a square butt joint 24 in. long in which the first keyhole
weld was initiated in the center of the joint (using a progranmed start cycle)
and carried to the end of the plate where it was terminated with a rapid slope-
down cycle. A second keyhole weld was then started at the opposite end of

-the plate using a short keyhole start cycle, carried toward the start of the

first weld and over it, then sloped down, using a controlled keyhole with-
drawal program to simulate the keyhole closeout in a circumferential weld
joint.

-It was found that it was possible to weld over keyhole initiation areas without
lose of the keyhole at all three welding speeds. The root bead (or melt-thru)
protruded from the plate surface more in the overlap area than in steady weld
areas because even the running kefhole initiation procedure leaves a thickened
area where the keyhole first appears. Root bead protrusion effects were
greater in welds made with the U-5T torch.

The consistent production of a defect-free keyhole withdrawal area was the
major problem encountered in developing circumferential welding procedures
for 6Al-4V titanium. Two weld quality features were important in this
problem: (1) there was always an area of combined underfill and localized

..c on..aity-o~n-the-top-head-s urface-wherP-..-the-kehole-cased to -penetrate-the
plate (keyhole withdrawal); and (2) plasma gas entrapment in the form of
closed, irregularly shaped subsurface voids was found at points along the

X-rays of void-free and void-containing keyhole withdrawal zones are shown
in Figure Z6. Although limited welding was accomplished at 18 ipm, the
severity of the top bead concavity and underfill at the keyhole withdrawal
point was such that satisfactory coverage of this area with a second weld was
judged to be impractical using a constant filler wire feed rate. Therefore,

work on 18 ipm keyhole withdrawal procedures was discontinued and effort
was concentrated-on lZ-ipm procedures because both 6- and 12-iprn condi-
tions yielded top bead contours that could be satisfactorily removed with a
second or cosmetic weld pass.

At the point in this program when the weld variables influencing keyhole
withdrawal quality were being studied, the U-ST torch began to exhibit incon-
sistent arc force. This effect essentially invalidated previous weld procedure
development work. While Thermal Dynamics personnel were evaluating this
problem, weld testing was accomplished only with the PT-8 torch.
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_-VOID-ItOWITDAWA-ARASINCLIE PAStWELD~

VOID FREE KEYHOLE WITHDRAWAL AREA SINGLE PASS WELD

X-R Y CLEAR KEYHOLE WITHDRAWAL AREA AFTER WIRE COVER WELD

Figure 26. X-rays of Keyhole Withdrawal Areas in 0. 250-in.-Thick

6AI-4V Titanium Plate.
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Additional procedure development welding indicated the weld variables that

have greatest influence on the _quality mi the keyhole withdrawal zonaaare-

a. Orifice gas flow downslope rate.

b. Time phasing of weld current downslope following
initiation of orifice gas flow downslope.

c. Material thickness.

d. Welding position.

Unfortunately, their effect on flat position overlap weld quality was only
generally established during this program. The most -significant data are
presented in Table I; void occurrence in the keyhole withdrawal zone Is
shown relative to material thickness and orifice gas flow dowaslope intlrval.
The apparent influence of gas downslope interval on void occurrence in ihe
0. 248- to 0. ZSZ-in. thickness range suggests this is the variable of greafist
significance. In 19 tests, 19 void-free keyhole withdrawal areas were obtained
in this thickness at the 7. 7-sec gas downslope interval. Simple statistical
treatment ofthe data on flat position welds at this downslope interval yields
the following success and confidence estimates of weld quality potential,
based on a sample population of 15:

Satisfactory Overlaps to be
Expected in 10 Attempts Lower Confidence Level

95 50
92 70
90 80
85 90
82 95

The other three variables exhibit uncertain significance. It can be inferred
that the greatest potential for producing a void-free overlap exists when~orifice gas flow downslope is completed before current downslope is started,
but there were enough successes (14) when that was not the case to decrease

f confidence in any trend; the contradictory successes all occurred at gas
downslope intervals in excess of 7. 7 sec. Material thickness effects were
not thoroughly evaluated, but increases in parent metal thickness cause

* proportionate increases in the volume of molten metal carried in the 'weld
puddle behind the keyhole; it is this molten metal that must solidify progres-
sively without voids during keyholo withdrawal to yield an acceptable weld.
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As a variable, material thickness exhibited the expected effect in that more
voids were found in thicker material. The significant liquid phase properties
of titanium, and particularly the influence of chemical composition on vis-

cosity and surface tension, were not found in the technical literature. There-
fore, potentially signficant molten metal surface tension and viscosity
variations associated with chemical composition differences could not be

_ _ evaluated. The inf'luences of material variables did not appear to be predom-
inant at the 0. 248- to 0. 252-tn. thickness level, where a large part of the
Table II welding data were obtained. Additionally, no voids were found in the
keyhole withdrawal area of any of the horirontal position welds; more data
would be needed to establish the statistical importance of the position variable
because the sample population was only four tests.

Figure 27 illustrates a successful combination of welding conditions and
timing for keyhole mode circumferential welds, using the PT-8 torch. Fig-
ure 28 shows the conditions required to make a circumferential keyhole mode
weld both before and after the problem of reduced keyholing force occurred
with the U-ST.

Melt-in mode welds can be made with either plasma torch by minimizing the
penetrating force of the plasma arc and by spreading the weld puddle; this
was accomplished by reducing total orifice gas flow and using large percent-
ages of helium in the orifice gas. It was found that melt-in mode welds could
bep roduced with either torch using similar conditions, ex-eptfQr total orifice.

gas flow, Steady-state keyhole mode welds in 0. 25-in. -thick titanium were
satisfactorily covered using a melt-in fusion cover pass, without filler wire

. duces a characteristically concave top bead area, some filler wire addition
during the cosmetic cover pass is necessary to fill this area. Figure 27illustrates satisfactory melt-in mode cover weld conditions for the PT-8 (or

U-ST) torch on this material. Arc initiation and tail-off procedures for
melt-in mode plasma arc welds are relatively noncritical.

Figure 29 illustrates top and root bead surfaces in the overlap area of a weld
that was used for initial physical properties evaluation; some root bead
heaviness in the overlap area is apparent. Figure 30 illustrates cross sec-
tions from two areas of each of the first physical properties evaluation weldsproduced with PT-8 and U-ST torches. These photographs illustrate weld
surface and cross section quality to be expected using these torches with

this material.
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Figur 27.Welding Conditions and Timing for Continuous CircumferentilaiPlasma Arc Welds in 0. 2 5-in. -Thick 6A1-4V Titanium, U-ST Torch.
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LttA

TOP BEAD SURFACE OF WELD NO. T2A2-2

6 ROOT BEAD SURFACE OF WELD NO. T2A2-2

Figure 29. Flat Positiort Square Butt Weld in 6A1-4V Titanium Plate,
(J. 235-in. Thick, 2 Passes Illustrating Typical Weld Surface

Quality in Area of Satisfactory Overlap.
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PT, I TORCH, I KEYHOLE WILD,
12 1PM WELD SPEED, WILD~ T2A2...

1 3~ x HNO3 14P UCH

U-ST TORCH, I KEYHOLE WELD,
121PMA WELD SPEED, WELD T2A,2.44

Y4H103/14F ETCH

PT4 Toitca. I KEYHOLE'WELD

PLUS ICOVER WELD, 12 IPMWELD SPEED, WELD T2A2..2 -I
II '~'{I*O/HF ETCH

U-ST TORCH, 1 KEYHOLE WELD PLUS
I COVER WELD, 12 IPM WELD SPEED,
WELD T2A2-14

I yj -'p4KO3/np E1TCH

Figure 30. Flat POS ition Keyhole Mode Square Butt Welds in 0. 24-in.
Thick 6A1-4V Titanium, B~oth Torches.
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Z. 3. 1. 3 Process Tolerance for Fitup and Cleanliness Variations

__ -Work was done to establish quantitative data on the process tolerance for
weld joint fitup and cleanliness variations. These variables were examined
individually within fairly large limits.

7Butt weld joint fitup variations normally take two forms, excluding local
-- ___ _ thicknes s4f_ s~n,---Thesear-e: -A-1 butting edge ,ismatchn~h~ep~f-

Uof the plate, and (2) deviations from continuous butt edge contact (gaps).
These factors were studied individually and in combination. The specimen
employed for gap evaluation is shown in Figure 31. Figure 32 illustrates 4
the specimen setup employed for evaluating the effects of combined gap
and mismatch. The effects of fitup variables were evaluated un flat posi-
tion square butt welds without keyhole overlap or withdrawal areas. All
welds were made with the PT-8. The criteria for evaluating the effects of
these variables on weld quality were by visually determined weld surface
qualities and X-ray soundness. Root bead concavity was evaluated in this
study as a condition different from underfill.

Figure 33 illustrates the effect of various gap widths on weld cross sec-
tion features. The keyhole was continuously maintained at gaps up to
0. 070 in. (the greatest tested) without causing a hole in the weld. Some
root bead concavity at fusion zone edges was resolvable at local gap areas
over 0. 020 in. wide, both visually and by X-ray; however, based on these

. .. -data, -it appears- that gs near 0.-030 in.- -wide could exist in a pressure
vessel butt weldment intended for flat position welding without seriously
degrading weld quality or qpropties, if keyhoqle mo 4a~rwsding
were to be eriiployed. At this gap setting, root bead concavity is less
than 0.004 in. With the electron beam welding process, continuous weld
in the presence of gaps above 0. 010 in. would be difficult to produce.
Reference 11 describes some results of fatigue tests on welds in other
materials to evaluate effects of root bead concavity.

Figure 34 illustrates the effect of various levels -of mismatch on weld cross
section features. As before, the keyhole was maintained at all points
along the weld joint without causing holes in the weld. Mismatch conditions
up to 0. 080-in. offset (32% mismatch) did not cause undercutting on the root
bead side of the weld. The plasma flame protruding through the keyholewas progressively deflected toward the higher side of the joint as mismatch

was increased. Any of the top bead conditions illustrated in Figure 34
could be satisfactorily covered with a cosmetic weld pass employing filler
wire addition, therefore, constraints on allowable mismatch for keyhole
Smode plasma arc welds would most likely be defined by transweld load
path discontinuity allowables and ability to achieve a satisfactory keyhole
withdrawal zone.
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4 IN MOM1.50

0.070 :10.002

1.50 6 PLACES

0.060 0.002 jZ

I H-0.00*1 0.002
0

24 IN.
NOMa

4 _________GAPWIT1 ~ ~~0.020 *0.002 Id-1.50 7 PLACES WDi14-

0.250.IN. THICK PLATE10.010*0.002 As*45

REMAINDER OF 0.20
PLATE LENGTH

GAP WIDTH- 4 l-

SECTION A-AI
0.d00-IN. THICK PLATE

Figure 31. Plate Design for Evaluating EffectS Of Gap.
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--------------

Figure 33. Effects of Gap on Single Pass Flat Position Keyhole Mode
Plasma Arc Welds, Square Butt Weld Joints in 0. Z50-in. -Thick

6A1-4V Titanium Plate.
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Figure 35 illustrates the effects of various combinations of gaps and mis-
match On weldecross section features. As be-ore, the keyhole was main-
tained at all points along the weld joint without causing holes in the weld.
It would appear that constraints on mismatch would also apply for combined
conditions, although at combinations of gap and mismatch over 0. 030 and
0. 040 in., respectively, the root bead surface exhibits larger discontinuities.

The effects of preweld cleaning on the quality of square butt plasma arc

welds in 0. 25-in.-thick 6Al-4V titanium were evaluated using three levels
of cleanliness; data on the effects of cleanliness were obtained over the
duration of the program. The standard cleaning procedures were

a. As-received plate (pickled at mill), milled square butt
edge; deburr the sharp edges, and store up to 6 months
for later use. Wipe butt edges with clean rag saturated

with MEK or methyl alcohol; assemble, purge, GTAW
tack weld, then keyhole weld.

b. As-received plate (pickled at mill), milled square butt edge;
deburr the sharp edges, etch in 3% HF/40% HNO3 solu-
tion, dry and wrap in kraft paper, and store up to 3
months for later use. Wipe butt edges with clean rag
saturated with MEK or methyl alcohol; assemble, purge

-GT-AW tack--welds -then-keyhole weld.

c. As-received plate, (pickled at mill) milled square butt
_g ,-n36IN 03re ecI/40% IWO 3
solution, dry and immediately prepare for welding. Wipe
butt edges with clean rag saturated with MEK or methyl
alcohol; assemble, purge, GTAW tack weld, then key-

hole weld.

During this program, 120 ft of the 390 ft of keyholenraode butt welding-in
this material was inspected by flurorescent penetrant and X-ray methods.
This comprised 51 two-ft-long plate weldrnents and three pressure vessels
with 6 ft of weld each. No surface defects were found, except that single
pass welds exhibited top bead underfill at the fusion zone edges; two pass
welds were completely free of surface defects. Porosity was found in four
plate weldments; in three of these, the defect was in the form of an indi-
vidual pore less than 0. 030 in. in diameter. In the fourth case, the defect
was light nonlinear porosity about 0. 0Z0 in. in diameter in a l-in.-long
section of the weld. None of the porosity was rejectable by the X-ray accep-

tance criteria (Appendix VII). These data were obtained from welds in
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three heats of material. There was no correlation between cleaning pro-
cedure, heat of rnaterial, and occurrence of porosity. Only one flat posi-
tion weld exhibited porosity, but three horizontal position welds exhibited
porosity. These data strongly substantiate previous claims of very high
weld quality potential inherent with the plasma arc welding process. (These
data may be more impressive to those readers familiar with the problem

° " __of producing ttniuniwedmetthatnu t-coply-with-r-tstvrt ve-prosity ----
acceptance criteria.) The fact that 251 of the welds X-rayed were made
with plates that were simply wnphed with solvent after edge machining
seems very significant. The puddle agitation and surface sweeping action
of keyhole mode welding appears to substantially suppress the confirmed
tendency of titanium weld metal to form porosity, at least for surface
cleanliness and Interstitial levels within the ranges examined.

2. 3. 1. 4 Evaluation of Horizontal Position Welding

Limited welding was performed to determine the capabilities of the plasma
arc welding process for producing high-quality butt welds in 0. Z50-in. -thick
6A1-4V titanium plate in the horizontal welding position. The equipment
setup in Figure 17, including the PT-S torch, was used for all horizontal
position welding of flat plate.

Because -reasonable success wa-s-ac-hieved at 12 ipm on flat position welds,
this speed was also used for all horizontal position welds. It was found
that keyhole mode welding conditions developed for flat position welds

Figure 36 shows the torch side surface of a horizontal position weld in an
area free of keyhole initiations or overlaps.

There were no voids found in the keyhole withdrawal area in any of the
seven horizontal position welds that were X-rayed (Table 11). The concave
area that occurred on the torch side of flat position welds at the keyhole __

withdrawal point was not as deep in horizontal position welds. It appears
that the welding conditions and time phasing of Figure 28 are reasonably
satisfactory for keyhole overlap and withdrawal operations in horizontal
position welds.

Because the torch-side surface concavity of horizontal position welds was
shallower in the overlap area than in flat position welds, it was decided to
examine conditions for cover welds without employing filler wire addition.
This was satisfactorily accomplished using the conditions and procedures
shown in Figure 37.
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Figure 36. Top Bead Surface of Single Pass Horizontal Position
Square Butt Weld in 0. 25-in.-Thick 6AI-4V Titanium Plate.
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Figure 37. Weld Conditions and Timing for Horizontal Position Welds
in Titanium.
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2. 3. 1. 5 Weld Properties Evaluations

Welds for mechanical properties evaluations were produced in 6AI-4V ti-
taniurn plate that was solution-treated at a temperature just below the beta-
transus for I hr and quenched in water, then aged at about 1000 0 F for

__ 4 hr (Condition STA). Transweld tensile properties and precrack Charpy__
- im-patPCI)-enery Patos ioncharacteristics were measured to evaluate
the effects of certain procedural variations. Welding conditions were
then finalized and more transweld tensile testing and PCI testing was
done together with Borne low-cycle fatigue testing. Chemical composition
data and results obtained from tensile and PCI testing of welds in this
material are reported in Table MI. Specific welding conditions employed
for physical test weldiments are recorded in Appendix VIII. Figures 38,
39, 40, 41, 42, and 43 illustrate macro- and microstructural character-
istics and hardness data for certain welds. Figure 44 illustrates the re-
sults of limited low-cycle fatigue testing.

The tensile testing of all welds was accomplished using transweld test
specimens machinod to the configuration shown in Figure 45. All-weld-
metal and longitudinal weld tensile properties were not determined.
Tensile specimens were machined, stress-relieved at the indicated tempera-ture and time, and tested at room temperature. Tensile tests were con-
ducted at strain rates between 0. 003 and 0.007 i/in./rii to 0. 2% ofset ..
-yieldatress; strain rate was then increased to cause failure in approximately
one additional minute. Weld reinforcement was left as-welded on all ten-
sile test.- fi "--
the configuration that is exposed to service loads, and to indicate whether
increased weld land thickness would be required for the titanium pressure
vessels, which were to be fabricated later in the program. Because of
the way the weld test plates were cut at the mill, the transweld tensile
load direction was necessarily transverse to the final rolling direction
of the parent metal in all cases.

The welding conditions for 6A1-4V titanium were first optimized to meet
quality requirements for circunferential welds. The tensile data reported
in Table III represent properties oi a relatively fixed set of welding condi-
tions. most evaluations were made using the welding conditions presentedin Figures 27 or 37. Tensile test results for certain PT-8 welds are
summarized in Table IV.
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A literature search failed to reveal published tensile data for fusion butt 4
welds in 6A1-4V titanium higher than that in Table IV; however, no welds
were produced that exhibited 100% of the parent metal tensile strength.

Flat position welds made with a two-pass procedure incorporating filler
wire addition on the cover pass were about 3 ksi higher in tensile strength
than single-pass welds, regardless of filler wire composition. The ab-

wire being added, thus weld metal dilution is negligible. However, weld
TZAZ-8 exhibited very low tensile properties (Table III). This was attri-
buted to the higher heat input (36 kjoules/in. versus about 20 kjoules/in.)

employed for the cover pass. Commercially pure wire was used for this
weld, and this may also have contributed to reduced properties; more weld
metal dilution was caused by the higher cover pass heat input. Increasing
cover weld speed (thereby reducing the value of the heat input) from 6 to
12 ipm significantly improved and stabilized transweld tensile properties,
whether or not filler wire was added; further speed increases to 15 ipm
for the cover weld did not significantly alter these properties.

The transweld properties of one horizontal position weld were essentially
identical with those of two-pass flat position we .d .

K] Further review of Table III tensile data clearly indicates there is no signi-ficant difference between the tensile properties of the steady-state weld
andthe keyhole-overlap -and withdrawai areas. To evaluate a potential
repair procedur e , a second keyhol~e weld was made in a welded joint that

had an overlap void l10sec oriWj.gas zl _LnteXVa n f4. _

factory overlap was made using the 7. 7-sec downslope; the tensile strength

in the overlap area (essentially three passes) was slightly higher than in
the two pass keyhole area. This suggests that the keyhole overlap and with-
drawal procedure illustrated in Figure Z7 produces welds essentially
equivalent in tensile strength at all points on the weld, either in the initial
welds or for the case where a keyhole repair weld may be desirable. At
least three keyhole welds could be made in a square butt-weld joint without
degrading tensile properties. It is apparent that total heat input is not a
very significant quantity for comparing weld procedures and tensile
properties in this material; total heat input as high as 87 kjoules/in. had
no apparent effect. Heat input up to 30 kjoules/in. in a keyhole weld
apparently had no degrading effect on weld tensile properties. The in-

fluence of interpass temperature higher than 100°F on tensile properties
was not evaluated.
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Table l L mmnary of 6AI-4V Titanium-Parv
Properties.
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yof 6A1_4VZTitanium Parent Metal and Weld
Properties.
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Figure 38. Flat Position Two Pass Square Butt
Weld in 0. ? 50- in. -Thick dSAl..4V Titanium Plate _

(Cond STA), Commercially Pure Titanium Filler
Wire HT 301525 Added on Second Pass.
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Figure 39. Flat Position Two Pass Square
HP/NNO3 ETCH Butt Weld in 0. ZSO-in. -Thick 6A1 4V Titan-

ium Plate (Cond STA), Filler Wire HT
3Z04_Di (6A1-4V Ti, ELI Grade) Add-

ed oni Second Pass at 12 -ipz' WeldS
Speed.
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urn Plate (Gond STA).
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Weld in 0. 2 5 0- in. -Thidk- 6A1- 4V Ti-

tanium Rate (Cvhnd STA).
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Plate (Condition STA).
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- - -TablTV.~ilde- test Results.I

Weld Description Utenilae Elng1in

Tensile (in I in.

Single pass keyhole mode weld 156.4 5.7

Overlap area (above weld) 158.0 7.3

Two keyhole monde welds 156.9 6.0

Overlap area (abiove weld) 157. 7 6. 3

Single pass keyhole mode weld
covei'edwia on ps, -using

commercially pure titanium wire 160.9 8. 0

Overlap area (above- weld) 160. 6 8. 0

Single Pass keyhole mode weld
covered with one pass, using
6A1-4V alloy wire at 12 1pmj 161.3 6.0

-SingleL-past keyhole-mo&dewe14t-
covered with one pass, using
6A1-4V alloy wire at 15 iprn 161.9 7.6

Horizontal Position weld

Single pass keyhole mode weld

covered in two pailses, without
using any filler wire addition 161.6 9.3
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The-consisteny in-th-transweld-twnnih prw ties -wd weld ewit . .
-. the conditions of Figure 2? (PT-8 torch) is remarkable. The information

obtained for the single U-ST weld (TZAZ-14) does not constitute enough
work for extensive comment: this weld did exhibit lower strength than PT-8
welds. The transweld texsile strength of two pass PT-B welds was between

backing bar spacing; this tends to substantiate consistency observations.

Tensile testing of specimens machined to the Figure 45 configuration pro-
duced fractures that characteristically followed a plane diagonal to the ......
weld surface about 1/16 in. away from the fusion zone boundary (see
Figure 46). This suggests a p lane of low ductfli tyxistiL that isclosely-re--
latedto the weld fusion zone boundary. Hardness, surveys of this area
(Figures 38 through 43) show that there is a definite zone of reduced hard-
ness extending about 3/16 in. beyond the fusion, zone boundary in all cases.

Precrack Charpy impact -test specimens were taken from weld center-
line locations in nine different welds (Table III); thd _propeities of the heat-
affected zone were evaluated using specimens taken from four welds. Two
parent metal heats were evaluated. The PCI blanks vere cut from wed

--locations shown-in-Figure 4?. -The orientation 6f thi-notch-it th-e weld
centerline and heataffected zone positions With re p ntAt0__ h _---- .

-746 Fyirit ii ttUgie d'rnno0san faiue-precrack
tolerances are shown in Figure 48.. The notch for all heat-affected zone,

evaluations was * n e{eeFlzr-
ures 38 through 43). This location placed the heat-affected zone notch in a
position intersecting the chracteri-stic -fracture path observed in transweld .- . -

tensile tests. The PCX specimens were stress-relieved-along with weld
tensile specimens, ground to size and notched, then fatigue precracked on
a Man-Labs fatigue loading machine (Figure-49). Impact-teesting was con-

ducted with a Man-Labs Impact Testing .Machine, Model CIM-24 (Zigure 49),
pcablto deliveriniaxtm oe-o 4-f-b.--Thtrrn-chine was

calibrated to record fracture absorption energy within. a.tolerance of less
than ± 0. 10 ft-lb. Parent metal, weld,. and heat affected zone energy ab-
sorption levels were converted to inch-pounds per square inch of fracture
surface, using standard practices, and are reported in. Table Ill. Selected
fracture surfaces are shown in Figure 50.

The transverse parent metal PCI properties measured for both heats tested
are reasonable values for normal interstitiallevel 6A1-4V titanium in the
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(2 PASS WELD)

0I PASS WELD)

I.T2A2-30 TYPICAL FTENSS# AILURE-

- ~C -iitov PASS-(-PSE )

'TMA-32 - 1YPICALFATIGUt FAILUARE
(2 PASS WELD)
(6AI-4V T1

K1A2_10 TYPICAL'TENSILEFALUt

Figure 46. Characteristic Weld Fracture Pathis in Titanium
and Inconel 718. 0.25-iji. Thick.
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I °

.. .3. Z Inconel 718, Nominally 0.25 in. Thick --

2. 3.2. 1 Keyhole Mode Weld Procedure Development

_ Theweldingper-formed on-Inconel--71 8-wpsdintend-to-deveop•ata similar
to that reported for 0, 25-in. -thick 6AI-4V titanium. Welds were initially
keyholed in plate without a machined joint, using the PT-8 torch, to select
plasma arc conditions for welding at 6 ipm; the U-ST was not used for
the first welis in this material because Thermal Dynamics personnel were
evaluating different electrode configurations. Difficulties were encountered
in obtaining adequate weld top bead shielding, primarily because the first
20% of this welding was accomplished without the trailing shield in Figure IZ.
Air contamination of the weld top bead surface in Inconel 718 had much
greater influence on molten weld metal flow characteristics than in titaniin

Preweld cleaning of all plate surfaceswith silicon carbide abrasive discs
appeared to provide optimum cleanliness for welding.

Flat position keyhole mode welds were readily produced; cross sections
from the first weld attempted are shown in Figure 54. The weld fusion
zone configuration is very similar to that of single-pass keyhole welds in
titanium. The root bead melt-thru is somewhat heavier than in titanium,

.....but-topbea-surface -are- almost -ree of -undeifill. -Weldsiwere made to--
investigate the effects of smoall variations in weld conditions on fusion zone
geometry, and Figure 55 illustrates three important effects. Weld heat
inputand arc iiiergy-insity varied considerably with standoff variations
when small amounts of hydrogen were present, even when hydrogen was
used only in the shield gas stream. Satisfactory keyhole mode welds were
obtained using pure argon orifice gas, and little additional work was done
with hydrogen mixtures, mostly because of effects in exaggerating heat
input during small standoff variations. Variation in fusion zone geometry
was caused by unsatisfactory topRbeadgas shielding, and is illustrated by
sections from Weld K1A2-l in Figure 55. This weld is made with the
trailing shield illustrated in Figure 14. The relative heaviness of root
bead melt-thru caused by the PT-B torch outer shield configuration is
illustrated in sections taken from Welds KIA2-5 and KlAZ-8. Keyhole

weld root bead smoothness and uniformity were directly related to the sta-
bility of the keyholing process. An unstable keyhole could be identified byobserving the weld puddle top surface behind the keyhole; fluttering in the

molten puddle surface was one kind of instability and, for the welds made
in 0. 25-in. -thick Inconel 718, this was always associated with root bead
roughness and nonuniformity. Weld heat input and orifice gas flow settings
governed keyhole stability to a large extent, but in this material the con-
figuration of the torch outer shield also affected keyhole stability and could
contribute to measurable variation in root bead smoothness. This shield
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PT-8TOKcN 36.M ORIFICE

II-1, 140 AMP,
1/8 IN4. STANDOFF ._._.

KIAI-1, 140 AMP,
3/16 IN. STANDOFF

KIAI-I, 150 AMP,
3/16 IN. STANDOFF --

K1AI-1, 140 AMP,
1/4 IN. STANDOFF---

Figure 54. Single Pass Flat Position Plasma Arc Welds in
=*.92-A60. 

2 50-in. -Thick Inconel Alloy 718, No Filler Wire Added;
as -Welded.
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EFFECT OF TORCH STANDOFF DISTANCE USING
3% HYDROGEN-ARGON GAS MIXTURE IN SHIELD
GAS CIRCUIT ONLY.

KIA1.4, 1/S IN. STANDOFF KlAI-3. 3/16 IN. STANDOFF

KIAI-3, 1/4 IN. STANDOFF

EFFECT OF TORCH STANDOFF ON WELD CROSS-SECTION
WHEN A HIONSHROUD TRAILEWt SHOELD IS USED.

K1A2-.1, 3/16 IN. STANDOFF -~K1A2..1, 5/16 IN. STANDOFF

EFFECT OF TORCH OUTER ShIELD
CONFIGURATION ON MELT-THROUGH.

K I A2-9 STANDARD LINDE IIA2-5 CYLINDRICAL
OUTER SHIELD OUTER SHIELD

k. ~oe-4UQ-I(CROSS-SECTIONS 2X; MARBLES ETCH)

F igure 55. Flat Position Butt Weld Cross Sections fromn 0. 25-ift.-
Thick Inconel 718 Plate; PT-8 Torch, As-Welded.
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configuration influenced the stability of the keyhole (when using the PT-8)
r- torch by interferring with the -plasma flame component that normally is

deflected back over the weld puddle away from the direction of travel.
Two outer shield designs were examined; these were the standard Linde
vented nozzle and a nonvented cylindrical wide coverage nozzle. The cylind-
rical nozzle interfered with plasma flame backilow, creating enoughkey-

- i -- - holdiAru-b-anc-o cause arough and heavy root bead (Figure 56-left side).
The standard vented shield, with the vent facing away from the direction of
weld travel, produced the smoother root bead (Figure 56-right side). How-
over, if the vent was aligned in a position other than away from travel, the
vented shield also caused moderate keyhold instability and root bead rough-

S2.3.2.2 Evaluation of Conditions for Making Circumferential Welds

Conditions for starting and tailing off keyhole mode welds in square butt
joints were determined using the PT-8 torch without filler metal addition.
Cross sections from Weld KIAZ-10 (Figure 57) show that both one- and
two-pass areas have satisfactory weld surface configurations; Figure 58
illustrates root bead smibothness. Several welds were made using KIA-10.
conditions; all were visually acceptable, except for some top bead concavity
at the keyhole withdrawal point. The U-ST weld sahamn- n-r4ure 57 was -...- .. J
miade before the keyhole force problem occurred. note the narrower fusion
zone width, compared with the PT-8 weld. A cosmetic cover weld pass
wit ho ut-oead-undefR--at -

did not completely remove tailoft concavity. Manual weld repair using
filler addition was necessary. Time phasing of the significant weld vari-
ables employed for both keyhole and melt-in mode welds in this alloy is
graphically illustrated in Figure 59. This procedure occasionally produced
welds without any surface defects, and a very satisfactory melt-in mode
cover pass could also be obtained. Argon-hydrogen mixtures were not as
critical for cover weld procedures as- for- keyhole welds.

Visual and X-ray inspection of weld KIAZ-10 revealed no defects other
than the top bead concavity. Fluorescent penetration irspection (see
Appendix VII for acceptance criteria) revealed a root bead defect close to
the spot where the overlapping keyhole weld had ceased to penetrate the
plate (Figure 58, Section AA). Figure 60 illustrates this defect. The two

- cracks were in the weld mnelt-thru and seem to be related with the keyhole

withdrawal point. There is evidence that this heat of Inconel 718 is rela-
tively dirty from the standpoint of inclusions. Further, the root bead cracks
illustrated in Figure 60 both exhibit a light etching phase on the crack sur-

tv faces. The observed potential in this material for keyhole instability, il-

l lustrated previously, seen.s important. It was established later in this
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K1A2_2 U-ST

K1A2-10-1 PT S8

.I. .
1C1A2-10-2 PT-S

Figure 57. Flat Position Butt Weld Cross Sections Fromr 0. 25-in. -
Thick Inconel 718; As-Welded (TJ-5T and PT-8 Torches).
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Figure 58. Root Bead Surface, Keyhole Mode Square Butt Used in
0. 250-in. -Thick Inconel Alloy 718.
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WELD K1A2-10. KEYHOLE
WITHDRAWAL POINT

3 x MIXED ACIDS ETCH4

4Z3

10% OXALICXALsC
~~~ACID ETCHACD9H

V_ 1

iSOox 10% OXALIC 1500X10 Xk
ACID ETCHACDEH

Figure 60. Cross Section (Section AA of Figure 58) of Flat Position
Two Pass Square Butt Keyhole Mode Weld in 0.35-in. -Thick

0Inconel Alloy 718, Illustrating Overlap Problem.t
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program that keyhole withdrawal in any material was accompanied by a short
interval of flutter and turbulence in the weld puddle. Any possible interac-
tion between basic material properties and keyhole withdrawal dynamics
relative to this cracking problem was not clear at this point.

Because certain material options existed in this program, it was necessary -

Sd-c--de -teexte-t-oTurther work required with Inconel 718. The cause
of the crackihg observed may or may not have been associated with some
unusual procedural event. Because statistical evaluations were beyond
the scope of planned work, it was reluctantly decided to restrict future
work on this material to a study of weld properties, and. allow the root
bead ovezlap crack problem to remain unsolved. For this reason, no
weldig was perfdrmed_ at .peeds other than 6 ipm.

2. 3. 2. 3 Mechz-c,. Properties Evaluation

Sections from one, and two-pass areas in Weld KIA2-10 were selected
for tensile testingS}, tensile specimen configuration is shown in Figure 45.• • :Weld root and top surface crowns were left intact. Table VI lists co rn~pgsition."

and tensile test daft; al'parent tretal and weld tensile test specimens were
... .heat-t-reatedprior to test,--as n. "Only unnotched tensile -te-sts were
made. All the weld test aspecymens fracturefd__.Away_1rom _wel&_and_- - . .. .......

.. , It. e one -exibiting uniform elongation without significant loca-
lized a'rea reductioh at tensile fracture sites (see Figure 46). It is clear
that lit of tit h
pasweld (20% versus 17% in 2 in.). Joint efficiencies, based on averages
of transverse parent metal properties, were as follows: "

Joint Efficiency Joint Efficiency

at 0. 2% at Ultimate
-~--------- ed--- --- - ------ Offset- -Yeld - - - l~te s ____

KIA2-10 153,800 185,600 98%
one-pass weld 156,500 188,800

KIAZ-10 156,300 186, 100
two-pass weld 156, 500 a " 188,800 9

These data relate to welded Inconel 718 intended for tensile limited applica-
tions only. The 1950OF solution treatment employed has been shown to be
necessary to yield consistently high ductility in welds and heavy forgings;
however, this high ductility is reported to be obtained at some expense in

stress rupture and notch ductility properties over the 12000 to 1350°F
temperature range (Reference 17).
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2.3.3 Rene 41, Nominally 0. 063 in. Thick

This material was evaluated because the feasibility of using these plasma
arc torches for welding high-strength materials in sheet metal thicknesses
had not been established. This thickness range is such that melt-in mode

Slas- - arcweldiarcw tdieg e-u -ggested

Melt-in mode welding conditions were examined by welding at 31 ipm (the

maximum speed possible with the Aerojet equipment) and adjusting welding
conditions to obtain reasonably satisfactory welds. The initial weldsI :were made using He75 orifice gas with the PT-8 torch. Figure 61 illus-
trates the effects of current on fusion zone geometry. Weld top surface -

oxidation was heavier than it should be when He75 orifice gas was used.
Hydrogen mixtures were then investigated; however, this was before the
multifunction plasma gas control panel illustrated in Figure 7 was available,
so premixed gas was used. Figure 62 illustrates the effects of torch stand-
off on fusion zone geometry in this material.

The U-ST torch was employed for welding this material using .only the 7. 5%0
hydrogen-argon gas mixture. Figure 63 illustrates effects of standoff dis-
tance on fusion zone geometry. The conditions employed produced melt-in
mode welds; however, it was possible to keyhole with the U-5T in thisma-

------- erial. Thekeyhi e-was quite unstable and undercut was severe. The
melt-in mode arc was not as unstable as the keyhole arc, but, at standoff
distances -gcEtrh 5_nm_ the1.i-i a-d-ve-onpe m- e 1--
instability.

Because weld surface shielding inconsistencies created problems in this
material, a trailing shield was found to be essential. The shield gas cover-
age provided by the standard shield components on both PT-8 and U-ST
torches was inadequate to prevent weld top bead oxidation on welds in
Rene- 41 sheet. - --

Square butt welds were made with both torches. Figure 64 illustrates weld
cross sections obtained. These welds (RIA2-1 and RIAZ-2) were inspected
carefully. The top bead surfaces of both welds appeared acceptable, as
were the root beads. The cross sections examined were free of voids and
fissures in fusion and heat-affected zones. Start and stop areas were not
acceptable, but there is no question that acceptable quality could be obtained
in these areas with slightly altered welding conditions.

X-rays of Weld RIAZ-I disclosed no internal defects, but discontinuous
top bead undercut was indicated. Start and stop areas were unacceptable.
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R1A1.-I. 105 AMP;7/IN. STAMDOl-I
31 IPM

p RIAI-2, 115 AMP, 7/32 IN, SADOFF,
31 1PM

Figure 61. Cross Sections from Single Pass Flat Position Plasma Arc
Weld in 0.062i. -Thick Rene 41 Sheet, No Filler Wire

Added, as-Welded (He 75 Orifice Gas).



PT-8 TORCH
111-M ORIFICE
3/32 IN. DIAMETER ELECTRODE

RIAI.-461 115 AMP, 1/8 IN. STANDOFF,
31 PM

31 IPM

RIAI...-.1 115 AMP, 1/4 IN. STANDOFF,
31 3PM

RIAI-.4-1, 115 AMP, 5/16 IN STANDOFF,
31 IPM,

Figure 62. Effects of Torch Standoff Distance on Plasma Arc Weld
in 0. 06 2-in. -Thick Rene 41 Sheet, PT-8 Torch, Single Pass Flat

Position Weld, No Filler Wire Added, as-Welded.



Il-ST TaoiQ
1/16 IN. ORIFICE, 1/16 IN. DIAMETER ELECTRODE

RIAI-9, 62 AMP, 3/32 IN. STANDOFF,
31 IPM

RIAI -9, 62 AMP, 3/16 IN. STANDOFF,
311IPM

R1A1-.9, 62 AMP, 1/4 114. STANDOIFF,
31 IPM

RIAI-9, 62 AMP, 5/16 IN. STANDOFF,
p oot-2-.AH.1 31 1 PM

F-igure 63. Effects of Torch Standoff Distance on Plasma Arc Weld in
0. 062 An. -Thick Rene 41 Sheet, U-5T Torch, H? 7. 5 Orifice Gas,

Single Pass Flat Positiun Weld, No Filler Wire Added, as-Welded. Ai
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- - &YCERM 3A ETILM

--PTh-8 TORHTTWELDO

RIA2-1,*11 I-M ORIFICE, V/sok 61 DAMETER ELECTRODE,
115 AMP, 1/8 IN. STANDOFF, 31 1PM

lix GLYCERZGIA ETCH

U-5T TORCH, BUTT WELD

RWA2-2., 1/16 IN. ORINiCE, 1/16 IN.'DIAMET ER ELECTRODE,
62 AMP, 1/8 IN. STANDOFF, 31 IPM

Figure 64. Cross Sections from Single Pass F-lat Postion Plasma Arc
Butt Welds in 0. 062-in. -Thick Rene 41,

No Filler Wire Added, as-Welded.
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X-rays Of Weld RIA2-Z disclosed five pores at the fu ion line. two Of whichWe±ro u~cc.tptable. The str and stop areas were also unacceptable. Poro-sity was randomnly oriented as scattered pores on both edges of the fusionzone, and did not fall in a zone of weld produced at one particular standoff* distance.I

__ - Fi --6--shW~~~ TdiZ .*ong sheets. In these welds, it issignificant that the curvature in the sheets is caused by longitudinal weldshrinkage. Although the backing bars could be moved very close together,the weld join'. area could not be forced dowai onto the backup bars by theholddown bars (Figure 15) because of the need to space the holddown barswide enough (abouit 1. 25 in. ) apart to prov-ide access to the joint for the plas-
matrch Th ne efec wa tht ter wa norapd batromoval, fromthe weld areaand abu h aeaon o ogtdnlcme developed

the welding fixture). 
ri~vdfo

The need for torch access to the weld ar-ea restricted the use of chilltooling, which could greatly.reduce the observed camber effects. For thisapplcaton-these plasma torches sem excessively bulky in the orificeend,. and may not -be'suitable! for welding where chill bar spacing should beheld to les & than 1. 0 in.

me~ani~a prpery est~g f eld in0.063-in. -Rene 41 was not accomp
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Table VIL. Chemical Composition (% by Weight) of 0. 0 62 -in.-
Thick Rene 41 Sheet.

f Percent
Heat NKo- ____et___

Chemical TV 361;.. TV 363

C 0.09 0.07

S 0.005 0.005

Cr 19.03 18.93

Ni Bal Bal

Mo 9.70 9.85

Co 11.04 11.08

Ti 3.13 3.21

Cb 0.0038 0.004

Mn 0.03 0.04

Si 0.05 0.08

Al 1.50 1.55

Fe 0.30 0.30
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It SECTION III

PROCVES PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

L 3.1 'COMPARISONS OF PLASMA ARC, GTAW, AND oMAW

__ _ _PROC ESSES_

Several factors can be evaluated to compare plasma arc welding with other
gas-shielded arc welding processes. Material thicknesses, joint designs,
arc time, consumables utilized, weld quality levels and properties, and
weldnent and tooling configurations (straight seam or circunferential) are
significant; consideration of these factors can yield a satisfactorily corn-
prehensive process comparison. It is possible to overcompare if all time
and material factors of importance are considered in detail and specific

aorganizational cost factors are assigned. Cost elements of such comparisons
are not universally applicable; therefore, detailed costing was not done in
this work. The comparisons made herein relate specifically to the applica-
tion of these welding processes for fabricating rocket motor cases and
weight-critical unfired pressure vessels. Areas of comparison are limited
to weld shop time, quantities of consumables utilized, and 4ther factors
that can influence welding process and equipment selection fo7 hardware
fabrication.

3. 1. 1 Comparisons of Welding Conditions

Weld shop time requirements and consumables used are compared for pro-
ducing complete welds in comparable thicknesses of materials. Table VIII
lists certain welding conditions found in the literature for similar thick-
nesses of 6A I -4V titanium. Unfortunately, the weldment configurations
employed were not discussed in most of the literature; only those proce-
dures for which weld configuration is known are compared. Reference 5

1discusses the application of plasma arc welding for girth welds in a simu-
lated Minuteman motor case; this is repeated in Table IX, as Case I, using

V a slightly different data arrangement.

In Case I, the principal time factors were setup time and arc time. Plasma
arc welding was shown to be capable of reducing the overall weld shop time
by a factor of 3, whizh is a substantial savings in labor hours for any
shop. The wire utilized for the GTAW weld was neither a cost nor a quality

K' factor in the plasma process and represerts an additional savings factor.
Gas consumption with the plasma weld procedure was less than half that
required with the GTAW weld procedure, mostly because of reduced arc
time. Overall unit arc times per foot of weld were 2. 4 min/ft for plasma
and 9.2 min/ft for GTAW.
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In Case I1, the weldment was a srherical vessel with only a L 0-in.-dia-
meter hole in the end boss areas, which precluded the use of internal
tooling and necessitated a total purge, The principal cost considerations
were arc time and weld wire savings; setup time was virtually the same for
all three processes compared. The consumption of wire with the plasma
weld procedure was less than 157 of that required with the GTAW weld _

proceudutJe.Overalt-iimei-in e weld shop was 1. 6 times longer with GTAW
than with plasma; electron beam welding required essentially the same
amount of weld shop time as plasma. The gas consumption with the plasma
procedure was less than half that required with the GTAW procedures.
Overall unit arc times per foot of weld were 2 min/ft for plasma and
12 rain/ft for GTAW.

Other data on welding conditions for titanium are shown in Table Vi_!.
Considerable information has been published on GM.AW welding of titanium
plate 1.0 in. thick and heavier. In the thickness range of 0. 123 to 0. 75
in., GMAW welding conditions seem to imply a single-pass straight seam
weld configuration. This is not directly comparable with the work done on
this program and is not used for comparison purposes. It would appear •
that the GAW process would be at a quality disadvantage for welding ti-
taniurn because of wire surface quality inconsistency, potential contact tube
seizure, and, in the case of circumferential weld joints, problems in the
weld overlap and tailoff area. Electron beam welding is clearly-a desirable-
process for welding titanium because the vacuum welding environment pre-
cludes contamination of weld metal with air. Electron beam welding can

e~ectfentualtianw-weds-u~he-t-e-devrorto"Leatuffdercuf ____

and root bead splatter to occur at the high welding speeds, as illustrated in
Figures 66 and 67, suggests that it may not be especially advantageous for
closed vessel butt welding. A properly setup plasma arc weld does not 4
cause this kind of splatter.

Table X illustrates conditions for welding Inconel 718 with plasma arc, GTAW
and GMAW processes. Because of the root bead cracking encountered in de-
veloping circumferential welding procedures for plasma arc welding this
material there is no extensive comparison included here. It was rela-
tively simple to plasma weld Inconel 718 in a straight seam weldment con-
figuration (without an overlap), but it is certain that faster speeds could I
have been obtained using argon-hydrogen gas mixtures.

IZ0
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Table VM. Weldg Conditions for 100% Penietration ptt WeldRfri i Ttiiv~
Alloy Plate '(p--Ocess-d iara~flt)

Watota.g abd Joint Torch Torch .0 It.. )~prw.a a aDuraer Orert o
_____- ~ ~ Rom -1,AI.4V~ - f- ~ hI7 0

MIX Girth 01 02
0 . 4 V a G i rt . " . 5 5 1 2 0 * A T 1 6 6 0 T r a l er a l .. A e t a l t040 Sqarbul1 170 1 0 He1. 71 9 SO 200 0,0a" c-...r6A1.4V Stra1ih S*&I, 0.S00 0 IO2. 5 270 - 36 He SO 0 2 0 . .- . 2 jir,0. 500 s~quare anltiV 0 LndL6AL.4v straight Seamo 0. 375 30 B 7.5 2SO 39 M. Sto 30 60 1.Sl...0. &00

6A.V Straight li 0.437 60 a 5.2 ISO . - AT 2? 150 He. *. - l.e1. 0
GTAW. 6-014 V Gi Ah. 0.040 go A 6 £25 - .5 As2 Trl. 006 1.5 Aoe-

L&) (v a 4 (av 4
W-A14V Girth., 0.0so 90 11 6 90 - 7.S . jr4 ~ i~ . . I Ar$

6,A1,4V Girth. 0.050 g0o 6 155 8 .3 - AT 40 Traler 0. 062 23 5 Vjt
Cc-~ Passl Heso

1A 11 Girth. 0.045 20 6 735 - .0 - A 0 Talr * - 1 Ar~l0.400 sine6UAT4 Trie
6At.40 Girth, 9.0415 20 61 1 1&$ 9.0 . Ar T0 Tal. .6 20.400 Single U,40 Talr ,06- 2

G U A .. 1 1 2 5 . . 6

120
. O S 36 40 - 40 He 123 . 65 0.062 373 30 30 

460 1 ld.rr

20 130 37 Ar TO 0.,062 ISOl-r-tfc 6A1.4V Sq... kt 0.191 0a 98 701191 
170s -as 

I
t2r~s

6,AI-4V Sqear3,r 0.3t 0, 
R 

6 - & 2 - . irres"0.2 I a

0. 250 3 A
c A.4 SQuare Butt 0.250O 0 as0 3 15 *. 

I A~oe.G

0. 250 
fe-

cp square awl 0.340 0 B 60 - 5 - 0 .
l*I5,~.03. 340

fiAL-4V Sq..... btl 1.i'IS 
- 30a 3 .1..0 1

- U-



*usa for 100% Penetratiou Butt Welds in~ Titairrm

kv Tye Ortfito 1,U11-l0 -Ih. (int. I ipwi-. V4 0 o s rc 0 r W~rn-tif

* Ai f 6 f.0 Ta40er -. 230 a~ A2 avtG-
3 e ?S a0 so 200 0.062 Cor

H*~s 50 27 60 a. 2 kd D.~rMa

1 4. SO so 60 2 Rfree 3

A r 2? 30 He ~ R..- 5.5

* At . S T3 roller 0. 062 14.3 5 AqrotGoneral Minkrmar motar case
3a3W~ 4 -34 poadr.

3 At 40 Trailer I * Aerojet-Ger-al Delta hta. xpbe
-td Pmreduk.

S - At 40 tailr 0.0612 zi 3 Arr.jtt-Ga...a 0r33.1. haliam *pher
ltlr 503 weld prcda.

Q3 A, 40 I'ra33r I . Aroal..Gsoral Aorrbe "sot]3 -el

0 At 40 rra~ar Q. 06a Z1 3 ArraJot-O-rral A.rah.. vesetl *old

He 43 * 65 0.0621 Rf-c

223 0.6 0 Refrte3

- 02 3 - 0.062 19 A~frr~.

400

At 70* 2 0.062 '191) 1 ~ r~r 8
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Muctei 1 WI

TOP S&AD VWPACI

Figure 66. Top Bead Surfaces Typical of Two Flat Position
Square Butt Welds in 0. 25-in. - Thick 6A1-4V Titanium Plate.
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P £ELECTRON BEAWII.D
ROOT SIAD SURFACE

Figure 67. Root Bead Surfaces Typical of Two Flat Position Squaare
Butt Welds in 0. 25-in. -Thick 6AI-4V Titanium Plate.
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3. 1.2 Weld Properties Comparison

3. 1. 2. 1 Mechanical Properties of Butt Welds in 0. 25-in.-Thick
6AI-4V Titanium

-T4 l-e--X-H stc rtain re-hanrcal-prop-rtis- f butt welds in this material.
The transweld tensile properties of plasma arc welds in this material were
rather high. This may be partially attributable to the tensile specimen con-
figuration (Figure 45). The spread in ultimate tensile strength for plasma
arc welds was 157 to 162 ksi. This may be a normal range for tensile
properties in these heats of material. The data could also represent the
upper bound of a scatter band for weld properties in quenched- and aged

L
6AI-4V titanium. It was not possible to determine which category these
tensile data represent because of the limited testing performed. However,
nowhere in the literature were higher weld tensile properties reported,
nor were transweld tensile properties equivalent to 100% of parent metal
strength reported. Apparently, in this thickness range, plasma arc welds
were at least as strong as welds made with any other process, and possibly
somewhat stronger. Ductility was adequate but not consistently high. The
electron beam weld in 0. 250-in.-thick material exhibited surprisingly low
ductility; possibly the 50-ipm weld speed employed was a contributing
factor. The tensile fracture faces of these welds exhibited esidence of..

intergraniular failure, possibly associated with nonequillibrium composition
caused by the rather high solidification rate. Either commercially pure! or 6A-4V titanium weld wire co t --wel-t1t ......... --- ...

-- undercut in keyhole mode welds in this material, with no observable reduc-
tion in transweld tensile strength. The precrack Charpy data bear little
relation to tensile ductility or strength. The fracture faces of precrack -

Charpy specimens from plasma arc welds were very fine grained (Fig-
ure 50), but the electron beam weld fractures were quite rough, again
suggesting that failure was at least partly intergranular n nature.

Based on the results obtained on this program, plasma arc welding is
capable of producing butt welds at very high levels of quality and strength in
solution-treated and aged 6AI-4V titanium. Precrack Charpy test data

itindicate excellent weld toughness; no fracture toughness testing was per-
it formed to develop valid plane strain fracture toughness data for these welds.

3. 1. 2.2 Mechanical Properties of Butt Welds in 0. 25-in.-Thick
Inconel 718

Table X11 lists tensile properties of butt welds in Inconel 718. Welds made
in this program were at least as high in tensile properties as GTAW or
GMAW welds. Properties of two welds listed in Table XII (GTAW-ACB and
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Table X. Welding Conditions for 100%/* Penetration Butt We
Plate (Process Comparison Da

Joint Design._
Al~y W eld Groove Weld Weld

Wolding and Joint Root Angle Tooling Speed Current Torch
Process Thickness Configuration Land (deg) Configurationa (ipm) (amp) Voltage Gas

Plasma Alloy 718 Square Butt, 0. 146 0 30
;Arc 0. 146 Straight Seam

Alloy 718 Square Butt, 0. Z50 0 B 6 140 Ar
0.250 Girth

Alloy 600 Square Butt, 0.260 0 17 Z10 31 95Ar/SH2
0. 260 Straight Seam

GTAW- Alloy 718 Single U, 0.100 20 A 6 (root) 185 11.0 He 75
AU 0.625 Insert, Girth

Alloy 7J8 Single U, 0.100 20 A 10 280 10.7 Ar
0. 6Z5 Filler PassM-. - -

Girth

0.312 Girth

GMAU- Alloy 718 Single V. 0.060 75 Z2/28 100 24 He (50 cfh)
0.312 Girth i- 1 (8 cfh)

Alloy 718 Single U. 0.030 30 28 120 25 He (50 cfh)
0.250 Girth M- 1 (8 cfh)

a. Tooling Configurations

A. Hard backing bars and crown side drill rings.
B. Backing bars only.



r 100% Penetration Butt Welds in Nickel Base Alloy
te (Process Comparison Data),

_. Welding Conditionseld Torch Gas F! wfh)___ Wire _ -- A-re -7m-berz--............urrent Torch Plasma Diameter Feed of Dataamp) Voltage Gas Orifice Shield Other (in.) (iprn) Passes Source

-

I Reference 5

140 Ar 14 60 Trailer _ 2 Aerojet-General

200
210 31 95Ar/SH 2  12.5 45 - - I Reference 6

185 11.0 He 75 85 - - 11 Reference 20

280 10.7 Ar 40 0.063 50 11 Reference 20

Alloy 718

145 11.0 Ar - 24 - 0,035 - 12 Reference 21
-.-.-...- 

-l-l~---- -

100 24 He (50 cfh) 58 - 0.035 222 6 - on Reference 21M-1 (8 cfh) Alloy 718 GTAW

Root Weld
120 25 He (50 cfh) 58 - 0.035 .240 5 - on Reference 21M-I (8 cfh) Alloy 718 GTAW

Root Weld
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Table XI. Mechanical Properties of 100% Penetration Butt Welds in Titai
(Process Comparison Dataj.

Alloy Plate Tensile Proerties
Thickness Weld Nunber 0.I e Elongation

Welding Wire Process Speed of Test Bar YS UTS in 1/2, 1, or 2 in. Data
Process Composition Cycles (ipm) Passes Orientation (ksl) ikui) ____)_- Source-

Plasma Arc 6AI-4V BCWC 13 2 Transweldb 137. 1 151. 6 5. 5 (z in.) Aerojet-Gaii
0.175 8 Reference 2

6Al-4V BCWC 13 2 Transweldc 140. 0 153.4 6.0 (2 in.) Aerojet-Gen
0,175 8 Reference 2

6AI.4V BCWC 12 2 Transweldb 146.3 161. 1 10. 3 (1 in.) Aerojet-Gen
O.Z41 12

6A1-4V BCWC 12 2 Transweldb 147.5 161. 9 7.6 (1 in.) Aerojet-Gen,
0.250 15

6A1-4V BCWC 12 2 Transweldc 139.5 159.4 14.2 (1/2 in,) Aerojet-Genw
0.250 15

GMAW-AU 6A1-4V, .. .. .. Transweld 138.0 152. 0 --- Reference if
6-4 Wire,

- . no thick-
ness listed

6A1-4V - -T-eansweM1- 0c- Reference IE
CP Wire,
no thick-
ness listed

6AI-4V, 1.0 AW Z3 15 Transweld 133.9 146.7 5.5 (2 in.) Reference 2Z
in. thick
6-4 Wire

Electron 6At-4V BCWc .. .. Transweldb 148.7 158. 1 4. 1 (1 in.) Aerojet-Genei
Beam 0.250

6A1-4V BCWC Transweld 147. 7 158. 9 10.0 (1 in.) Reference 19
1.0

6A1.4V BCWC Transweld 146.5 157.6 S. 0 (1 in.) Reference 19
1.0AA- .1 - I

a, Process cycle data: A - 2 Hr 1350 0 F, air cool. B - I Hr i 1750OF, Water Quench, C - 4 Hr. 1 l000°F. Air Cool, W
b. Tensile tested with weld reinforcement left as-welded.
c. Smooth bar tensile test.
d. Yield stress

e. Ultimate tensile strength

At inm mn m



ties of 10076 Penetration Butt Welds in Titanium Alloy Plate
Proces s Gorparison D4ta).

Prec rack

0, 3%Elngation CapYgd UTS a in 1/2, 1. or 2 in Impactn (koi) (kai) aSource Ptro1~or atn i (in, -lb/in.s
.. .. 

-rte

b .- ,,a-.n(ir l. - -2)
137. 1 151.6 5,5 (2 In, AerojetI)eneral

Reference 23
c 140,0 153.4 6. 0 12 in. Aerojet.Gfneral

Reference Z3b 146, 3 161. 1 10.3 (1 in.) AerOjet-General Data rqported in this volume 988

(weld CL)b 147, 5 161.9 7. 6 (1 In.) Aerojet-General Data reported in this volume 1064

(weld CL)139,5 159,4 14.2 (1/2 in. ) Aerojet-General Average properties of 3 w,lds 565
in spherical pressure vessels (weld CL)
obtained using a subsize ten-
sile specimen. See Volume
III, Table

138,0 152.0 'Reference 18

133.9 146. 7 5.5 (2 in.) Reference 22

148. 7 158. I 4. 1 (1 in.) Aerojet-General Data reported in this volume

147.7 158,9 10.0 (1 in.) Reference 19

146.5 157.6 5.0(1 in.) Reference 19

'500F, Water Quench, C - 4 Hr, @ 10000F, Air Cool. W - Weld.

I29. 130
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Table XII. Mechanical Properties of 100% Penetration Butt Welds it Ni
Plate (Process Comparison. Data).

Tensile Properties at Rootr

__ -Aloy- Weld - Number 0.2% lc

Wlding Plate Process Speed of Test Bar Y S UTS e  in lo

Process Thickness Cycle (tpm) Passes Orientation (ksi) (ki)

Plasma Arc Alloy 718, ACAB 6 1 Transweldb 153. 8 185.6 23.

0.250

Alloy 718, ACAB 6 2 Transweldb  156.3 186.1 27.
0.250

GTAW-AU Alloy 718, DCDE 6 1I TransweldC 152,6 184.8 6.0
0.62

Alloy 718, ACAB 6 1 Transweldc 157. 1 184, 6 18.1

0.62

Alloy 718, ACB 12 12 Transweldc 139.9 170.0 7.0
0.250

Alloy 718, ACAB 12 12 Transweldc 147.7 185.4 20.4
0.250

GMAW-AU Alloy 718, ACB 28 5 Transweldc 138.1 171.9 7.2
0.250

Alloy 718, ACAB 28 Transweldc 150.3 184.8 15. 1

a. Process cycle data: A - 1950 F for 1 hr. rapid air cool; B - 1400 0 F for 10 hr, furnace cool to 1200 0 F an(

aging cycle of 20 hr; C weld, D - 1800 0 F for I hr, rapid air cool; E - sanie as B except aging temperatui

b. Tensile tested with weld reinforcement left as-welded.

p c. Smooth bar tensile test.

d. Yield stress.

e. Ultimate tensile strength.

A _ _ _ __ _ _ _



I
of 100% Penetration Butt Welds in Nickel Base Alloy
-es Comparison Duta).

. . Tensile Properties at Room Temperature

-0y.Z%-- ,l- ion - - Tens ile
Test Bar Y Ski UTS e  in 1/2 or I in. Data

Orientation (kal) (ksi) (%0) Source Other Information

Transweldb 153.8 185. 6 23.3 (1 in.) Aerojet-General

Tranzweldb 156.3 186.1 27.4 (1 in.) Aerojet-General

• Asweldc 152. 6 184.8 6.0 to 16. 0, Reference 20 Notch tensile ratio of
(1 in.) weld metal 1. 246

Transweldc 157. 1 184.6 18. 0 to 21. 0 Reference 20 Notch tensile ratio
(1 in.) weld metal 1. 286

TransweldC 139.9 170.0 7.0 (1/2 in.) Reference 21

Transweldc 147.7 185.4 20.0 (1/2 in.) Reference 21

Transweldc 138.1 171.9 7.2 (1/Z in.) Reference 21

Transweldc 150.3 184.8 15.8 (1/2 in.) Reference 21

00°F for 10 hr. furnace cool to 1200°F and hold for total
)oi; E - same as B except aging temperatures were 13250F and 11500F.

131, 132
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S GMAW-ACB) were included to illustrate the effects of aging directly after
welding rather than going through a solution anneal and age cycle. The
tensile properties were down (particularly yield strength and ductility).
These values could be increased substantially by employing a 1950 0 F solu-
tion anneal after welding, then aging, which is one processing cycle
employed for welds in this material that are intended for tensile limited-- -app1catonr-

F Extensive unpublished data (References 17 and 20) have shown that aging ILconel
718 directly after welding without a solution anneal yields weld zone ducti-
lity very close to the 5% level recommended by one source as a lower bound
to define the transition between ductile and brittle material behavior(Reference 24). Other unpublished GTAW weld data (Reference 20) des-
cribs notch tensile testing at room temperature with a weld metal notch
acuity factor (Mt ) of 6. 3. The notch tensile ratio was well above unity for
both conditions tested, suggesting that Alloy 718 welds are exceedingly
resistant to crack propagation, even when crack-like defects exist in
complex stress fields.

3.1.3 Application of Plasma Arc Welding in Production Operations

3. 1. 3.1 Weld Quality

Probably the major welding problem facing titan abxic.kars nelateato
keeping rejectable weld defects within reasonable limits. The quality rec-ord built up during the plasma arc welding in this program demonstrates
tremendous potential for producing consistently high quality butt welds,
particularly in titanium and titanium alloys.

The action of the keyhole mode plasma arc on molten titanium weld metal
seems to eliminate porosity, which can be a major quality problem in 4GTAW welds. In addition, much less filler wire is required in plasma arc
welds, at least in the 0. ZS-in. thickness range, so that quality problems
and costs associated with obtaining satisfactory quality titanium weld wire
are minimized. Because keyhole mode plasma arc welds are made in square
butt weld joints for circumferential welds in material up to 0. 2 5-in. thick,the need for more than two passes in a weld depends only on weld position(flat position -- two passes, horizontal position -_ three passes). There
are very tangible benefits. Arc time is reduced to a minimum because ofthe inherently high welding speeds available. 'his in itself tends to reduce
possibilities for air contamination of welds, because the total time theweld metal is in the absorptive temperature range for interstitial contarni-

V . nants is minimized for all parts of the weld.
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tRelatively thick root welds are possible using the keyhole mode plasma arc.

A type of root bead flaw found in single- and rnultipass GTAW welds (Appen-
dix 1X) has been described as a grain boundary separation in weld metal.
It appears that OTAW welds are susceptible to this kind of defect because
of the normally thin cross section in root welds necessitated by limited
penetrating capability of the process. The defects are not resolvable
by X-ray inspection techniques; it is necessary to resort to the use

P _-ofa-high-se"nstvit yliquidTpenetrant to find them, apparently because the
width of surface opening of these defects is quite small (see Figure IX-2
of Appendix IX), This kind of defect is probably present in a great deal
of 6AI-4' material in other existing titanium tankage where the root
side of the weld is not accessible for visual and penetrant inspection. This
kind of defect has not been found in the root bead fusion zone of plasma
arc welds.

Weld shrinkage and distortion is reduced using the plasma arc process.
Transverse shrinkage in butt welds in 0. 25-in.-thick 6AI-4V titanium
averages 0.045 in., with 0. 030 in. occurring during the keyhole root weld 4
and the remaining 0. 015 in. resulting from the cover pass.

The possibility of getting tungsten inclusions into the weld is virtually absent.
The torch is always at least 1/8-in, above the weld and the tungsten electrode 4
is recessed into the orifice (see Figure 6); the only way for a tungsten inclusion
to occur in a plasma weld is for an electrode to fragment. Although the sig-
nificance of tungsten inclusions as a defect in titanium welds is questionable,
the expedient of completely eliminating this kind of inclusion represents a
way of irnnrongAb taeo:t weldingengi"-exi t c~ witmany ekii--
ing weld specifications.
The weld melt-thru and root bead fusion zone width are very uniform in

plasma arc welds.

Although the allowable weld joint mismatch and gap in aerospace hardware 1
are generally governed more by load path discontinuity limits than by other
considerations, relatively poor fitup is of little concern when using plasma
arc welding, as illustrated in Figures 33, 34, and 35.

3. 1. 3. 2 Equipment and Personnel

The Aerojet-owned welding equipment employed for plasma arc torch opera-
tion was standard industrial welding machinery except for the program
control power supply (Figure 10) and the plasma gas control system (Fig-
ure 7). Weld travel speed was provided by a standard Linde shunt-wound
DC motor run from a standard Linde electronic governor. Wire feed was
also provided by standard Linde equipment.
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The program control power supply used for this program was an electrical
machine capable of maintaining weld current at a predetermined level
within close limits({ 3 amp)during variations in load voltage. This is
accomplished by a servo-operated current control system built into

F the welding translormer; many welding machines do not include this
feature. It has been suggested that conunon drooping characteristic

~ iputDCseries) may

S -- weldng-nuahines for example-,the _Vic J ~s3phase inpttt DC seis y "

be suitable for plasma arc welding; this was not confirmed for circumferen-

tial welding applications during this program. The basic equipment require-
ments for a given plasma arc welding setup should probably be determined
by the specific application.

a. Straight Seam Welds

Weld Power Supply. Maximum 100% duty cycle current :should
be determined by maximum thickness and material to be
welded; at least 300 amp should be available at 40 v on a 100%
duty cycle basis. Conventional drooping characteristic machines
may be suitable, but output should approximate a constant-
current characteristic in the welding voltage range unless torc4-
to-work distance variations are held to less than + 1/16 in. by
fixturing.

Plasma Gas Control. The simplest gas control systems made
by Linde and Thermal Dynamics should be satisfactory. Gas

__ mixugin Lea pxo blenowever- - ed- g e--thia -erange of compositions can be easily obtained.

Weld Speed Control. Should be capable of maintaining weld speed
within f 0. 5 ipm of a preset speed level.

b. Circumferential Welds
Weld Power Supply. Maximum 100% duty cycle current should
be determined by maximum thickness and material to be welded;
at least 300 amp should be available at 40 v on a 100% duty cycle
basis. Conventional drooping characteristic machines may be
suitable, but output should approximate a constant-current charac-
teristic in the weld load voltage range unless torch-to-work dis-
tance variations are held to less than ± 1/16 in. by fixturing. Power
supply must have the current upslope and downslope feature with
slope interval controls accurate to within + 1 sec; the need for
true linearity of current slope rate was not determined, although
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the Aerojet equipment provides linear current slope. Current, weld
travel, and wire-feed-speed slope in unison on the Aerojet equip-
ment because the slope functions are governed by slope generator

4K potentiometers ganged on a common shaft driven by one variable-
speed motor. It was found in welding 1/4 and 5/8-in.-thick 18 Ni
steel and 9 Ni steel that satisfactory keyhole withdrawal could be

__ obtained on yby ping dowin weld travel independently of weld cur-
rent, which would require some special sequencing circuitry in
practically any plasma welding setup.

Plasma Gas Control. Must provide for orifice gas upslope and
downslope with duration repeatability within ± 0. 5 sec. The con-

- trol must be interlocked with the weld power supply. Weld cycle
sequencing controls are generally simple to arrange.

Weld Speed Control. Should be capable of maintaining weld speed
within f 0.5 iprn of a preset speed level. The previous discussion
relating to weld travel downslope capability may be an.important
consideration for some materials.

Aerojet staffed the welding tasks on this contract with an experienced weld-
ing engineer and a conscientious technician who had never seen a weld
before; the technician required about a rn. oth to familiari ehimself-with

. gas -shielded-fusion welding in general and plasma arc equipment and
techniques. plasma arc welding equipment and techniques are
somewhat -)more gnlplik-ate - MAW +the-comp texitiyt-wa o
major problem in operator training. Plasma arc seems to be somewhat
simple.r to learn than electron beam equipment and techniques. It is felt
that a production plasma arc welding operator should have some automatic
GTAW or GMAW welding experience because the power sources and equip-
ment are similar, and some experience with arcs and weld metal flow is
important. It seems reasonable to expect that a qualified and interested
man could learn specific production equipment and procedures in less
than a week.

3. 1, 3.3 Fixturing and Torch Access Considerations

Keyhole mode plasma welding arcs require clearance for the plasma flame
that streams through the keyhole. Figure 15 illustrates one workable
plasma flame clearance groove. Weld procedures for circumferential

* welds were developed using this fixture. The use of exact procedures
developed on this fixture produced a hotter puddle and keyhole than expected
on the pressure vessel weldments (Volume III); it is suspected that the
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plasma flame impinging on the copper floor plate of this fixture may be
... .providing a parailel weld current path that could be reducing the effective

melting current level. For straight seam welds in a production shop, a
fixture of this type milled from solid carbon steel would seem to be adequate;
however, direct application of keyhole weld procedures developed on a tool
such as this for untooled product weldments should be approached with _

___ -- cautin,.--Figures 161--l-7."-a-nd6-8 shwtoo cojurationos uccessfully -

used ior plasma arc welding.

The size of the plasma torch orifice end is a definite consideration in de-
signing weld tooling. The minimum spacing for holddown bars would most
likely be limited by the width of the trailing shield. Welding applications
of the PT-8 and U-5T torches on sheet metal joints that are nornmally
tooled for maximum chill in the weld area were not extremely successful

because torch orifice end size limited minimum chill bar spacing.
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Figure 68. Weldmnent Assembly and Tack Weld Tooling
Employed to Fabricate Spherical Pressure Vessels.
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Figure 69. Weidment Rotating Tooling Setup Employed
For Plasma Arc Welding Spherical Pressure Vessels.
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SECTION IV ------

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

yholeodewedng ondiions weeevelope ig squareitt joints for
flat position single pass welds in 0. 250-in. thick 6AI-4V titanium plate.
Welds were made at speeds of 6, 12, and 18 ipm; slight top bead underfill
was present in welds made at all speeds. A cover (cosmetic) weld pass was
required.to eliminate this condition; small amounts of filler wire addition
during the cover pass produced a satisfactory weld top surface. Horizontal
position welds in this material were satisfactorily cover-welded using a
two pass procedure, without filler wire addition.
Circumferential weld procedures were developed for square butt joints in

6A1-4V titanium in the 0. 250-in. thickness range at 12-ipm weld speed. It
was found that internal, irregularity shaped voids, caused by plasma gas
entrapment could occur from 3/8 to 1-1/2 in. past the keyhold withdrawal
point; these voids were the major quality problem encountered during develop-
ment of circumferential weld procedures for this material. Welding conditions
and timing were determined that yielded 15 sound overlaps in 15 flat position
tests, and 4 sound overlaps in 4 horizontal P osition tests using the PT-Storch.
Another-wy of stating the flat position data is to estimate success potential;
for instance, the 15 out of 15 data block justifies a prediction that 9 out of
every 10 welds made with this Procedure
~I~I7Th~ success potential data reflect the uncertainty associated with
making statistical estimates from a relatively small sample population.

The quality of keyhole mode plasma arc welds in titanium was exceptionally
high. The incidence of weld porosity was negligible; in 102 ft of weld metal
X-rayed, only 4 cases of porosity were found, all within acceptable size limits. i
Of the 4 cases, 3 were individual pores less than 0. 030 in. in diameter; 3
cases were in horizontal position welds (which comprised less that 15% of the
total weld footage inspected by X-ray). No cracks, tungsten inclusions,
nonmetallic inclusions, or other internal weld defects were found in these
welds. Root bead grain boundary fissures were not found in plasma arc
welds, but have been noted in GTAW welds.
Repair of gas entrapment voids in 0. 2 5-in. -thick titanium was accomplished

by simply rewelding, using the keyhole mode circumferential weld procedure.
The tensile and l=I properties of welds repaired in this way were not measur.
ably effected, Voids in the keyhole initiation zone can also occur by entrap-
ment of plasma gas, but are not serious quality problems because they can
be eliminated easily during the keyhole overlap weld.
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Mismatch, gaps, and combinations up to 0. 080-in. mismatch and 0. 070-in.
gap were keyhole welded using circumferential welding conditions without
melting holes in the weld joint. Mismatch alone up to 0. 080 in. was keyhole
welded in the flat position without root. bead concavity. Gaps alone up to
about 0. 030 in. were welded without significant root bead concavity.

Tensile properties of plasma arc welds in 4-oltio-t t a edand4 A-b 4V-
tianium plate exhibited ultimate tensile strengths ranging from 157 to 162

ksi at elongations greater than 6. 50/ in 1 in. The tensile testing accomplished
on this material produced no weld strength data equal to 100%0 of parent metal
strength.

Precrack Charpy impact values were significantly higher in titanium weld
metal and heat-affected zones than in the parent metal, for all plasma arc
welds tested. The plasma weld PCI data were also quite high compared

with other heats of 6A-4V titanium parent metal heat-treated to the same
strength level. Specimens from several of the plasma arc welds evaluated
by tensile and PC! testing were submitted for interstitial gas analyses; these
analyses all suggest that the keyhole mode plasma arc actually extracts
oxygen from the weld metal. The weld fusion zone in these weldments
exhibited oxygen contents from 2570 to 40%/ less than the parent metal; oxygen
content of parent metal was measured -at 2000 ppm, by two laboratories. The
precrack Charpy values for weld areas and parent metal are in good agreement

....With ga.s-analys-ea--.published--data- also-suggest notch-toughness is- inversely'-".

proportional to interstitial content in titanium and its alloys.

titanium were evaluated using a u~iaxial specimen (with weld reinforcement
left as welded), and tension-tensin loading cycles. The fatigue failures in
weld specimens all began at the weld reinforcement on either the root bead
or the top bead surfaces, suggesting the discontinuity effect of weld reinforce-
ment is a significant stress concentration factor. Fatigue life was evaluated
at levels of 83%, 85%, and 90% of uniaxial yield stress (0.2% offset), The-
data indicate that fatigue life of plasma arc welds determined. as described
above may be less than 10% of the parent metal life at similar stress levels.

Circumferential welding procedures were investigated for welding 0. 25-in. -

thick Inconel 718 square butt joints in the flat position. A simulated cir-
cracks in the weld melt-thru at the keyhole withdrawal point after penetrant

inspection; the cause of this cracking was not determined. Welds in this
material without keyhole overlap areas were normally defect free; some
single pass welds were virtually free of top bead undercut. The one weld
tested exhibited 98% to 100% of parent metal tensile properties after suitable! heat treatment.
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The PT-8 and UST torches were used to weld square butt joints in 0, 063-in.- &

thick Kene 41, using a melt-in mode arc. The results were not very success-
ful because, to provide access for the plasma arc torch, the hold-down bars
had to be spaced wider than desired; the result was ineffective weld-zone
chill. The distortion encountered was thought to be excessive.

-The -P tori-h was employed for about 80% of the welding reported in
this volume. It was found tj be a rugged and flexible torch with apparently
satisfactory weld schedule repeatability characteristics, particularly for
circumferential welds. In straight seam keyhole mode welds in 0. 25-in. -

thick titanium, the nominally optimum weld schedule can vary over relatively
wide limits, i.e., k 10 amp (220 amp), * 1/2 ipm weld speed (12 ipm),

1/2 cfh orifice gas flow (16 cfh), and • 1/16-in. torch standoff (1/4 in.).
The U-ST torch was used for about 20% of the welding reported in this volume.
Inconsistency in the keyholing force of its arc developed literally overnight

about a quarter of the way through this work. The cause(s) of this behavior
were not satisfactorily explained by either Thermal Dynamics or Aero-
jet; therefore, only limited additional work was done with this torch. It was
not possible to compare the U-ST in equivalent terms with the PT-8; therefore,
comparative discussion and conclusions are not presented. Based on results
of welding investigations reported in this volume, the PT-8 torch seems to be
a more consistent plasma arc welding torch.

The weld top surface coverage provided by standard gas shields on both
torches was unsatisfactory for the materials on which weld results are

shield, which provided suitable weld top surface coverage.

Arc starting was found to be inconsistent with either the PT-8 or U-5T
torch at standoff distances in excess of 1/8 in., particularly in horizontal
position welds. This was possibly caused by the limited open circuit
voltage available (62 vdc).

Some form of automatic control may be desirable for controlling torch
standoff in plasma arc welding applications. The effects of torch component
manufacturing tolerances, and electrode shape and setback tolerances on arc
voltage in plasma torches were not evaluated during this program. These
factors may seriously influence the consistency of plasma torch arc voltage;

torch standoff control predicated on using fixed reference voltage settings for
, AVG application could be subject to similar inconsistency. Possibly a better

method of automating torch standoff control would be to employ an electro-

mechanical distance transducer to develop a proportional signal, independent
of art voltage inconsistencies, for AVC system input.
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Comparisons of fusion welding processes based on similar product weldment
applications show that plasma arc welding offers the fabricator substantial
quality and cost benefits, particularly for making butt welds in titanium and
its alloys in the 0. 090- to 0.50-in. thickness range. Plasma arc welds in
0.25- thick titani n be produced in one third the time required for
OTAW welds. Plasma arc weld quality and properties are at least equal to,
and are probably$sihtly higherthanhot tAW--CA or-electron

beam welds in this material. Other fusion welding processes suitable for
titanium have not exhibited the weld metal gas depletion effects that were
found with the keyhole mode plasma arc. Because weld metal toughness was
significantly improved without degrading tensile properties, it would appear

that this effect is another of the desirable process characteristics of plasma
arc welding.

Aerojet experience with specific pla sma arc welding equipment and applications

evaluated on this contract has been examined at length. The equipment is a
little more complex than GTAW or GMAW equipment, but is judged to be less
complicated than that used for electron beam welding. Welding operator
requirements for plasma arc equipment and procedures are not much different
than for sophisticated GTAW, GMAW, or electron beam operation. It is
felt that an operator of mechanical plasma arc welding equipment should have
some previous automatic welding experience using, a gas shielded welding

process.
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Table 1-. 1. Welding Conditionsa Employed for Plasm4

Torchup lhate

*Joint Configuration Electrode Configuration

V-Oyorn Root Ttlvdad ln- - -
- Inmned-- -- Lad--- _ _ _- adf Tip VTIA* Setback

Pur -- pose Mteriel Veerpian Angle Thickaosi Weld -~Torch Distance De Angle M31 Distance

of'Test and kfvcat-Neinbet (dog) (in.) ldentlilcetion, Type Oriice (in.) in (do#) ((A. 41n.)

Wtd Schedule Mill anneailed. -Wald in plate 0.26 TIAL-1-1 PT-S 136-M 3/16 IA a / A
developwse - A6 TIAI-1-2.

Weld schedule TIAI-2.1

Evaluate Weld TIAI-3-1

Apeeda TIAI-3-2 I/1
.pteTIAl..4.1 /

Weld schedule TIAI -5-1 136..)A Al

Orifice,%&$ Mill annealed, TII..l136-M HA s
G -Z366 0.6 TlIl-7-1 liA

- zr..UveShield No heanumber 0.125 TIAI-8-1 136wfA Its 1/8 -- 1/8

Trailer shi~eld No heat rnumber 0. 125 TIAI-9-1 IL-M 3/32 3/32 -7/64

Xvaluate at&ndofl No heat nunaber 0.126 TIAI- 10.1 PT-8 1114.4 AM,1L18. V 3/32 - 7/64

Waeld schedule Mill annealed. 0.26 TlAl-1l-1 U-ST 1/8 1/8 1/8 .- 1/16
tV Pmmt 0-2264 7 lAl-1143

] Valuat* Weld .TIAI-12-1 .--

fpeede TIAI-12-2 - - --

S~~~-TIlAl-I3-3---- . - 1/

elste adeU TIAI-13 /6).- -

* TIAI-13 1/,/61/4-

~ebi~ --i--- - * - TIAI-14-$-Z ~

*M Lj MIAnneala TIA:14S4
I 042Z66 TA1e4.-5

.1. TIAI-14-S-6 -

.1 ulaneld TIAI-15-8-1 -

0-2190 TIAI-15-6-2 -

TIAI-IS5-3
TIAI-IS5-4-I; I TIAI-15-S-6

-- TlA1-IS .6 ---

TIAI:16-S-1
T LAI 16-S-Z
TIAI-16-S-3 -

TIAI-16-8-4 .

TIAI-17-5-1

TlAl.l7-S-2 -

L TIAI-17-5-3
TIAI-17-5-5 .

TIAl-17:S-6 U-ST 1/8 11
TIAI-1 8-S.1 PT-S 136-Md- 1/8

TIAI-10-S-3 Z
TlAI18l-S-3-
TIAI-19-S-I
TIAI.19-S-2 T

~E e ute .- Mill an nale. r el n 0.6 TIAI-9--3 PT-S 136-M LIE 1/9 1/8 Ar

* A 4-0
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-ond-Itions iXmply-dfr -Plasmna Arc Weiaing 6A1-4V Titanium.

Toe, getup Data WaIdl Cojitions

EMectrode Conftiration - - -

- Ti - M- -- oa.IFr Dat t tGooe-
-- --Tip-- ---- - stwi- otal- - Backup Weld Travel e

Uiatane Dia Angie Dia Distance Flow Flow Gas urrent Weld Speed Heat DlI vate Width tDepth
(in.) (in.) (deg) (in.) Oin.) Type (ch) Type (*f&) TyPe (amp) Voltage (ipva) NO. (in.) (tpm (in.) (in. I

3/4 18 1 a Ar 16 Ar 40 Ar zoo 7,0 NA - - 3/4
16 130 - 8.0

- - 16 170 - 7
16 130 - 7 -

Is ISO - 8 .5

He 56 16 132 ..?

1/8 1/8' - - 1M 9 40 175 - 19 - .
3/32 3/32 - - 764 0.40,7 160 - 19 -

P.,t/8, V2 3132 - - 7/64 40 ISO 16.1

1/8 jig - - 1/6 1 so 14W/ZS 7

7 -

"3 " -3/4 - - _ .. _ ._

- - iso

140-
3 30 - -

48 1/8 i - Is t At 7 A - 4 1

15,152
* 18



Table -. 1. Welding Conditione Employed for -Plasma Art Welding 6j

Torch Setap Dats

Joint Configuration Electrode Configuration

V-Groove Root ocluied End Otif x
In clud e d L a n _ -__ S t a n d o f- - - . S e t ibac k

--rpo - M aF7iaescription Angle Thickness Weld Torch Distance Da Angle Dia Distance

of Test and heat Number (dag) (in.) Identification Type Orifice (in.) (in.) (dog) (in.) (in.) Type

Evaluate start Mill, annealed Weld in plate 0.26 TIAI.20.S-1 PT-8 136-M 10 a /68 - 1/8 Ar
conditions G-Z66 TIAI-ZO.S-Z -"

TIAX-20-5-3F TIAI 2.-S-1 -

TlAL-21-S-2
* TIAI.-21.S3 -

- TI L_-22. nS. I ----

TIA1 -S-2 -
TIAl1Z2-S-3
TIA1-5.S4 -

Weld in Plate TIAI-23-S-1 - i
0. IS6 holes TIAI-23-S-. - -

TIAI .$-5-3 -

TIAI-3 S4 .. -

Evaluate start TIAI-Z3-S-S T,, r .

conditions TIAI-23-S-6 PT-8 136-U lie 118l/

Evaluate weld Weld in plato TIAL-24-1 U-ST 1/16 1/16 3/32
conditions 0. 156 hole

s

Evaluate start TIAI-25-S-,

conditions TIAI-26-S-A-
TIAI-Z5-S-3

TIAI-ZS-S6

TIAI-26-S-4

Ev~l~Me gt~rt T1AI -26-8-4 - -

conditions TIAI-6-S !
First butt weld Sq btt, 0. 080 TIAI.1-1

x 0. 01 hole

PEvluate standoff 5q butt, 0.080 TWA2-2.l 118 i
x O. 080 hole TIAZ-2-2 3/16

kvalisate weld Weldin Plato TtAI-27..I 1/16 3/16 1/16 V/32
audition 0. 080 .OS

- ia~tle ld - - Mill. annealed Weld in plate TIAI-28-1 3/32 1/8 3/3 - 1/16
ondition G-2266 a start hole T11-28-Z

valuate start Mill annealed, Weld in plate Tilt) -ZS-S-I
ondition 0-2190 7/64 holes TIAI-2S-2

TIAt)-28-S-5

TIAl-28S-4 1/8
VlAL 28-S-5 3116 11

TII 9-- 3/32

TIAI-29-S-2 t
WlinpaeTIAI-30-1-I ~TIAI-30.-4-

8hlsTIAL-30-3 I
Evaluate start Mill asnealed, TIAI-30-4 -

gonditlons G-ZI90 0.26 TIAI-30-S U. ST 3/3Z 3/16 3/32 Ar

L



mployed for Plasm~a Arc Welding 6AI,4YV Titanium (Contirnued)-.-

Jorch Setup flata Wetling Conditions

1lhe d IEn~d Orl as Weld ~ le ~ c~ S
taedollT-p Fa Setback - oa1fAckup -- weld -eTie'

MOe -ia l . 1~7Dsta. low -- as Urrent Weld, Speed He&t 1)1 Ai Width Depth
(i) (in, (deg aL.) . (in.) Type ( c yp eh) Type (amup) Voltage (ipml Noa. (in.) Owpn) fin.) (in.)

1/ / -1/8 Ar 18 Ar 40 Ar 140 N ~ 314

16

- - ~161-
* 16

-16 140 - 7 -

* -14 148 - 6
-.. 14 150
- - 16 140 - -

* - 16
- 16

1/ -16 40140

116 - 3/27 30125 * -

*377

1116 t/16 - 3/32 2 109 * -

-- -- 332 3 I-- -ts611

4 30120

a. 5 20 85

5 95 -

1/8 V 20 * -

3/k6 1/6s 2

3/36 5 120

* -3.9 0

- - 3.9 aOs -

* -3,9 110-

3/16 3132 3/32 Ar 5 Ar A 105 6 NA 1 34

--- ------ -- I 13,154



Table 1-I. Welding Conditions Employed for Plasma Arc -WwId

Torch Setup Data

JoiraA C ailan Xlattad Cdnfigureten

V-Groove ROOt Included End QOL'
Included Land Standoff __ Tt__ FA 3 Seltc

---- urpose -- Matacie-D~ecriptin -Augle T kle -1btckz]eaa--- et Distac e Li* Angle Dia Diettnce
of Test and Heat Number (do$) (in.) ldentlIicatitn Type Orifice (in.) (in.) (de ) (in.) (il.) Type

Evaluate weld Mill annealed. 0-2266 Weld in plate. 0.26 TIAI-31-l U-ST 132 3/16 3 12 - 3/32 Ar
Condition 1/8 hole TIAI-31-2 1 1/4 Ar

Evaluate orifice Weld in plate, TIAI-$-1 3/16.1/4 ,-Ar

gee a" wire feed 1/8 hole& TIAI-32-2 U-ST 3/32 3/16.1/4 3/132 .- 132 He 4!

Evaluate weld Weld in plate. TIAI-S3-l PT-8 136-M 3/16 1/0 1/8 At
conditIon i0, 156 hole I

Sq butt TIAI-33-2

Evaluate start , Sq butt TIAZ.3-1 j
COMMtton 0. 156 hole I TA-3-2 !'
Evaluate wire feed Mill annealed. 0-2266 Weld in plate, 0.26 TIAI-34-1 PT-8 136-M I/# Ila

0. 156 hole

Evaluate weld No heat number weld in plate 0.125 TIAI-35-1 U.ST 1/16 1/16 1/16
condition TIAI-35-2 3/16

Weld in plate TIAL-35.4 1/4

Weld in sheet TIAI-36-1 1/16 1/8 1/16 - - 1/16
I TIAI-37-1 3/13Z 3/32 - - 3/32

TIAI-36-11 .
TIAI-38.2TIAI-39-1 Ila8

I--TA 0 .94 3/16 - -

TIAI-40-1 ±
Evauat welTIAI-40-Z

Evaluate weld No het number Weld in sheet 0. 125 TIAI-40-3 U-ST 3/3Z 3/32 - - 1/32
coodition

Evaluate start Mill annea1edG-22L6 -IU f,+ .- 78- --444&- - ! ---- 7 -t3Z- -
codwtou end - F * - - I- -PC-

TIAZ-41-S-4

TIA2-41-S-5 I II I I
Evaluate weld TWAA-4Z-1 PT-B 116-M 1/8 70 1132 1/8
condition

'valuate start TIAZ-43-S-l U-6T 3/32 1/32 - 313w.
t oTIA.44--I$

TIAZ-44-S-3 U-ST 3/32 3132 - 3132
TIAZ-44-S-4 PT- 136-A 18 70 1/32 IlB

Evaluate overlap TIAZ-45-1
and melt- in TIA2-46-4 Ar
cover weld TIAI.45.3 3/16 He 50

Evaluate overlap TrAZ.46.l 1/8 Ar
and mlt-in TIA2-46-2 3/16 Ar
cover weld TIA2-46-3 /4 He 33

Evaluate running TIA2.47.S- 1, 3/16 Ar
start condition 2. 3, 4. 5,

valuate weld Mill annealed. C-2266 TIAZ-48-S-1 1/4 Ar
peed TIA-48-S-2 1/4 r

hq but 0.26 TIAZ.48-S-3 PT-8 136-M 1/4 18 70 1/32 I18 Am

F -................... ...............



loyed for 1iaamkAc Weldiug 46A1_4V T-itaniuzn (Gontinued).

Setup Data Welding Conditions

... .. ic Ca* ' Filler it
l.cJluad Lnd '_ Orilica Gs Ohld Gai Weld WI Groo

Tip Flat Setback Total Bau We1 i - -'--
aA o . --. -D I e-- itant V -1w - low Gas :.urrent Weld Speed Heat Dia lte Width . Depth
(i,) (e ( in. | (In.) Type 60N Type (amp) Voltage G|PM) No. in (pm (in.) (in, j

-,32 -- -/z A At 0 Ar 10 * 6 NA - -Los 4

At"105 -NA 0.062
r i 117 NA(CP) 0.063 14.S

/32 - - 3/3Z He.45 4.1 20 130 -NA 0.06 "1M.5

1B -1/8 At 16 40 130 I - -I 115-120

Its t t $ 125 NA -

1/8 Ila 16 40 130 6 - 0.062 14.S

1/16 - /6 4.0 .20 83 16,I NA - -

3.0 so 1oo
- - 11.8 110 -

- - . 110 . - -

1/16 - 1/16 1.7 too --

* 3/3Z - 2- 13 .0-7.0 100oo 0

S -"5.5 I 105 1

-" -" 4.5 110 o - -"---4- --/-, 4 -. _l i -
1.5. . 16.1- .
1 ;27 - 19.9

125 -

125:.
15

1/8 70 1/3 1/ 16 60 125

313 -, 313 46 2r 0 10 . 6 - -

3/3 .3J 4 20 105 -I 4 a 105
- - t4 20 11 --

3Z - - 3/32 3.6 35 110
1/8 70 1/32 1/8 1.6 60 1t0 -

16 60 120
Ar 16 Ar 60 I2 -

He.50 6 He S0 70 120- -I

Ar 16 Ar 6o 120
Ar 16 At 60 125
He.33 9 He.5o 70 9

Ar 16 Ar 60 135 - 6t -

Ar 16 Ar 60 1I0o 12
At 16 Ar 60 190 . 1

1/8 70 I/3z 1/8 Ar 16 Ar 60 Ar 190 - 12 NA -3/4

15,5
15515 !I



W

Table 1X.1 .. Weldi Conditions Employed tor -Flaitma Arc Welding 6A1f4'

Joint Coni guration _ 11trado Cofiguration

V-Groove iot lftlidttd W . 0
____~~~~Ti -1JrW -Ld __-~fa Setback

Purpose Material Description Angle Thickness Weld Torch Distanne 4i Agl& Die Diftance
of Teat and Ieat Number (del) (in.) Identifiction Type Orifiae (in.) (in. 1 (des) (i.) (in.) Type

slvl4tat. overlap Mill annealed. O-2266 Sq butt 0.26 TIA2-49-1 PT-8 136-A 1/4 1/8 70 1/32 1/8 Ar
condition TlA2-49-2 PT.8 136-M 114 1f8 70 11iU 1/8 Ar

TIAZ-49-3 PT-8 136-M 1/4, 6/16 118 70 1/3Z 1/8 He 33
TIAZ.50-1. 2 PT- 136-MA V/4. 5/16. 1/8 70 lis3 1/8 Ar
TIAZ-51-1 U-ST 1/32 114 3/3Z - 3/32TlIA2-91-2

TIAI-Sl-3 1- IT IAZ-SI -I i I - Itl lTW-51-4

Lvalmato weld. Mill itunealed, 0-2190 TIA2-I-a I i
Ocdition TIA2-SZ-I i

TilA-52-( u-ST 313 114 3/32 3/32
Evlate start k l" afealed. G-2190 TIA2-53-S-1 PT-8 136-M 3/16 1/8 60 1/2 I/e
Cadition TIAZ-S,8-1 2

T1A2-53-S-3
TIA-43-,-4
TIAZ-63-S-S 3/16
TtAZ-54-8-1 114
TIAZ-54S-
TIAZ-34-.S-3
TIAZ-54-S-4
TWA-54..S-S

i - - -- -- -TIA2-54-S-6- - - ---

Evaluate overlap Mill annealed. G-2190 TiA2.55-i
condi on TIA,-55-2

TIA2-56-1 60
0Ar

TIAZ-56-3 1/32 He 50

0.6 TIAZ-$7-1 0.045S TIAZ-57-1 0.045 Ai

renaUe properties Condition STA 293281 .235/.240 TZA2-l-1 1/4 - 0.04,6
.2351.240 T2AI-I14 l/s

.2371.239 TZA2-2-1 1/8

.237/.239 TZA2-2-Z 1/8 . AV

.2371.39 TIAZ-2-3 1/8 Ia Sa

Horizotal position Mill annealed, 0-2190 - 0.26 - S L -PT-I- -436-m-- -1/4- Il -18 --- 0 -0.046 -- -/t A

Evaluate weld Mill &=e&led. G-2190 TIA-58 1 U-5T 3/32 S/8. 1/4 /32 - 3/32
ondition TIAZ-58-2 3/32 5/8, 14 60A46 - 1116

TIA-58-3 3/3 3/16 3/32
T A2-9- 1 1/8 3/16 1/8
TIA2-S92 3/32 -

T1iAZ-593 . 1/4
TIAZ-59-4 3/3Z
T1A2-60-1 i/S 3116 1/&

IAZ-61- 3/32 313

1A2-61.Z
TIA2-61-3 1/16

, i TIAZ-62-1t 3/32

T I A-62-3
i' t T1A.-63-1

TIA 3/16
qbutt 0.26 TIAZ-63-3 U-ST V 2 14 32 3/32 Ar



for_Plasma Are Welding 6A-4V Tianium (Continued),

rth setup Data csdtm
Electrode Configuratiau 

Cold_____ V11",__ __________ ______

Inthu4 OTIGA Shield ls. Weld iCt -or*" ew --
Ti P lat Setback -_- 22&t&L- - acup -- Weld- -- -Tri-. U r.... -

M 7 713 1 e Dta Die nce rlw Flow Ccc Urrant, Weld Speed Rest Di l Width Depth
004,) 446s) 026) (in.) Type 01h) Type (clw TV"e (atrtp) Voltagie lipini No. iin. I (lPtn (ii (inj

i18 70 1t/32 1/8 At 16 Ar 60 Ar 190 12 NA - 14
118 70 1132 a8 Ar 16 At 60 193 - -

16 /8 70 1/32 118 He 33 9 He s0 0 120-135 - -
1. 8 0 /32 1/ Ar 1.6 Ar 40 195 - 1-

0/32 332 6 -

4.0 DS10 6 -
io 6 -
110 6

110 - 12 -

11to 12-
102 - 412-

6 1l 60 1/3a 118 16 60 115 - 6
1 140 -

14
16

6~

1/12 He so 6 me so 70 O210 2 .00 049 At 16 Ar 60 21O

0:045 16 210
0.046 Is I

16 195 -
is ! ' , 3 25.1 -jAr 15 Ar 60 200 -

IaHe s0 6 He SO 70 170 Z.1/22. -

1/8 70 0046 1/8 At 16 -Ar 60 _ 210 ,. . -

4 - ;- 33 3/32 2 10 210-260 : *
14 60A4f 1/16 3 20-15 210-246 12 - "

zo 210-246 - 4 "
I/ zo - 040 26 12-

- is 1540 22.3
15 240 - - -

S 15 300 - - -
1/8 3 20 300 - - -
3/32 -3.5 ls -

- - 3.5 220 - -

* - 313Z 4 200

S, 0 zoo
3 210
4 " 6
4 16071

3/32 3/32 Ar 5 Ar 20 Ar 1SO 12 NA -34 1

157. 158

-_-__~A~---~ -



Table I-I. Weldl~g Conditions Rniployeed for Plawrim&Arc WaIdlng 6AL

- Toreh Dea" at
Joint CaIit ri"a~atoe~aaa~e

V-1014mwa in -" En -it

whud~d 1.XAM Staftoaf Tip 21.1 Setback
Purpos liaerial Description ASSW 2hickmass Weld Toralk Xtm* -- a -AM*W - - -Di-- bistamc 1

__ ~-~d~ -~34- ~inffli1~ arp Orie 1IWO OIL)(ag n) (in.) Type

wtt.uw start minl aanaleod. aOZl0 S4b~ 0. 26 TIAJ-6"-.l U-ST 1/8 $/14 1112 3f1 Ar
caiitTIAI-6444 I dj Ar

TIA2-45s.1 noI I
T1AZ6-544 I -l 75

TIAI-44-4 A

overlap0.2 : -W'- -71 - ATIZ-8-

codtlmTA2-79-Z Ar

no3lioaTIAZ-71 .8

T2AZ-74--30.4

T2AZ-l1=S-Z
Tw 7118-2 316 r

TZAZ- il-9I

T2AJ-13-SZ 3/16 - -A

T2AZ-14.S3 1/4 - -Le1

unte" overLap Coe ed - TZAZ.7-35 3/6 / e7

rltoiiian qblI 0.75 T2MZ.13-3 1/4 He 75A

Sqht 0.275 TZA2-14 15T , 114 am . 11 Ar

4vlut ovra Coer_______-743/6./4



yed for~ P1asnA~ Arc We~diing 6AIt-4V Tftanu= (Coulnsed

Viaa Wbc Weld - ooa _ __ _

____osus-- -F1~w- -11* C :.r tet Weld 4*eed Meat Dia Pau. WWd% DePet
W Y* (M* Type tcfll Type hasP) Vol"#* Upipt No. fis.) (ipa) tin.) hA.)

3111 AdA -Ar 2 17 t M 3/4 1
A so310 - -

A2t 6 14 - -

3/10 33 15 -20It

1/41 36. 1/1 1 1632

310 is2

AIS 1s k1

As* 16 21 2

II
60 ~210 - -

20 --

0.00 - -

As 16 At 20210 -

31.so 4 He.12 60 10 - -

- s 0 16
*A 1.7 4 3.7 60 1Ho 412.

70 0.0. 1- 117 1 2 60 10 2.

Ai1 5 173025 -

3/16 A S Ar 30 I"
Ar S As 30 At 235012 iA /

Ax - A - tic- - - - - -

Ts~~I9 4160 10 3H* 7 4 H 75 0 16 Z4.'36.
He_ 75. 4 He 75 -60 1 _0_V._



Table 1-. 1. Welding flGOudftiOni EiPlOYed for PUa~mvi Are Weldimi-

- Torch Setup Data
Jon fgration 22.ttoda contigiorktlon

V-0rov Hoot Included Lot 0
Inldd_ Land _- __ __--anof -t - F1WM-Setd"k

-- a-oe -Morta piiwa on t Thlekaeso oeld Toirch Oiats,". Die Angle Dia Dintance,
of Test and Heat Number des) (in.) ldentification Tylw Or~ic* (in.) (in.) (des) (in.) (in.) Typi

tvaluat *ed and 571. 302257. Sq butt 0.275 TIAZ.16-S..1 U-ST 1/8 314 Ile 1/16ii Ar
merlap Conditon fl.AZ-16.&Z. II

TW16-S-3
T2M 217-1
TZ2Z.1 7.2 rT2A2-1743 U-ST 1/8 3/11 - 1/16 He
TaAZ_-18-S-1 P7.8 13-U 1/4 70 3/64 IM8 At

TZAZ 1845-3
TZA2-19-S-1

TIM-1 9-53

871. 302.25? 0. 275 2-24A
0. ATz"20 :3 kit 5

$11. Ti 23281 0.230 TL21 S1--1 A
721.2-21-S-Z Ar
T282.1-S-S A
721..2-5.4 He 5

TZA-I.2a-S-2 Ar
511. TI Z93281 0. 230 TZM.-22-5-5 He 54
311. Ti 30225? 0. Z75 T72.243.-1 Ar

Tt".-23-.-2.-

TL2 4-- Ar
TZ2.224-3-2 Ar

871. Ti 3022S7 0.275 TW2-24-S.4 Ha SC
67171 Ti, G495 0. 250 721.-- Ar

7322-S Ar
721.Z-S5- Ar
721.245-4 He C

-~ STA Ti. 0.49S6 T2A3..26, -- 1~
Mill annealed. 0-2266 M28-

TIAZ-81-2
711.2-1-3 Ar
T11A2-81:4 He. 50

TI11.2-2 j

T 11._2-3
TIAZ-83:1

TI112-83 2
p TIAZ-84- 1

T11A2-84-12A

0.25 71.95-1

0.2Z6 11.2-86.1Evaluate weld anid 0.26 711.2-86-2
oivcrlaP randitInxi Mill annealed. 0.22l66 6qbunt 1 0.2Z6 ITIA2.86-3, P7.8 131.6-Li 1j114.1 1,.L 1 7LS0. .



poyed for Plaxrma Are Welding 6A1-4V Titainiwrn (continued).

otch SapDate Welding coemitiong
Electrode tootlguation _______ _______________

ltu6de Lad Orfe Gas rCl loe -Wej1 1 nia
Ti ltStak Tt hield oas Bcu eaWold IaI. 2kov

backu WeldZUM&~ Tra..1Feeoc lt- iefitae Flow lw Gas Ureut -Weld- Speg -Dg-- -1N*&e -Wia- -Z.P1i
-jcJj -(Z'yyo 161 Tj mnP) VOltAge 00h)z N-. (in.) fipmnI (in.) (j.. I

/6 18 -1/16 At 5 lHe?7 60 AV 235 12 4A 1 1

A 5 At 30 235 27.2 -
W1 116 He 75 4 He .? 60 140 30.0 -

14 70 3164 1/8 AV 16 Ar 225 -
1 225 3
I 2Z35-

135 -

135Z35

] is as -2..5

A1.5 is 1.50 262.

He.50 6 He.50 70 170 23
- A-1.SO- is At 11- 0 270 -

At is Ar 60 zo0o
At is At 60 too
He.so 6 16.50 70 170

He 1so A 6 s70 170 -
At 15 Az 60, 235 -

At is At 60 20
At 16 At 60 20-
No.s0 6 11.so 70 170 -

AV 16 A. 60 I1SO..3-1

-I- __J4 210 --z -- -

210 is A-6 Z
At 16 A. 60 230 -

He so 6 He 60 70 170 - -I
At 170 Ar A(P06 18 -11A 16 A, 60P 0.12 1

Ar 16 At 60 ia 3-1A1 .

16.070 160

JJ 210

220

210 - N

Ar~~6 166 Ar 66Z1 -N

0 He so- - --He -0 70 1-0 ------ 0-0 - IS $- /



* 4'

Table 1-1. Weldinig Cond, a Enplayed for Plasma Arc-Welding-14AL

Tortch Setup Data

Joint COoAi urtii ,t4a COMS11ratio",

V-Groove Root lacla~ed Hnd OraiIiea
Included LPAd .. *standoff Tip Mlt 1,te.k

parpo*e Material~l tcrpikft- - ee _Thtko*Ac Weld_ -To~h MsDitance- -DW- la~e 71 Da~
ot es aant Heat Nunber (dog) (in.) Identification Type Orifice 4qo.) 4is.) (dog) (I. (La.) re

rvaluate weld miad Millannesad. 0436f6 Sq but 0.2 TW-.4 jPT-S 1364AM LA4 i/ 7 3164 118 At
overlap conditions 0.26 TM-86-6 He. so

$Z T.0-95 .30 T2Z-27.l Ar
0. 250 TIAZ--2. Ar
0.250 TZAZ4-3. .

Ar0. Z.10 T2A24li?-4 He so

Gaps Mill annelaed, 0-2190 0.26 TIAZ-4.7-l A

Miamagt Mbiill annealed. (-4190 0.2Z& T2A3428-1

Gaps, Vad Mismatl minl annealed. -0-2190 0.2Z6 TIAZ-88-1

Evaluate Weld STA Ti. 0.4956 0.250 72512-1-1

dition. horizontal . over,,uowire4 He so
potion. [ d"'*ie- He 50

T222-2-2 At
T2Zl2_2_1 Ar

* .TZEZ-2-3 At
cover, .1 11.50O

Scq butt Z. 50 c~verc/i'wre-2 He so
Cyaluste purge gas Cover weld scrap Ti bail 411 Test No. I He so

percrture rise Keyhole 0, 370 +11 Teat No.2.1I Ar
in U-i..-dia apbsro Keyhole 0.210 Cover W/

t
ere-2 -.-----. eSO -

SK&1~le 7T0. -Z70__ m~~e. e so

2valuate overlap Mill annealed. 0-19D Sq but 0.26 T1512-l-i Ar
condItion, hurl- T 152-1 - Ar
lontel position

Covet wed Mill anealed, 0-4190 TIEZ--4 He so
procedure TIJU-1-5 He $0

Evlae.overlay Mill annealed TIAZ:89.1 At
caeditione TW Z81-2

TIA2-89-3
TIAZ-90.l
TW-AZ-0
TIAZ-90-3
TIAZ.9i-i
71IAZ-91-Z

0.2Z6 TIAZ-91-3
STA Ti, G-4956 0. Z50 T2Z28.1

a,250 T2A2-2S.Z
0: 0250 TZA2-Z8S

Mill annealed, a-2190 0.26 TW-z92-1
0.26 TIA2-92-3

Sq butt 0.26 TIAZ-92-3 At

Evaiuate cover Per weld identificatioa Cover weld 0. Z50 -1 xwtre an He 50

Coved weldt~n T-2 r a e

r~ TIAZ-91
Cover weld -3 wire on H le 75

TIAZ-92 I
CoerwldI wire an H~e 75

Cover iveld 0.30 42 wire on PT _i6M 114 IS 70 16j4 1/0 jHe 75

- -Z-



o ed for Plasmna Arc Weldiig-6AJAY 4VTit&uium(COtined).

orch Setup Data Welding Conditions

.trod.a" Can pa cola Fluor BackingBar

Includ En1d Orifice W lSlda Gas Wald t t. Wi

0*-via- 4nAtlwj W M~stance. Flow Flow -Gas ur ian~et Wl pe aeWdh D
(in.? (des) (in.) (in.) Type I(e ) Type (wl) Type (AMpW Voltage (OPm1 N.I (nM) (1pm) (in.) (in.)

4 1 8 7 4 1/8 A. 16 Ar 60 AT US Sp. A t

He 50 6 He so 70 IS-O -l./Ar 16 At 13 -AT 16 AT 60220

AT 16 AT 60230 -

Re516 H 5 0 S - .. 1.1/2

: 16 Ar

16 AT

IAS 16 11.5 70 150 -
HoSO0 6 He 50 70 ISO .

Ar 16 A 60 220 - -

Ar 16 Ar 60 220 - -
An. 16 Ar 60 220- -

He 50 6 He 50 70 150 -

He So 6 He so 70 110 - NA

lit 60 6 14.60 70 1SO - KA[CF) 0. 062 36
Ar 16 An 60 220 - NA -

.110 -- -1.-He so 177 C.. . .. . API .-062 36
He 50 6 He.50 70 170 NA -

Ar 16 Ar 60 220 - -.-

Ar 16 Ar 60 220 - --

i 1150 6 He 50 70 150
" .e 0 6 He 50 70 100 - -

Ar 16 At+  60 220 -

+ i AT. 16 AT. 60 ZZO
_ Ar 16 Ar 60 220 .

e 50 6 He 50 70 165 a - is

He 50 6 le 50 70 210 5 - 22.5

He 7S 8 He.7 60 180 15 -

I /$ 70 3164 118 11He75 me 17s 60 Ar 1ISO . 12 NA - 18 Z17 ES6 9 S* 2.

163,164



Table I-1. Welding Cimditona .aployad -or--Plar&n-Are- We-14if

Join* Conii Iration HElotirofiC (nfturation

V-Groove Root -Iclded. - ed- - -

__ -Iode* -- Standoff Tip Flit Setback
.Ar pose Material Description Angle Thicknes Weld Torch Distance Die AAle ibg Distance

oiTet and Heat NwUber (deg) tin.) Identification Type Orifice (in.) (in.) (deg) (to. (In.) Type

Evaluate overlap STA Ti, 0-4956 Sq butt .948/.250 TZAZ-29-1 PT-8 136-M 1/4 I/8 70 3164 Ila At
¢mditiona .248/.250 TZ-29-2 Ar

Ev uate nebani- STA Ti, G-4956 0. 250 T2AZ-30-1 At
gal properties T2.30-2 A

TWA.-30-3 He 75
T2A2.-3! -1 A
TWA231- A2
T2A-31-3 H. 75
TWA-32.1 Ar
T2AI-S2-Z At

84 butt T2AZ-32..3 Hje 75
Repair weld in T.AZ-Z9 TZAZ.33.1 A

sq tt TZAZ-34-1
T2AZ-34.2

Evalate. setress T ?A2-3S.

Ehorl-o Mill anaed, C-2190 TIEZ-2-I Ar
poition weld Cover -2 He 50

T l-3O-1 Ar
TI2-3- 2 He 66

EvAluate ivsAchami StA Ti, 0--4456 T2E2-3i Ar
Cal propertiee TZEZ-3-2 Ar

TE5 -3-3
_TZl He 66

eiuwa4 MIII annealed, G.2366 T112.4d j Ar

Zval Effect of STA Ti, 0.4956 TIAZ-36-.

aet teptit on 0.2 so T&A2-36-2 PT-s 136-14 1/4 70 3/64 1/8
properties

elvalut e wd and Mill amealed. 0.2190 0.266 TIAZ-93-1 U-ST 1/8 3 16 - 1/16
oerlap condition TiAI-93.2

TIA-93-3
TIAZ.94.1
TIAZ-94-Z
TIAZ-94-3
TWA2-95-1
TIA2-95-2
TIAZ-95-3 3/16 : Ar
Cover .4 1/4 He 75
TIAZ-96-. 3/16 - Ar

tvuluate weld and TIA2-96-2 3/16 - - Ar
overlap condition Mill annealed, 0.2190 Sq butt 0.266 Cover -3 U.ST l/ 1/4 I/s 1/16 He 76

I A



Employed for Plasam Arc Welding 6A1_4V Titanium (Continued).

Torch Setup Dat Weldids Couttins

lnoluded End Orific* OatS Weld 04ckins bar

it Tip !iat st .ek A "- 4- nec ------
Flo i- - -Urrent Wild Speed 'It " We WWidh. Depth

it . g (Iii.e (ch) Type tc& Type UMP V i N o. () (m

70 3/64 1/8 Ar 16 Ar 60 ZA O 27.5 12 NA . 2 1
Ar220 27.6 NA -

016 22 27.5 NA

220 ; -A -

Ar 16 Ar 0 - NA

1a 7 25.6 301-5 04062 Ia.Ar 1 t220 27.2 MA - 1
Ar 1 r-20 N 3A -

1775a h 7 S 2$6 3204-0, 0.063 t3

Ar 16 Ar 220 M2, NAi
Ar 16 Ar O 7.5 -
i 16 66 220 27.0 N -

16 220 27- -

Si16 Z20 275

Ar 16 Ar 60 aZO
He so 6 He.501 70 200-
Ar 16 Ar 60 - .20 --
He 66 9 He.75 ISO
He.66 9 He 75 90 -

220 -- - -1 -- rn

Ar 36 Ar 22 - -
He.66 9 He60 7 IS
me.66 9 me 75 90 -- -

_16- r 220 - - -

16 20 -4 -

16 220 -- -

/4 70 3164 1/1 5 60 10 . 04 -,

16 -,16 5 30 23S
- - 6.S 240 -

7 7 260
- - 2Z60 - -
- - 7'5 270 - -

- - 8.0
* - 8.0

16 - Ar 8.5 Ar 30 Z70 - NA
'4 me H 75 4 He. 75 60 170 - 3204-010.063 23

/1 r 80 V 3 70 NA - -
116 * -Ar 8.,Q Ar 30 270 - . NA -
14 118 -1/16 11.75 4 He.75 60 Ar 170 - 12 3

Z0
4

-01j0.
0 6

3 20 2

165,6



Table 1-2. Welding Conditions Employed for Pias3
Nickel Base Alloys.

- - Torch Setuap D~ata
Joint Cont- uration 8actta41e Configuration -

V-Groov* Root Included nd __ OrIndUdel4 __liad- S_ tandoff -- Tp PIM-t -Z4hack
a-tertialDescription, Anigle Thickness weld Torch Distinct Dia Angle Dia oisanc-ol.Teot aju l~t Number ides) fin.) Identification Type Orifice (in.) (in.) (da$) (in.) 04n.) Typi

Evaluate torch Iftonal 118 Weld in plat. 0.25 )IIAI-12-1 P3'-8 136-bi 1/4 1/a 70 1'12 Ila Atshield gas cup Weld in pint ICIAI-11-1 At
ZV41944 wId Sq butt ICIM-4.1 Atcondition Cover Covet .2 k2

Sq butt K1A2m7.S-1 H2 Ar
1C1A2-8.1 HICIAZ.;9A-1 1/4 Ar
1C1A-9A.Z 3/16
1C1A2-9A-3 1/8
KIA2-911-1 1/f
1(1AZ-9C-1 1/8

Evalvtiae ntil. xI 0A 1/4 1Ipeoprtit 1143.10 Ar
IwlA1C PT-a 136.Md 1/a 70 1/32 1/a iz A]

Evaluate, 1CA-1i-I U-ST 3/$2 3/32 - - 3/32 A:,
wligKIAE- 11-2-

KIA2-1248.3

XIA2-13la2I- ...

Inconei 718 0.25 KAA-14-S.3 U-ST 3/32 1/4. 3/32 ArRae 41 0.06a EIA2-5-15 PT-9 111-ad 3/16 60 point 1/8 17 3.
RI_ _*K.6A i 60 Point 1/8 -421,

_--4 -~~~P~n _ -- "L _ -5a 1/8 a., 10
RIZ8160 Point 1/8 33Z 10Rene 41 0.062 R1AZ-9-1 PT-8 111-ad 3/16 60 point I/8 Ii 10Inconel I18 0.25 31AZ-1S-1 U-ST 3/32 1/4 .. - 3/32 AT

x AZ- 5--

IAZ-SS3 -Inconel 718 0.25 AZ.1S-8- 164

IAZ-16-8.3 I1/
Rena 4 KIAZ-16-S-4 U-ST 3/32 114 - U332 AtRene At -. 6 EIZ-i P.- .11a 3/16 60 Point 1/8 H2. 10Ra410:042 R1A-i1.i 111-ad 3/16 60 Paint H2 10Rene 41 0.062 RIAZ-12-i 111-ad 3/16 3/32 40 Point 11z 10Inconel, 718a 0.Z5 IIIAZ-17-1 13 -Md 1/4 Ila 70 1/32 At

KLA2.i 7.2 Ar
KI)AZ-17-3 Ar
)11AZ-17-4 Ar
KIA2.17-5 At
IAZ-17..6 U1j 20Inconel 718 KI(AZ-18-1 Ar

111AZ-18-2 Ar

XIiAZ 18-4 HInconel 718 liq butt -y XIAZ-19-1 A122
0.25 Cover -2 PT-9 136.Mt 1/4 1/8 7 0 1/32 1ts 113120



Condition Employed for Plasma Arc We7dng

-- k --+hs- 06,.T *I
De114 WeldigCeiin

• led.,de Gonftg-r-._- 
-

-- *l* Btbcko ld - ... h acJ el " Weld Tratel | - iet . .•i Gov+..156 i nge i Dittc 10o Plw.e Urrot Weld Speed Ntat Di Rate Wwdth Depth;
Type cA Type I(C) Type (amp) voltge (ipm) Ni.. (i-. tipm) (in.) (in.)

1/8 70 V/32 1/a AV I,13.14 At t0 At 140 NA 314 1At 13 AV 60-Ba 140 -

At 13 At 60 1400160) -
H120 O 5 Hz? soAt 14 At 140 .
1441 9 117 80

At 14 140 - . .AtAt140 13.9
AtAt140 21.

140
1/8 70 1/32 1/8 H 11 9 1(211 60 140 --3/3 - - 332 At 0.4..4. A At 20 105 -! -/ 5.'O 3, 0 10-115-

6 .0 20 110
-. -5.0 30 1.0
60oPI1nt 1/I 1 20 *1"

5 .o 30 -6 0 11, I.0s0 10 "

c - 30- .- 9.! I - 10 5 A 3 ts - 1 32 "60 Pitt 118 1 S. 5 10 -I*I
--40#- -Pat- - 90 - 3Uo- "60 POW 1 zt 6 -90,95 - 32 -60 Point i: 210 6 9 - 32- - 3/32 At 4.013,S) At 20 135 - 6

3.5 20 13: -
300 I I"

* -2.0(2.5) s0 1501200) --
- I 1 4.0(4.8) 20 1250365) --50 20 315,140 -S*o I.020 40 

"- - 3/3Z At- S.5,4.5 2Z0 135 - 6-K60 point lie H2310 6 60 120 - 31 -60 Point Ha310 6 110(100) - 31- -
3/3Z 60 Point ll0 6 10o 311/9 70 1/32 Air 14 w4 6 -Ar 14 140

Ar 1 10 -At is ISO- "
Ar 14 145At 14 Ar 145
2a320 5 l2 17 soAt 14 At 145 -Ar 14 Ar 145
At 14 Ar145
Ha 20 5 H2180
Ar 14 A" 14570 1/32 1e 1420 5 ,H217 60 Ar s0 NA 3/- 1

167, 168



Nickel Bass Alloys {Gontin~)

acrdConfigurtion
lriolild __ R eM -bntluded - 0purposee Maeiaaesrpdn Shtaoff Tip Flat SetbankPteoea Matril Dcorptin Angle Thiclinasm Weld Terhl Distance la nie 1aDtatof Test and Heat Numtober Mo~ In) latication Type Orifice (i. i. (ag)e (I, mot*"*Tp

Evaluaate welding Ran 41 Weld in sheet 0.062 RIALI..0.. TS ilU 73 /6 . 1 17Conditions Ri-13 111- 713 1-1 He7

P.IAL-2-0-1 116 me 7RkAl-".i ~ L/16 H le 75
R1AI.4.1 Ha2- - * .
RIAI-4-.2 - 7.5
JAI-4-3 I 17. 5
RIA1-4:4 Hz 1/ 7. 5

aid inIA 5he f11l 7/32 3133 - 7164 10.butt RIAZ-1.1 PT-fl 111-M 3/32-1/8 1/16 - - 7164ald in Atet RIAI-7..1 U-ST 1/16 1/$ 1/16 -1/16 1f7.old insheet RIAI.-.. U-ST 1/16 1/ /6 /1 z.Roem 41 butt 0.062 RIA2..l U-T /1 1/8 A/6 /16 12 7.5Incontl 718 eld iA Plate 0.25 111AI-1-1 UPT 134 /16 1/8 1/1 1/86 1- 7
ea4 im in sheet 0.062 RIAI-9-1 Il-ST 1/16 3/32 1/16 1 - 116 7.I xA1:9. 3116-

RIAI-9-4 9116-I. __RIAI 10.2 3/16-
RIAI-10.3 

-1/4- - -
- - - - S k e 41 i A A I-1 1-1 3 116-

BAm11-a

ft1A-3-3 UJ-ST 1/16 3/16 j . 1/16Weld1Z- in she 
- 1S2alieetRIAI-12-1 PT-8 111-li 1/8IS 1/8

Rana 41 
1/8~ :62:i

RIA1-134 1S 11 .
1/8 1/16 - 1/3Z 1Z 7.5

132 HE 9.

ICIA-I1116.114 Att11A1.-4-1 1/4 I Blunt -.4KIA1..x 1/4 I Sharp -Vol toPlate KIAI-6-1 1 1/4 Blankq butt KLAZ-l..1 PT-S 136-U 14 1/- 1/el npaeKLA-1I U-ST 3/32 3/16 3132 - 3/32
KtAI-9-1 316,.1/4-I

11IAI-10-1 j 3.4.5/iold in plate 111AI-li-1 5/16prprisbutt KwA-z-1 U-ST 3/32 ,3.4.611 3/32 - - 3132P, prte KIAZ-3A..I PT-S 136-M. 3/16 1/8 70 1/3z 1/8

K1AY-3G-1 1/8 II At
KIA2.4.1 1/ I 112 tbut ~ lZ--1 V1/4 4r

Inconol, 716 over 0.29 Cover -2 PT..8 136-u 1/4 Ila 70 1/13 its 11a 11



Cionditions Muployed lor Plasma Arc Welding
Nickel Base Alloys (Continued).

T-rh Set" ft" Weldi i onditint.

-Itld&rt -cl r16~elr "etking ftr
olTip Flat ShOf"ACkt Total SMiidGA Bckp Weld Trawol K l

* r)j4 MA4 j 3) safte FliI' Fow Gil .uf~twt Weld Sp~ed Heat flia Rate Width~ Noth
a.) Ji, dag) 41L (in.) Type (ofl h) e (ch Typ" (amp) Voltage (1pm) No. (in.) (ipml (in.) (in.)

3Z 1/16 1/8 H* 76 8 Ar 40 Ar 130 31 NA - 3/4 1
111 - He 8 Ar 40 115 . !
1/16 He1 75 8 Ar 40 10s --
1 1 1 3 H e 7 ,?5 6 3 3 1 0 s -

1127. 6 11 15 2a 130 - .J _ 7,s 6 HP IS ;25 Lis.

?130 RZ 7. 130140is 2i
H . zi as110 --

1t003 - 7164 Na 8.2 5.5 HA 14 25 _14
-Ila 1/16 - - 7/64 Ila 7. $ 5 Ha is 0s H2 15 -It
/9 1/ 6 - 1/16 2j 1. 5 2.8 HA 15 20 Ar 0t/8 IJ16 1/16 1-7 .L5 2.0 HzI ;o 20 77.

i/8 116 - 1/16 1., ?.S 2.8 H 3 20 6z 31
116 1/8 Ar is A. 40 150040) 6
1/32 1/16 - - /16 H? 7.5 2.8 H2 is 20 1 2 31

.16 3Z 3 . 2. 1 13 20 62 - 31

i'16 - Z. 2 1 . 1 0 15 Z0 j 13 - 31
R+8 3 00 - 32

16 " - ; 1 1. 45 62(100

Stunt - 15 ++.+-
-hr 15 ' 140 Al

Slu... . .. . . 15 1 14 -
'16 3 2 - - 1/36 7. 30 Ar 0 . .I - I t/ 7. 1 5 l 1 10II - -

1123 110

16 - - l-.o : 4 Z1 2

¢ / 16 2 - 3132 .7 Ar H 3 0 Fg5 I 10 .-
'16 31/8 7 0 1/ 532 14"8 13 Ar0. 30 14 .04130) - 2 "

rl6 / -£18 HArI 130 Ar 80 155+0 -

I I I tlot1S P14

.1/8 11 1 121 60 140 .$+ Arur 135 r 3 140 -I. / -1 A8 13 A 453 140

16 1/16 .1 i9 170

I/$ s 4S -z is 1 2 5q,

F8 !16 -13 3/32 HZ . ? ArH 3 0 H i 110120 -
F16 3/32 70 /32 Ha8 T. 10. a is A 4(10 ". o 32

F1 1'. - l Z It. 13 H2 17 130 8o 61.4- -Ar is Ma" 3 140 i

4 1 Blun I3 is 140 -
j4 li8 ?0 -3 1/8 R 1 1 3 45 14 136 A0 1 5? 6 N 1

1 3133ao

. 51 it 7 110



Table 1-3. Welding Condit Eonn ployd4for-PLPa aA
Miscellaneous Materials.

Torah "to "a
Joint Contfig tt fliacttoij Coaatttieo

V-Groove Soot ___ ___ __ lvded- -
-- _- red -- - L- Stadoft Tip Plot Setback
Purpose Material Deacription Angl* Thickness Weld Torch Distace Dfi Ajge Dig Diataoca
ot Test and Heat Nunber (deg) Identification Type Oritfic (in.) (tn. (dg) (Is.) 6An.) Type

Setup conditions 34? atalea steel Weld in plate 0.062 SIAS-I PT-A 111-m 1/8 1116 I/ Ar
(or welding 0.062 SIAI-2-1 7164 ArRene 41 8I -a j - Ar

$IAI-3-1 - He 75
SIAI-4,l
SIAI-4.2 -

SIAI-S-1 I -
S1AI-5.2 7164
SIAI-6-1 7/32
SIAI-6.Z 7/3
SIAI-7-1 18 1eSlAl-7-2 PT-8 Ill|-M 1/8 it m / e 7.5

SIAI-8-1 U-ST 1/16 1/8 - - 1/16 Ar
SIAI-9-1 U-ST 1/16 1116 - - 1/16 At
d1AI10-1 U:ST 1/16 1/16 1/16 - 1/16 ArSIAI-10.2 U-ST 1/16 1/16 1/16 1/16 Ar347 ta.IAlCZ steel Wld in plate 0.062 SA1-11-1 PT-9 111-M 1/# 313 1/8 HZ 7. 8

Setup cneditions 410 stainless steel q butt 0. 26i Test No. 7-I 136-M 3116 1/8 70 1/32 A
for weldIng prto. 0.26 Teat No. 1.2
type ga turbie 0. 825 Test No. 8-i
hardware Teat No. 8-2

Test No, 9.1
Test No. 9-2
Test No. 10-1
Teat No. 10-2

... . . .. .. Teat No. I 1.2
Teat No. 12-1

0.22 Test No. 13-1 3116. 1/4, Ila
Rework weld 136-M 3/16 70

,12/. 190 Teat No. 14-1 111-M 3/16.1/4.1/8 65
Test No. 1-1 -.

.125/. 10 Test No. 16-1 3/16
S1 butt .12t. 190 Tet No. 16-a 3/16
C1r . I2S/.190 Test No. 16-1 5/16
L over . 125/. 190 TestNo. 16-2 S/16

Teat No. 16-1 3/16
Tet No. 16-2 5/16 65 1132

410 Teat Part No. 410 stainless steel Sq butt .142/.167 615537-500 3/16 60 1164
Setup condition Ti SAC-i. 5 SN 0.139 Ti No. 5.1 1/8
for welding pro- Ti No. 5-2 Il8
tolype gas tur. Ti No. 5-3 3/16bine hatrdware 0. 143 Ti No. 6-1 3/16

Ti No. 6-2 3/R16
Ti No. 6-3 3/16

O, 140 Ti No, 7-1 5t320 0 Ti No. 7-2

Ti No. 7-3 I
Ti 5 AC-2. 5 SN . 0.143 Ti No. 8-1

0.143 TiNo. 8. 1 1
Sq butt 0.138 Ti No. 9-1

0.138 Ti No. 9-2 PT-9 II-M 5/32 1/8 60 1/64 Ili Ar



itions Employed for Plasma Arc Welding for Certain
-Miseellaneous Muetials-.

h. Setup D*4~

lndud~d Ead-0 t
_ __-~t Shied 0l r
E" A"I" Dia VStame Flow Fow a&# Z Urr..t Weld Simed Ma i PA Wdt tt

(id. Wi) 04O.1 (in.) Ty-pe Itih Ti-pt (Cib TYPO (amp) voltsg* (ipfl) I/6. (in.) (1pmn) fiv,) (ik

1/16 - . 1/8 Az 4 Ar 40 Ar 8 . 31 NA 3-1/4

* .Az 4 so 110
* -Ar 4 so 138

- 1 1175 so5 130 - -

- - 60 ISO -*

- * j8 110 - -

7 30130 - -17 30 120

- 1 6 30 110 -

6 30 110 - -

a 40 120-
- - /6 M7S a 40 110 - -

* . 1/16 Ar a 20 126
1/16 Az 1.4 20 115(82) - -

1116 M4/1 Ar 1.5 so0to -

1116 - - 1116 Ar 1.5 75 106
3/32 - - 1/ H1a 7. 5  6 4 120 - 31

Ila 70 1/32 Ar is (19) 60 26 - 1
14 (I3) 250 - -

12(13) 240

240

Z40 - -

240-

240

13 Z46
13 245 -

8 13 245(255) --

7013010) 4(Z)t
)a 66 105(8,0i

10 210a

10 200 NA -

6 1750390) -41OSS 0.045 36
S -T 11-4105 .045 40

1 10 200 NA -
65 113a 5 195 13 4105S 0.045 40

L60 If64 11 10 - B34 N

I 140 -

0 £45 -

8 160 -

10 140 - -

1 11 135 -

11 140 -

1 1 140 - -

11 40 -

it130 --
115 60 1/64 Ila Ar 11 r 6 Ar £30 - 12 NA * . 3-1I4 1

171, 172

__ 13-



Table 1-3. Wedimlg Conditons Employed- for Pmax Ar-
Miscellaneous Materials (Continued)

- Toee getup bitt

Jaot Coar tan C1ecttode C i .ri

V.Orov- e Root "- -Endr -- __

IbenlWd Sttndoff Tp Flt Setback
Purpose Mteril Description Ansle Thickimvse Weld Torch Distafce Dli Angle Dia Distance
of Teat and Heat Nwmber (des) VA1 IMmaifiiatto Type Orifice (W.) (In.) Wag) On. Id TyP

Sotup cditats Ti 5AC., 58 N S1q butt 0.140 Ti No. 11.1 PT-8 III.M 5/32 118 60 1/64 1/8 Arfor vmin pr*- TI No. I I-Z I ! Ar

mtayp. sga tlt . Ti No. 11-3 Ar
blue hardwaze Cover 11-4 IHe so

Ti SAL-1, S £31 TI No. 18Z.1IA
TI No. 1. Ar

0.140 Cover 1-3 He 0
Ti Text Part No.] 410 etltAlme steel .1421, 167 618537-500 Ar
Ti Test Part No.9 142/.167 619537-500 5/32 60 1/64

0,130 Weld No. 16. 3116 68 1/32
0. 130 Weld No. 16.
0 .140 Weld No. 17- I
0.140 Weld No. 17-

10/.175 Weld No. to- I A

130j O. 175 Weld o. 19.z Ar i "
4 a e butt .1301.175 Weld No. 18- 3/16 1 3 50

410 staless steel Cover Weld No. 18-1 1/4 1 65 1/32
Tt Test Pwnt No.3 TI AU-2. 5 SH Sq but .13/.145 618537 PT-A rI1-m 5/3Z Ila 60 1/64 1/8 Ar

4 _ __-



.itionv Employed for a la=ia Arc Welding for CGrtaiu
cellaneous Materials (Continued).

*rdh Setup Da Wedn o~iin
Electrode ConlIratio.f ___ __ ----L.---.d us Bacing -Bar

toff Ti F Plat Setback Total Eckup Weld Travel
ce LIZ Ala Via Distance Flow Flow Gas ';uratet Weld Speed Heat f i)a iRte Width Depth

inO. (dog) (in.) (in.) Tyrpe (c A) [Typ (c h) 
T

ype (*MP) Voltage tlPni No. (in.) tipm) (in,) Ono.

/3 I/ 60 1/64 118 Ar 11 r 60 A 130 - 2 NA 3-114 1

H1.50 S. 0 He 50 Mi
Ar 11 A 10 130
Ar 11 Ar 130 -

no.50 5 He 50 11 -.AV 11 At 1300 -5,

320 60 1164 A 1 30 - -

10 225 I-s

Ar 10 Ar2

16 at 50 5 He 50 1l0(130) 12

32 1)8 60 1/64 1/8 Ar 11 Ar 60 He 135 11 NA - -1/4 , .

173, 174

t5.
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Appendix VI.

AGC. 36319B COMPONENTS, MOTOR, TITANIUM,

FABRtICATION OF~
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PROGRAMMED EVENT SEQUENCE
- UNDE MISSILE MAKER NO. 17
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1 ~~REY AEROJET-GENERAL CORPORATION
~sE~RAL~gRALCODE IDENT, NO. 05824

ACC-36319B

19 February 1965

COMPONNTS, MOTOR, TITANIUM*

this amendmient forms a part of As rojet-General Corporation

Specification AGC -363 19B.

ParapZ.Z Add:

SPECIFICATIONS

"AC-36459 Cleaning, Abrasive"

Paragraph-3. 11. 1

Dq~ct:"~J Le.P- 1.6 Method C1 o C- 6"- -

Delete: "... MIL-P-116, using Method C-15 orC16.
Suabstitte-. "... AGC-36459..."

D~elete last sentenice.

Authorized for Release:j i

Spe,;fct n and Standards

Solid Rocket Operations
Sacramnento Plant
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IT
ESINI~gAL'CODZ WENT. NO. 05824 4

AOC-36319B -

31 December 1964

COMPONEN TS, MOTOR, TITANIUM,

This amendment forms a part of Aerojet-General Corporation

Specification AOC-36319B.

Paragraph 38. Adtohendof the paragraph:! "... and 3. 9.2."

Add paragraph 3. 9.2:
139.2 Claddini of, stress relievi, heat-treat fixtures.-

Thi surfaces -of the itress r:Uievg heM t.Mtfxue that are i
contact with the chamber shall be clad with titanium."

tAuthorixed for Release:

___ _ -~4'~ v J . H . y etto " oaag r
Specifications and Standards

Sacramento Plant
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-- - B U IWJ ih-BEIUEA1. CORPORtATiONl
COD: IDENT. NO. 05824

AGC-36319B- -- - . ~ ~~ ~ ~~-A m e n dm e n t-6 .. .... .....---- ..
-- -- -- - 31 December 1964

.... ___ COMPONENTS, MOTOR, TITANIUM
-- •FABRICATION OF

This amendment forms a part of Aerojet-Oeneral Corporation
Specification AGC-36319B.

Add paragraph 3.7,10-

'3.7. 10 Weld epairs,- All weld repairs 'shall be made
under the supervi ion of a welding engineer."

Authorized for Release:

4 f-.J. H, Yetto, M;na er
Specificetions and Standards

-R.Scr et QPe rations
* Sacramento Plant
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4A
f E2W AEROJET-GENERAL CORPORATION

CODZ DZNT. NO. 058Z4

AGC-36319Bi Amendment 5

Aimu31 December 1964

COMPONgNTS, MOTOR, TITANIUm,
TABAUCATION O -

This amendment forms a part of Aerojet-General Corp*o.ration

SpeCifitetion AGC-36319B. "

Add paragraph 3. 9. 1:

• 39. 1 Creeks. - After chamber hydropvcof, welds and the
Parent materia, o~] n either side of the center of the welds,-.' -:' ~shall .be radiographically inspected in accordance with 4. 3.j., Internal
or external cracks shall not be acceptable."

" ~aragvaep 4.4: -

Substitute: "Critical 3.9 .1 4.3 .21,,

. ~AuthoriJxed for Release: ,

Solid Rocket Operations
Sacramento plant
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NERALCODE WZENT. NO. 0582l4

AOC-36319Dt Amendment 4
7 0aber-9I3-

Amendment 3
19 February 1963

COMPONZNTS, MOTOR, TITAI4ZUM,
FABICATION OF

This amenidment forms a partofArjtona Cprtin$e-
SA~tion AOC-36319B. Arjt eea oprto pd

Paragraph 3.5S. 1. 1 (a) Delete and substit.ute.:

*'(a) The moaximumn solution heat treating
temperature shall be at least -35' 1P
below. the beta t .nitje for that particu-
lar heat of material. The part shall be
held at this temperature for oue to two
hours."

Add paragraph 3.7. 4.1: 
_

113.7.4. 1 Weld interrution. - If welding is interrupted during
pass, the area all1 be routed out ~por to restartlg(Z 7) __

Paragraph 3. 8, 1 Add to end of sentence: "(5. Z. 7)14

Paragraph 3. 11 Delete and substitute:

"13. 11 Cleaning rior to hdrotest and rier to himent, -

"3.11.1 Cleaning before hydrotesting. - After heat treatment,
the chamber girth weld and heat affected zone shall be cleaned in
accordance with Specification MIL.-P- 116, method C- 15 or C- 16. toremove all traces of oxide film and other contamination.

"3. 11. 1. 1 Rlashrgnaterial article siz.- Thegritblast-
ing material shall have a particle size of Z5Qt 00 mesh.

"13. 11.2Z Cleanliness acceptance. - The grit blasted surfaces
shall be acceptable in accordance with the visual and wipe test asU specified by Specification MIL-P- 116.

22__



AOC-36319B 14
Amendment 4 4I4

1 "3.11.3 Cleaning prior to shipment, - Prior to shipment, the
.. inner and outer charbfer and closure _%l.__i.cludlngatngaura- -

or any surface requiring a 32 microinch finish, shall be cleaned in
accordance with Specification ML-P-l 16, using method C-15 or
C-16, to remove all traces of oxide filrn and other contamination. This

Icleaned surfaces shall be acceptable in accordance with . 11. 2, and
the material used for blasting shall be in accordance with 3. 11. 1. 1.

Add paragraph 5.2. 7: . r

"S 5. 7 Weld repair, - At any time during the processing .
cycle the reweldiag of a complet d pass, in any area where material
removal is required in order to eliminate an unacceptable welddefect.
is considered a weld repair. If welding is interrOpd duriAg a pass
and the area is routed out prior to restarting, this is tot construed as
a repair."

Authorized for Release:

t Specifications and Standards

Solid Rocket Plant __
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a. . .. AERjOJET'GE ERAL -OR- k
SCOD DE .E N . o 5824

* AGC -36319B
k, 8 October 1962

Superseding
AGC -36319A
20 June 196Z

COMPONENTS, MOTOR, TITANIUM, FABRICATION OF

1. I SCOPEA

--- ~ ~ 1 1 - This specification covers the fabrication r'equirements-
QOf titanium components for solid propellant r'ocket motors.

2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

2. 1 Governmental docurnents. - The following documents of'the issue as fist in th-e Departm-ent of Defense Index of Specifications
and Standards in effect on the date of invitation br bids shall form apart of- this spification to the extent specified herein.

_-MIL-P- 116 Preservation. Method of

- "MfL-A .444 Argon, Gas Welding -

MIL-T-50Zl Tests, Aircraft and Missile Weldjig
Operator's Qualification .

MIL-Z-6866 Inspection, Penetrant Method of

MIL-H-6875. Heat Treatment of Steel
(Aircraft), Process for

MIL-W-9411 Weapon Systems; A eronautical.
General Specification for

204



Ib

A A*rojt-n rnurl Corponl ton. "• . " -
, .. AGC- S631fl 4':

STANDARD

7el. Test Method Metaiss Test Methods
Std. No. 151 '-

(Copr. of specificatios, standard's,:. .required by contractors In connection with specific procurem at

.unctions shoud be obtained from the Superiatedent of D conent,. .,Government Printing Office, Washington as. 0. .:

.4cuments of test Issue in effect f0om a partothis .peo-ifict
'.to the etent specified herein.

"ACC34007 Cate Parts, Forged .
'+ .. ... ..... - ~~Titanium A noy . _:.: - ::..-.. ._

S:- .AOC3065 R adlographs, Weld;
" ' Inspect. R equi ent for-

. ,- . . . . . . . . . . -.. ..... . ... .....

* AOC-50014 Wire T itanbuP4S MnmUild3 I+

AS 1701 Electode, 3% Thoriated Tungsten

" '3. REQUIREM4TS

3. 1 mate --. nW_-Ulo . ,mt U-b*AM UIU,-,no
forgngs, 6A-l4V in accordance wjth Speciicatton AGC -34007.

3.2 "' i n. s All specimens shall be supplied as an
Integra part of the forging. The specimens representative of the
final part shall remain as an integral part through the solution treatingIand aging operations.

w -. ,.205'* -' " 20V•_- . . I
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- Aerojet-OGeneral C orporation
AO C- 363193

3.3 lRough machining. - All parts shall be rough machined
to the same thickess as those parts which were tested in accordance
with the preproduction testing specified In Specification AGC-34007.

* Enough stock shall.remain so that a minimum of 0. OZ5 inch of material
can be removed from all surfaces after heat treatment. Sufficient
material shall be left as an integral part of the forging so that tensile
spec imn ay-beprepared-inacctordance-withI.:.1-aftersoluujfhe-
treat and aging.

3.4 Cleanin.- Prior to being heat treated, the part shall be
cleaned in such a manner as to be acceptable in accordance with thevisual test for determination of cleanliness as specified in Specltleatlon
MIL-P-116. Subsequent handling shall be done while using clean gloves,
clean handling devices and containers, and other means as ,ecessary
to prevent contamination of the part.

3.5 Heat treatment. - The part shall be heat treated in sucha a manner thatafter stre lieving, the part shall have the following
mechanical properties:

(a) Yield, psi, min 155, 000
(b) Ultimate strength, psi 165, 000 to 180. 000
(c) Elongation, i, nin 8

2 .3.5.1 H-nttreat pocedure. -

3.5.1.1 Solution treatment. - The part with sufficient material

..- (.a) The solution heat treating temperature shall
*be 35 to 60*F below the beta transus for that

particular heat of material. The part shall beheld at this temperature for 1 to 2 hours.(1$b) The part shall be quenched in vigorously agitated Iwater ora solution of three percentsodium -hydroxide in water at a temperature less than

1200F. The part shall be quenched within eight
seconds of removal from furnace.

3.5.1.2 Aging treatment. - The parts and sufficient material
for tensile specimens shall be aged at 900 to 1150*F for a minimum offour hours.

3.5.1I.3 R e-aging. A part may be re-aged within the limitsof this specification, if the part is rejected after initial heat treatment.

zo6
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k Aerp jet-Oensral .opratioa .. ..

of vfurnace temperature-unifom W s.rqueaq ot
ce *hall be in conformlance with Specttctioa IL,-M?-6875, except •:-

: " ; that test thermocouple distribution shall be .amL per each 35 cubic feet .. .

of furnace volume.

___________ 3.5. 2 Verllicateen of WNhAnicr tn.Aehmll 
_ ___-properties of thecraftIontt parts sihall be ver ied befiorwednby-

testing (4.3.1) of three tensile specimens which have been solution tatd. cj
and 49ed as an integral portion . the rough machined forging. The -
mechanical properties of all three specimens shall meet the require.

imetso pecfied i 3.5. I. one of the three specimens does not met :
the requirements of3.5, three more tensile tests shall be conducted.
f.these additiowa three specimens satisfy the requirements of 3 5 5- .

the component art shall be acceptable.

- 3.6 W - Where Applicable, the part shal be machined
In accordance with the applicable drawing.

* 3. 7 Weldia requirements.-

3.7T. I Weldigjovaor. - Welding -shall be perfornred 4t '
A, by welding operators who are currently certified in accordance 4it*

the requirements of Specification MIL-T.50Z1, class A, group - . "

-__s d whoave defenrted-pfkiejcy byprdaaInd%* ~+"~~ ~~~ imulted weld Joi~t No. 7. ;, .. -. ;

notification has been submitted to the procuring actititn. techniqu.e o

3.7. 3 Identification.' - h identification f each welder•performing mte rston shall be entered on the weld hstory

sheets and planning paper applicable to each unit.

3.7.4 .Welding process.- The welding process employe
AS In the manufacture fti unit shall be the tungsten Inert gas (TIC)
t- method, manual or automatic.

- ... . 2 0 7
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IAerojet-General Corporation
AOC-36319B

3.7. 5 Filler metal and electrodes.

3. 7.5.1 Electrodes. - Electrodes shall conform to Standard
AS to_______ ______

Speciacation AOC t5 R shall be stored in such a manner as to .
prevent the accumulation of dirt, oil, or other foreign material. 4

3.7.6 S las.- Inert shitlding gases used shall be $

one of the following:[ I(a) Argon, conforming to Specification MfLA.A-4144
(b)" Helium - grade A, U.S. Bureau of Mines

3.7 E (w prnent a Welding equipment'such as machines,
regulators, wire feeds,and heads shall be capable of making satbM.

e cctory w elds.

3.7.7. 1 Crater elimination. - TIG welding equipment shallbave a suitable means for crater elimination control.

, _ _
3. 7. 8 Preparation. -

* 3. 7. 8. 1 Caing.- Prior to welding, all parts and filler
metal shall be cleaned in such a manner as to be acceptable in accor.
-dance -iW-thfeWgiifiiida1 p tet fo eemzio fceanliess

* as specified in Specificatioh MIL-P-16.

3.7. 8. Z Weld aligment. - Parts to be welded shall be
assembled, using necessary jigs and fixtures so that alignment and
configuration of parts will conform to the engineering drawings.

3. 7. 8. 3 Weld history. - Weld history sheets similar to
figure Z shall be maintained for each" unit.

3. 7.9 Weld characteristics. - Welding shall be performed to the~proficiency and quality of workmanship as defined In Specification )AM.

T-50I, and the following.

£ 208



3:4? Avrojet-Oeneral CorportiOl. i.t -.I-" AOC-363193 "' r + ' e"; +

- - 3,7.9. 1 7 ntermal chract ritli. - Whou inspected in 4
accordance with 4.7 e welds sll have the following Internal

-characteristics:

__- "" 3.7.9.1.1 'Impe ~et fusi.-; Imperfect fusion shall not- ..
b acceptable. -

3. 7. 9. 1.3 complete pnetration.- ncomplete penetration-
shall not Ibe acceptableAn butt Ieds or in the roots of fillet welde.,

37 ." be 19.1.4 Isolted E.oLx Isolted porosity shall be

or OA' 0.T, wk..hevr islma~er. There.shall be.no more thanfour
.. :itles l&sl ,i4ied Ilated porosity in af. ier ih of weld13 L 9)..

3.7.9.1.5 Linear roui-, - Linear porosity shall not,--,
be acceptable (5.2. S.

3.79. 1.b S Sattered orosity. - Sca tered roty sv 'll -"
+ ' acceptab , provided ther are o more than 20 cavities per _a

lnhofek.5 2..~ A) ---
-t-379 1. -_, , ,. .r o.. , + b •

3. 7. 9. f 8 U sfo,.- Iciiion$ shall be a ccptable if0 he"
teaest dimension. o+ny lsiu!ion £s lea* than 0.20 time the djacent. ' .

mrent metal thilms.. Tboe #hall be -no elongated inc10MIons*i.-wik"
sharp talls,

- -3.7. 9;l, 9 concavi!. - Weld concavity shall not be
acceptable If any part of a butt weld's surface is below the planes of
the surfaces of the mating parts, or throat of any fillet weld Is less
t4a the drawinS requirement for sie.

' 3.7.9.2 Externi -bshracteristirs. - When inspected In accordance
1K, with 4. 3. 3 and 4.'3.4, the welds shall have the following external characteaistict.

is . 7.9.2. 1 Cracks. - Cracks shall not bo acceptable. -If h)'drotelt
to applicable by drawing requirement there shall be no cracks before'or
after hydrotest.

. : :209
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Aerojet-General Corporation
AGC-36319B

acceptable unless the Undercut is removed in subsequent maehining

z oerations. .

3.7.9.2. 3 Cold las. There shall be no cold laps.

3. 7. 9. 1.4 .ead width.- The bead width shall not vary
more than 20 percent.

3.7.9.2.5 Weld crown removal.- When weld crown is
removed, cae shail-b uwed to avoid reducing the parent metal
th.akness. Unle's otherwise specified, the crown should not projejt,."
above -the adjoining paent twetal by rMore than 1 /16-inch,

* 3.8 R ir weldin.- Except as specified in 3. 8. 5, repair
Swelding We or ater-stress relieving shall be accomplished usingprocedures, materials. equipment, and the certification of welders

as specifiedherein .

* 3. 8.1 Number of weldr rears. - Unless otherwiwipecifted.
,t' total number o'f repirs to a particular weld defect shall not e eed
three. .

3. 8. 2. Disposition of weld repairs. - Complete records shall.
be maintained on repair welds as specified in 4, 2.

_______ 3. 8. 3 Weld repair _procedure. - Weld repair procedures of
incomplete penetration, porosity., inclusions, and other defects
sht-n beprepared and submitted to the procuring activity upon receiptofeakch contract.

R e-stress relieving of reglired stress 'elieved welds.. -

stress relieving shall be as specified in 3. 9.

3.8. 5 Chamber girth welds repairs. - Repair of chamber
girth.welds is allowable only after specific authorization by the pro.
curing activity. Written weld repair procedures shall be prepared
by the fabricator and submitted to the procuring activity prior to the
repair of welds. Complete records shall be maintained on weld
repairs, as specified in 4. Z.

sa 9 Stress relieving. - After welding operation, the part

shall be stress relieved at the lowest aging temperature for 4 + 0.2. hours.

210



Aerojet-General Corporation
AGC.36319B

3. 10 Verification of mechanical properties of final assembl I 4
-- e- -c-acalppertie--of t fina -e lfi -e verifi e by testing

(4.3. 1) off three tensile specime~ns which have been solution treated and•
r.aged as an integral. portion of the rough machined forging, and stress

relieved with the final assembly. The mechanical properties of anl
thr. ee specimens shtall meet the requirements specified in 3. S.J

3. 11 Cilea g prior to hydrotestnM. - After heat treatment
:the part shall be cleaned in accordance with Specification MIL.P..l 16.
method C-IS to remove all traces of oxide films and other contamination.
The part shall be acceptable in accordance with the visual and wipe •
tqet as specified in Specification MIL-P-l 16.

nzacin~g. _Wtero aplicable. thepr iawb
machined to the final dimensions in accordance with the applicable drawing.

3.13 Final cleaning,. - When all fabrication and inspections have
been completed, the.Prt shall be thoroughly cleaned by wiping with'rags
soaked with an approved solvent (e.g., chlorothene. trichloroethylen).
The part shall be rinsed with methyl alcohol whenever -any chlorinated
solvents are used to clean the part. The part shall be acceptable in
accordance with the visual and wipe test as specified in Specification

. -OV AL _Y35 xU _ EP VSIQS.. ...........

4. 1 Fabricators responsibility.- The fabricator is responsible

requirements as specified herein. The fabricator may utilize his own
or any other inspection facilities and services acceptable to the pro-
curing activity. Processing records and inspection records of the
examination and tests shall be kept complete and available to the pro.
curing activity, ...

AL.,. Inapection. - Inspection shall be -perfo-rmed-to -atsur

compliance to this specification. Records of such inspection shall be
maintained.

4. z Repair records. - Records of each weld repair shall be
maintained and- shal eM ad available to the procu~ring activity. The

records shall include the following:

(a) Inspector's nameI (b) Ueat treat condition of part when repaired

211



Aerojet-General Corporation
AG C-36319B

(c) Part number. including revision letter and
• . serial number

(e) Number of times repaired in given area

* " (f) Cause of repair a
(g) Extent of repair inspection, Including r tga

{h) 'Results of inspection
(i) Brief description of repair technique

4. 3 Test methods. - The follo.ng, or equivalent, pro-
cedures shallbeud toverify that the process is in conformance

with the requirements of this specification.

.4 3. 1 M- echanicit pr'op ties.- Tensile specimens shall be

-prepared and ieted-in conformance with Standard ed. sTe7MethMd-
Std. No. 151, method 211. 1, type R.3.

4.3.2 Radiographic inspection. - Radiographic examination
shall be conducted in accordance with Specification AOC- 36065..

4.3. 3 Penetrant inspection. - Penetrant inspection shall
beperformed in accordance with Specification Mm-146866.

4. 3; 4- -Visual-inspection. .- Each part shall be visually
Inspected to determine compliane with 3. 7. 9. . -------

4.4 Classification of characteristics. - The requirements
of section 3 shall be classified as cxiUaLid-A-
SPicifc4ion MW- i9411, and as shown below. Those. require-
ments not listed shall be classified as minor, or as specifled On the
applicable drawing or specification.

Classification Requirements in Section 3 Test-Method

Major 3.5 4.3.1

* 3;7.9.1 4.3.2
•3. 7.9. z, 4. 43. 3, 4. 3.'4

. . NOTES

5. 1 Intended'use. - This specification establishes the fabri-
ctution methods for the manufacture of a titanium rocket motor
conponent.

V. 5. 2 Definitions. - Definition of terms related to radiographic
inspection criteria shall be as follows:
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Aerojet- General Corporationi

52.1Ippec fusion. - Imperfect fusion is defined as a

-- ~idiio-wr~eth a d dwp sit lalis to rnelt together vitltheI - base metal or previous weld deposit over the entire surfaces expod
for welding.

S. 1.2 isolated porosit. Isolated pory tIs defined as a
condition existing whemithe iimage of a cavity, over 0. ZT in diamtter

to farther from another cavity over 0. ZT in diameter by a distance
greater than the average of. the diameters of the cavities.

52. 3 Scattered porosit. Scattered porosity Is defind
as a condition existing when there are images of two or more cavities
with-diameter-of-0. ZT or loss.

5. 2.4 'T-thickness of weld. - The T cthickness of weld Is
the thickness of thle 7hne f the two adjoining edge& of material at

the weld. _________

S. 2. 5 Linear porositt. -Linear porosity is defined as a

condition existin when t images of three or more cavities with -

less than twice--the ave-rage of- the diameters-. are -located in approxti-
mately a straight line along the center line of the weld.

5.z2.6 Fine orositi.- Fine porosity is defined as a condi-

tion. existing when the image of a cavity'is 0. 010 inch or less in___

Authorized for Release:

n in ring Specifications
S Id 9ocket Plant
Sacramento

THIS DOUMICRTAMC THEINFORM TION CON OF. THREI IS NOT TO BE RZPRODUJC2D. .USED Of

J4T~kZT O TH U~TEDSTATES MAY DEM AND) AL.L OR ANY PART OF TH4IS DOCUMENT AS TO WHICH

AERJE1GENRALCORPORATION IS ENTITLED TO GRANT TIS RIGHT.



Aerojet-General Corporation
AGC-36319B
Figure I

Operation No. Materitl Machine No.

Joint Configuration: Data i

Pass Numiber 1 3 4 5 6

_Are-V -a-e- -V -ltag

-- c At. VoUa C brate- - -

Welln. S- *It. _•-

• _Positioner Control Setting .
Wir-efe;d ndicator Spl.'ed
_Fillet M iceroia Trype 'Tooling and Speial.IntrutiongFiller Material Size - - . • -

Toolrde ypa" .d .pa& nsrcin
MEle;trode Size

• - orch Cup.Size
S hleli N ("ee (A) below) '

ckup or Purge
Trailing Cup

-* Vp o .current.-
• -ead-Sons-itiety -

ffeT1wzflpe
Weld Travel -elay

*Current Delay_
-Wire Stop-. -

Initial Heat .... ._•

* U Soe ie-heat eosTat
* Down Slope Decay Rheostat

Fi!alHeat _ ISTa iling T e
Preheat Temperature.
Interpass Tempezature -

* Post Heat Temperature "-'
- Wire Guide Tip Size -

Carriage Travel

tWire Brush Between Passes '

(A) shielding - use following.
mixture helium

argo *For Information Only

Welding Engineer Chief Welding EngineerQuality Control 'Government Inspector

Manufacturing

AUTOMATIC FUSION WELDING SCHEDULE
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Acroet-Gencral Corporation 4

AGC-363 19 B
Figure Z

Operation No. ______PIN_____ Machine No. ____Material
W. Unit No.______

Joint Configuration: -Weld Process Unit No.

Pass Number fz 3 4~ 5 6~ 7
Am peragc -I

Amperage Control Setting- - - -

Arc Voltage ___ ______

Arc Voltage Calibrate_______
Welding Speed - IPM ___ ______

Poe itioner Control Setting _______

Wirefeed Indicator Speed ToigadSeilIsrcin
Filler Material Type ToigadSeilIsrcin

r . ~Filler Material Size 1. Part welded per EWP________
Electrode Type
Electrode Size
Torch Cup Size
Shielding_(see (A) below)
Backup or Purge__
Trailing Cup
Type of Current-
Head Sensitivity
Head Down Speed
Weld TravelDelay
Wire Start Delay
Current Delay

.Wire Stop Delay
Initial Heat
Up 'Slope Pre-heat Rheostat
Down Slope Decay Rheostat-
Final Heat
Tailing Time__-
Preheat Temperature
Interpass Temperature
Post Heat Temperature
Wire Guide Tip Size
Carriage Travel ___

Fit Up2-
Wire Brush Between Passes
(A) Shielding - use following-

mixture helium
argon

Welding Eng. ________Welding Insp.________ APPROVALS
Welding Op'r._________

WELD HISTORY SHEET

215
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Appendix VII

AGC- 13860

RADIOGRAPHIC ACCEPTANCE LIMITS FOR
FUSION WELD JOINTS

I
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AOC-13860

TABLE I

RADIOCAAPHIC AQCEPTANCE LIMITS FOR FUSIONS WELD JOINTS
(Single Type Defecta)

Wrld Class 12 3 4_
.. . ... . . . ..... .R e f .

Weld Defects Fill. A lowable Acceptance Limits

Wald cracks U U U U

PArent metal cracks U 1! U U

Under bead crater U U U U
Worm holes U U U U
Burn through U U U U
Incomplete penetration U U U under 1/4"T; U under 1/4"T;

Length 4,5 114"T and oven l)4"T and over.

T/nax in any T/4 maxi n any
8T weld length 6T weld length

Depth 4 T/10 max. T/1O max.

Incomplete fusion 4,5 U U Same as I.P. Eame an 1.1'.

Linear porosity* U U U under /4'"T; U under 1/4"T;
l)4"T and over 1)4"T and over

Diem of cavity 6 T/5(.060"max) T/4(.080"max)

Dist between cavities 7 6D(.090"min) 4D(.060"min)

Diet between groups 8 6T(l"win) 3T (/2"min)
No. per inch of weld 3 5

Aligned porouity* U
DLm of cavity 6 T/5(.060"max) T/5(.060"max) T/(.080"mx)
Diet between cavities 7 8D(.125"min) 6D(,090"min) 4D( 060"min)
Dist between groups 8 6T (l"min) 6T l"min) 3T(l/2"min)

No. per inch of weld 3 3 5

Scattered porouity*
Spheroidal
Diam of cavity 6 T/5 .060"max) T/5(.060"max) T/4(.080"max) T/4(.080"max)

Dist between cavities 7 OD(1.l2min)\ 8D(,12"min) 6D(.090"min) 4D(.060"min)

No. per inch of weld 2 4 4 8

Elongated U U U U

Non-metallic inclusion#
Spheroidal
Diem of inclusions 6 T/4(.080"ax) T/4(.080"max) T/3(.IGO"max) T/3(.lO0"max)

Diet between iel's 7 8D(.12"min) 6D(.090"min) 4D(.060"min) 3D(.060"min)

No. per inch of weld 3 5 6 10

Elongated U U U U

Metallic inclusions
Spheroidal Same as S.P. Same as S.P. Same as S.P. Same as S.P.

Elongated U U U U

Excess pentration 10 T/4(.032"max) T/4(.032"max) T/4(.032"max) T/3(.060"max)
VISUAL INSPECLu.-

Excess crown 10 T/4( .032"max) T/4( .032'nmax) T/4( .032"max) T/3( .060"max)
Undercut U1

Depth 1 T/20 T/20 T/20

Legh2.3 5T in SOT 5 T in SOT 5T in 50T'
U U U U

*Not more than three (3) consecutive inches may contain porosity. For every

inch up to maximum of three (3) that contains porosity, there shall be an

equal amount of sound weld on either side.

NOTE: See paragraphs 4.1, 4.2 and 3.2.1, 3.2.2 for explanations of symbols, terms,

abbreviations, definitions and conditions governing single and multiple

types of defects.
Refer to Figures and cd for determination of "T" used in limiting size

of defects. If a weld crown or filler is subsequently machined, values of
"T" used shall be adjusted in accordance with finished dimensions at thL

weld joint.
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Appendix VIII

~WELDING CONDITIONS AND WELD PROPERTIES DATA
i ON SQUARE BUTT WELDS IN 6AI-4V TITANIUMPLT[1-

NIL 0 2 TIK
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Table VII- 1. Weldinig Conditions and Weld Properties Da-
and Aged) Nombz
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one- and Weld-1Propextiev- Data on Square Butt-Welds in 6A1-4V Tit aniun-i Plate (Solution Treated
and Aged) Nominally 0. 25- in. Thick.
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5utt Welds in 6A1-4V Titanium Plate (Solu.tion Treated
Thick.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE NEW ALL-WELDED
LM ASCENT TANK1 MODEL

The 12L ascent -tank model installed in vehicles 124-L through 124-5
__ -- -is-- )i. 4in. ID-ita mx~pare-cc tv g-'two enings :,_-a5-iii.

diameter access-hole-at the bottom, and a 1-in. diameter helium

inlet port at the top.
titanium cover is attached to the flange surrounding the access

hole -and a -stairless st eel -heliton diffuser f ittigisatce
to the- helliun et -port_- Both the tianium cover =n4 the stain-

-~ ~s~eiitin- arp- fastnad.to-the--tank-with -bol-ts-,- and--in,-
each -instance, -heliu leakage is -restricted by a Teflon-covered
stainless steel seal. The delivered weight of this tank model
hat averaged-73 lb.

A new--all-welded tank model that w$ll be installed in vehicles
tM.;6 through L1i-5 is currently being developed. The bolt-on
cover -And -diffuser- f itting will be replaced by titanium closure
-and-diffuser -eubase4MbTlies--welded -into -top an d bott om o penings.
This modification will. eliminate two helium' leakage patihs and
-reduce--the- tank -weight,--by--approxirmate-y-9 -lb.-----

G'MIN, B=UNDRY -E~AIN OUND :IN Dl.FFLY$ER-TO-TAN!( WELDS

An initial group of -four tanks is being processed through the ten
new weldig -9pqretu _required to fabricate-.the.-new model. -The I
'-first, articWt -is tniadely a tool proofing -unit. The second is the
-new qualification tank, and the third and fourth are the 124-6-1fd . xizer. -tanks_-
A saiall crack was detected in the X-ray of the diffuser-to-tank

-we--4~i~uel)m-ae~nthet~o~profig uit.Thecrckwas-

also detected by fluorescent penetrant inspection of the root
side of the weld. I
A review of the data recorded when the weld was made indicated
that a small water leak in the welding torch plumbing had occurred
midway through the welding cycle. The cause of cracking was
tentatively assigned to hydrogen contamination from the water
leak.
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6A1 AV TI DIFFUSE* PITTING

AmTIRO1ATiON FITTING W"

'%46 No wEON aIR "o USED. FILL0 I$ M*ICED SY MELTING A
;SMALLF1 PH NTHC-DIFFUSER SIDE-OF-t14E JOINT.

Figurl X. 1. iffusir-to-Tank Veld.

- F10 ma~U-iun thi brief -evaluation,- the diffuser-to-tank weld was
a4In the qualification tank. No rejectable defects were found

was detected on the root surface by fluorescent penetrant in-
spection. To vieri~fy the presence of the defect, the area was
washed and then reinspected by the fluorescent penetrant method.
Since the second inspection indicated no defects, the conformu-

* ance to specification fluorescent penetrant inspection require-
ments was certified by Quality Control.
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___Because a -ltlyati fa-to2y-- AplAnat-i(ti -of the-_caue -of - -

craciIng o;f the tool proofing tank weld had not, been established,
an engineering directive was issued requiring the diff user-to-tank
welds on both tool proofing and qualification units to be rain-
spected with a new spersensitive penetrant inspection technique.

The materials required for thios technique, are marketed by Magna--_____
-_flux- Corpora-tion- un~ar-the6 a~eiYKi

HY-RME penetrant inspection revealed several indications on the
root surtfaces of both welds which appeared under micros-copic

examination to be small, cracks located at grain boundaries. As
a reu, HY--RCZ- penetrarnt--inspetio~- V~e run- on a total of
seven teat .welds, which-had previously been-made in-pieces

*-approzdinset ysiniulating thea co tioqnofthe._diffuser-to-
_ --tanik iieIld. -Separataons were found in six out of seven of. these

- -pieces.(Figure 2).

In every -instance the separations were located only on the rootI
surface of the weld, near the-weld centerline. Also, in'every -

instance, the flaws followed grain boundaries..j

The-most oomm*n causes-ofi6AI-4V titanium weld cracking are-

-.- . ntrtitia.1-coutamination by-nitrogen-, oxygen-,

C. Resgs.

The test welds had-been made in a-controlled atmosphere chamber,

evacacoupithe by runniaf.ing agan. aAlyse
tonalthe certification welds owetermade boe strtig andafe
hydrpetng etet wead ~on a-reiew the it o r-5te--cupa

the possibility that the cracking was caused by interstitial

contamination was ruled out.

Because the welds were never subjected to the combination ofI
corrosive environment and applied stress, stress corrosion was
also eliminated as a potential cause.
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I A review of the joint geometry (gum_ ) focused attention .......
...... thld - esth -prduced -in the weld by the stiffness of the
surrounding antirotation fitting boss. The probable cause of

- cracking was therefore attributed to high residual stresses.
The'following three corrective measures were investigated:

* f titanium to increase weld ductility.

b. Reducing the minimum thickness at the weld joint
from 0.070 to 0.040 in. to decrease the weld
width and, thereby, the tendency toward shrinkage.

welding schedule to permit a high postheat tempera-
ture to be maintained for a long enough time to
Allow the relaxing of residual stresses by
yielding of the weld metal.

To evaluate corrective measures a and b, the following specimens
simulating the diffuser-to-tank weld configuration were
fabricated:

- ..:_:.I.. ........ Type 1. --Commercially -we- titanium diffuserr-fit-ti4,
... ...... 0.070-in.-thick weld joint, 6A-4V titanium-

Li .. .. aftrt~rbi

Tye2 -ttttedjit64V titanium difsrait ng, irot40-i 6

Type 3. ba-V titanium diffuser fitting, 0.070-in.-
V rthick weld joint, 6A1-4V titanium anti-

rotation -boss.

Six each of these specimens were welded in Aerojet's controlled
atmosphere chamber. NZither pre- nor postheat was used. All
of the specimens were X-rayed and then HY-ERE penetrant-inapected.
There were no indications of cracks in any of the three groups.
The specimens were HY-REZ penetrant-inspected again 12 to 14 days
after welding. There were no indications of cracks.

F2
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II

The configuration of the Type 3 specimens was identical to that
of the initial group of seven, aix of which war& found to contain - .
separations. However, the Type 3 specimten were all welded in a

-single chamber load, and welding parameters were closely moni-
toednd nrecorded,- ___ n lthelitawtlt iteltranm -

- . --wrei~spect to _time, attcadtgetn lwas -changed fron
epee uet procetodreveop~ioesdu data. Additionally,
the Type 3 specimens were carefully cleaned prior to welding,
%Mile those it the initl group were not.

Simultaneous with &he evau~ation made by welding and testing

Typ 1, 2, and 3 specimens1 the development of toopk an - epee..
-mev~dtor ~pe WasW MAtbi'& un. The Lonter. ttii d

resiatahe he atingelements, and the latter n eletric welding
arc as heating soures. Neither.-method-proved satisfactory,
largely biecause0 the. -pre- and voatheating- operations-a at compli
cated-by the necessity to simultInecuby c6ol. the stin'ounng tank
mebrane& and the bimetal tube joint attacheid to the -diffuser
fitting.

...... ..... c ti n une o re on-dS .yin
sixh apcln signe t 4t4~ th .coue-otnc weld

These wed'eemdnt ~-V titati file wr -_

Microscopic examination a.hovtd that single indications found in_three- o6fr7tha -we-,a~d Q e.parat on n -theto ieo h
weld, ioitoing gralit oundaries.In additin aeu.etia

tn of X-ray.of one weld cotii _- partoaantae
~b ~ --sveythat thi type of defeact cannot be detecta. by

radiographic inspection.

6
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i Diffuser-to-Tank Weld

;7- a. The diffuser material will be changed to
..... mrcially Pure titanium, but -no pre- andposthdat Cycle will be itoporated into the

welding schedule.
b. A HY-REZ penetrant-nspection will be made

. . an thea root side of all welds.
cosr-to-Tank Weld

a. The wldin filler wie will be changed to
commercially pure titanium, but no pre- and
postheat cycle will be incorporated into thewelding schedule.

b. At least one exstin cloure weld onmadnin

on*1 the rootr sidee ofte altels

. failure to obtain1 crack growth data.

Cloan-t o Weltd lsr-otnwedwilb

welded with commrcially pure filer wre and HY-
::t ! RMZ penetrant-inspecteO. Three -t e A~_Lpe dstructive-tested to failure, either by cycle

b. tor best testing.

_ : , D ISC USS IO N.. .

---- At- the _rant timea lthough-&decisiotthas bee m to -pro-rceed as described above, there is no-assurance that tanks de-
liveaed to Gruran will not contain separations of the tpeillustrated in Figure 2. Although the diffuser-to-tank weld will

~be HY-RZZ Penetrant-inspected to assure that it in free of sepa-rations, the root side of the closure-to-tank welds is inacces-cible and so cannot be inspected by this method.

!7
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To Aerojet's knowledge, there is no tank manufacturer using
HY-REZ penetrant-inspection as a production inspection method,
Thus, it is possible, and even probable, that this type of de-
feat occurs in other existing titanium tankage. The high- ! ....~~~pressure helium stOrage-tanka-used iSaturn-A4o~o n ZM ....

vecles are thick-wall titanium tanks weldad with multiple
pass procedures, using 6AI-4V titanium filler wire. The root

side of the girth welds in none of these tanks can be penetrant-
inspected.

Aerojet believes that the use of commercially pure filler metal
will reduce the tendency for separations of the type illustrated
in Figure 2 to develop. Three girth seam welds (465 in. total)
made with commercially pure filler material have been HY-REZ
inspected, and no crack indications were found. Additionally,
HY-REZ inspection revealed no separations in the six test welds
simulating the welding of a commercially pure diffuser fitting
to the tank. .

In assessing the significance of the grain boundary separation
problem discussed in this report, the following should be-kept in
mind: NASA's basic fracture-mechanics approach, -under-which-a -
litii is set on the pressure cycles permitted between proof tests,
assumes that flaws considerably lareaan-the-spaaont-ds - . V-
c. .overedinth-e L tak welds are present in the structure.

W-7-
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Figure IX-.2. Grain Boundary Separations Found in
LM Tank Welds (Magnification 250X).
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The distribution of this report is limited because it contains technology
identifiable with items on the strategic embargo lists excluded from export
or re-export under U. S. Export Control Act of 1948 (63 STAT. 7), as
amended (50 U. S. C. Appn. 2020-2031), as implemented by AFR 400-10,
AFR 310-2, and AFSCR 80-20.
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Plasma arc welding ~-
Keyhole mode wenlding; initiation and withdrawal 

.-Plasma welding tcrrchtesi PT.. U.ST
Circurnferetnctial or girth welding

Plate thickness swelding

Aerospace materials joininig
Weight-critical pressure vessels
Rocket motor came fabrication
Weld metal gas depletion
Precrack Charpy impact properties
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